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ABSTRACT

AN EXPERIMENT WITH AFRICAN COFFEE GROWING 
IN KENYSl: THE GUSH, 1933-1950

By

Carolyn BaSnes

This study analyzes the factors within and without Gusii 

society which directly influenced the introduction and expansion 

of coffee production. It also describes the assumptions of the 

colonial administrators in regard to the ^form and structure of 

the industry. Furthermore, salient characteristics of the pio

neer growers, those who adopted coffee before 1938, are compared 

with a subsequent group of Gusii coffee farmers to test hypothe

ses on innovation.

A combination of research methods and techniques were 

employed. Primary, written documents and relevant secondary 

materials were consulted in the United States, England and Kenya.
A

Also, pioneer growers and.other informants were questioned fol- 

lowing an'interview guide.

r.^

Then a structured questionnaire was 

administered to the -pioneers, a random sample of the next set

of coffee adopters, and respondents for the deceased members of 

the study unit. Information from the questionnaires is provided 

in tables, giving frequency counts and percentages, while chi-

square tests indicate levels of significance.
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«The study documents, up to 1933, the importance of cof- 

fee within the settler-dominated economy of Kenya, which pro

hibited production o'f the crop by indigenous persons. After - 

that date, at the insistence of the Colonial Office, the colony 

agreed to African coffee growing, but only on a limited, ex

perimental basis. The ultimate agreement compromised a more
• •

extreme position taken earlier by the Colonial Office, when 

Sidney Webb was Secretary of State.

Among the three experimental areas was Gusiiland, in 

southwestern Kenya. The initiative to begin coffee growing
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i1 1i Isthere, and subsequently the impetus to orgai^ize the industry 

on a cooperative basis, was taken by district officials. A 

positive response to the introduction of coffee was forthcoming 

from only a small number of Gusii cultivators. A significant 

percentage of the first growers were among the early educated 

members of their society; They were motivated by a combination 

of reasons, inclt^ding the expectation of earning a greater cash 

income. In contrast, other members.of their society were un

willing to plant coffee for fear that Europeans would confis

cate ttieir^land if they grew the crop successfully. After this
i-

fear subsided, the rate of expansion was largely determined by 

external factors such as the wartime emphasis on food crop pro

duction, the policy of concentration of coffee areas, coffee 

diseases-and pests, and availability of seedlings. The ultimate 

control resided with the central goveriment, which set a maximiun 

limit on the annual allocation of seedlings per individual and 

themaximum number of acres under coffee in each experimental
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I
iIIAlthough coffee production in Gusiiland was successful.area.

not until mid-1949 was the maxinuim acreage limitation removed. I
a|

i
Coffee growing, especially once the cultivators were 

allowed t^plant the crop on their own land, rather than on a 

block plot, was accommodated by traditional agricultural pat-

«
I
iI
i

In Gusii society, men always had the right to cultivate 

a plot of land for personal profit, so the administration's 

insistence on coffee ownership by men was in accordance with 

Labor on the coffee fields was usually carried

Iterns.
s
fi

4
I■

I
this system.

out by family labor and supplemented by traditional work groups. I
5

Initially/ at the district level, the management and ■ 

control of the coffee industry rested with the agricultural of

ficer, and finance was provided by the local native council.

‘ In 1943 the industry was placed under the auspices of a board 

of eight Gusii, elected by the growers, with the agricultural 

officer as chairman. The following year, facilitated by gov

ernment's interest in cooperatives among Africans as a means 

of directing their energies and aspirations into non-competitive 

arenas, the board was dissolved and the Kisii Coffee Growers 

Co-operative gpciety estaB'lished.

to the mid-1950s, when it was transformed into a cooperative 

union with affiliated societies. The organization of the cof

fee industry was marked by the gradual accumulation of control 

by local persons and the assertion of Gusii leadership, al

though within constraints set by central government.

Kisii, as well as the other experimental areas, demon

strated that black Kenyans could successfully produce coffee

I
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and provided a model for expanding production and marketing to
/ ^

other areas, once the government decided it was both economi

cally and politically advantageous to extend African coffee 

production.A
J
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i The early years of colonial rule in Kenya laid the 

foundation from which European settlers, with their allies in 

commercial circles in London and' government, could gain cq^-

^ ■ S
.■5

I
9

i
trol over the economic structure and productive resources of 

Production of coffee,^ one of the main settler
i

1

the economy.

enterprises,/was exclusively reserved for Europeans until the
3

early_1930s, when an experiment was undertaken with African 

coffee growing in Kisii, Embu, and Meru. Although indigenous 

coffee production up to the late 1940s was limited, the ex

periment was nevertheless significant not only in terms of 

its beginnings and growth but also because it laid the founda

tions for the future structure^of African coffee industry.

Even though this study concentrates on the introduc

tion and growth of the coffee industry in Gusiiland, or Kisii, 

the relevant activities and policies of London and Nairobi 

will also be considered. 'Thus, the research covers factors 

within Gusii society and those external to it which directly 

influenced the introduction and expansion of the industry, and 

the assumptions of colonial administrators and officials in 

regard to the structure and cbntrol of the industry.' Also, 

the salient characteristics of the pioneer innovators.

!
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^Unless otherwise specified, the term coffee refers 

to the arabica species.
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2

/especially their position vis a vis .colonial institutions, 

are used to test-a few key theories on innovation.^

The economic purpose of Britain's colonial policy has 

received considerable attention over several decades.^ 

major contributions to the fjeld recently are E. G. Brett's 

Colonialism and Underdevelopment jL-n' East Africa:

5
.Two

i The Politics

of Economic Change 1919-39 (London, 1973) and Richard Wolff's

The Economics of Colonialism: Britain and Kenya, 1870-1930'i
<

(New Haven, Connecticut, 1974); These studies postulate that 

the development of capitalism in Britain involved its depend-

s

5

encies as suppliers of raw materials and produce, and as mar

kets for manufacturers and capital.
■

Colonies therefore grew

(underdeveloped) within the constraints imposed by the 

nomic development of the industrialized metropole. 

maintains that external control, however, positively contrib-

eco-

Brett

uted to the societies by introducing the most advanced social 

and material culture.

The response of African farmers to economic opportuni

ties during the. coloniS'l period has been the focus of a small, 

but growing, body of literature.. These studies generally

^The research methodology is explained in Appendix A.

One of the most influential books ever to appear is 
John A. Hobson, Imperialism: A Study, rev. ed. (London:
George Allen Unwin, 1938). Other outstanding writings include: 
V. I. Lenin, Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism, 
rev. trans. 2nd ed. (New York: International Publishers, 1934); 
D. C. M. Platt, "Economic Factors in British Policy During the 
'New Imperialism, I tl Past and Present 39 (April 1968), 120-38; 
and Walter Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa (London; 
Bongle-L'Ouverture, 1973).
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focus on colonies in which Africans dominated production for

For example, the meticulous research on 

cocoa farming in Ghana by Polly Hill and the origins- of the 

• groundnut industry in Northern Nigeria- by Jan Hogendbrn des

cribe how Africans reacted to the demands for certain

f'

I
the export market.

I
i

I
5

crops,

the ways ,in which they responded,,,and the transformation of

marketing activities. Several of these studies, however, fail 

to trace the economic interests of the metropole in supporting

■-S

I
i

export production among Africans and neglect to consider that 

the initiative shown by Africans was circumscribed by the 

limits imposed by the colonial government.

In the initial phase of the modern British colonial

I

i
3
I
i,

I
1period in Africa, official policy on non-indigenous participa

tion was flexible. IIn British West Africa and Uganda, for 

example, expatriate-directed agriculture was attempted, 

ing conflict in the administration and among special interest

,2
Scaus- i
I

groups, in each category of which there were those who,argued 

for large-scale plantation agriculture and those who supported ■i?

1
1
2

4 •
See, for example,' C. C. Wrigley, Crops and Wealth-in 

Uganda, East African Studies No. 12 (Kampala:
Institute of Social Research, 1959) Audrey I. Richards, Ford 
Sturrock and J. M. Fortt, eds.. Subsistence to Commercial Farm- 
ing in Present-Day Buganda (Cambridge: University Press, 1973); 
Polly Hill, The Migrant Cocoa Farmers of Southern Ghana: a 
studj- in rural capitalism (Cambridge: University Press, 1963); 
Margaret J, Hay, "Economic Change in Luoland: Lowe, 1890- 
1945," (Ph.D. thesis. University of'Wisconsin, 1972); and Sara 
Berry, "Cocoa and Economic Development in Western Nigeria," 
and Jan S. Hogendorn, "The Origins of the Groundnut Trade in 
Northern Nigeria," both in Carl'Eicher and Carl Liedholra, eds.. 
Growth and Development of the Nigerian Economy (East Lansing, 
Michigan: Michigan State University Press, 1970), pp. 16-29 
and 30-51 respectively.

IEast African 3
I
j
I
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2
i
I
i
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iIn both British West Africa and Ugandapeasant production, 

nearly all large-scale European agricultural undertakings
Ifailed, while African production for the export market suc- 

Thus,.a colonial policy evolved which supported 

African ^agricultural production in British West Africa and 
Uganda.^

s

ceeded. ie
?
i

In Kenya, however, agricultural production for the 

port market was sustained by European settlers and facilitated

ex-

by' favorable land and labor laws, in an.attempt to make the

Construction of the railwayprotectorate self-supporting, 

line from Mombasa on the Coast tq Kisumu on Lake Victoria had

been financed as a public undertaking in Britain, with the

Initially estimated
, the actual cost amounted to & 5,550,000.® In 

its first year of operation, 1902-03, the railway lost h 49,690 

" and an additional b 319,112, the annual charge for sinking 

fund and interest payments, was not covered by the protector- 

^ London was unwilling to meet these losses since it was

capital costs financed by treasury loans. 

at’'& 1,755,000

ate.

®For a fulleif*'ac(^unt;, consult A. G. Hopkins, An Eco- 
nomic History of West Africa (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1973), pp. 212-16; and E. A. Brett, Colonialism and 
Underdevelopment in East Africa (London-; Heinemann, 1973),

(
i

pp. 217-21.
I ®M. P. K.

Kenya (Nairobi;
See M. F. Hill, Pemanent Way;
Uganda Railway (Nairobi;
1950) for detailed discussion of the railway debates and des
cription of its construction.

^Sorrenson, Origins, p.

Sorrenson, Origins of European Settlement in 
—- - - - - - - — 30. ♦Oxford University Press, 1968), pp. 19,

The Story of the Kenya and 
East African Railways and Harbours,

30.
■3

i
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iIi
iialready spending large amounts in the East African Protector 

military campaigns to bring the territory under effec- 

Traffic had to be created to make the railway 

and the protectorate needed to become self-supporting. .

•/

Iate on
itive control. I
s
1pay,

Since few mineral deposits were known to exist, a prosperous 

protectorate and a profitable railway,would depend upon agri-

is
i
SIx.'-
Icultural commodities.

Agricultural export production 

initial years of the protectorate by Commissioner Charles

I
S
3was influenced in the

\

Eliot, who reported to London that local inhabitants could

He described the
1
Inot be relied upon to produce export crops.

ifamine in 1897,Kikuyus as badly disorganized due to the severe 

and claimed that they had turned away from agricultural pro-

The indigenous people around the

s
J

duction to cattle raising.

Gulf of Kavirondo, near the terminus of the railway line, he
i
3

ji
judged as corrupted by the love of alcohol and leisure, while

On the other hand.

J
f
; ..8,

the Masai were "utterly non-productive, 

he pointed out that there was ample available land suited to 

European agriculture.^. Sgttlers could-grow crops for the rail-

the coast for export, and they^ would re-way to transport to 

quire imported manufactured goods and d'ther items to be car-I
j ried by rail into the interior.

■ Several suggestions for settlement were advanced. 

Foreign Office considered proposals for Indian settlementThe

if

3 Britain^Richard Wolff, The Economics of Colonialism; _ _ _ ^_
and Kenya 1870-1930 (New Haven, Connectxcut: Yale University 
Press, 1974), p. 47.

I

i
'■■a
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and a Jewish colonization scheme, as well as those for Euro-
9

pean settlement, 

ready in the protectorate successfully appealed to Eliot to 

promote settlement by Europeans, and, by .1905, it was clear- 

that European colonization of the highlands would be promoted.

’k
The relatively few European settlers al-

I
ijf
K ■

Encouraging European settlement carried with it cer-

Government would have to
M

I tain policy and legal implications, 

grant land to settlers on attractive terms; regulate where 

Africans were allowed to live, cultivate land, and tend herds;
1
U

(f,
10and ensure an adequate labor force for the European planters. 

The policy and legal structure which evolved up to the 1920s 

therefore gave settlers a dominant position in the economy.

The land laws ultimately gave Europeans possession 

over large tracts of land, with long-term security.
I

At the

same time African rights to land were narrowly interpreted by3

Q

Although Eliot gave impetus to European settlement, 
there were earlier advocates. For example, see Gerald Portal, 
The British Mission to Uganda in 1893, Rennel Rodd, ed.,
(Lonfion; Edward Arnold, 1894), p. 76; and P. L. McDermott, 
British East Africa or I. B. E. A., new ed. (London: Chapman 
and Hall, 1895), pp.^. 40^04. For further information on set
tlement consult J. S. Mangat, A History of the Asians in East 
Africa (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), pp. 64-66; Robert 
G. Weisbord, African Zion: an attempt to establish a Jewish 
colony in the East Africa Protectorate, 1903-1905 (Philadelphia: 

■ Jewish Publication Society of America, 1968); and Gerrit Groen, 
"The Afrikaners in Kenya, 1903-1969," (Ph.D. thesis, Michigan 
State University, 1974).

^°For further information consult Y. P. Ghai and 
J. P. W. B. McAuslan, Public Law and Political Change in kenya: 
A Study of the Legal Framework of Government from Colonial
Times tb the Present (Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1970),
pp. 79-84; and M. P. K. Sorrenson, "Kenya Land Policy," in 
Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver, eds., assisted by Alison 
Smith, History of East Africa, Vol. II (Oxford; Clarendon 
Press,.1965), pp. 672-89.

f?
3
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I
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s1
The East Africa (Lands) Order ifi Council sthe colonial powers, 

of 1901 defined Crown Land as areas not used by indigenous in

habitants for occupation, cultivation or grazing, and land

I
I Ifa

I
vacated by them, which could be granted or leased, the supposi

tion being that African rights did not ^ount to land titles. 

Africans therefore had no legal land rights and were accord— 

ingly at the mercy of those who might covet their lands, 

overall attempt was made to set aside land specifically for

I
I
l:
!
I
I
INo ■

I
Africans until the Crown Lands Ordinance of 1915, which em-

Yet, except in
!

powered the governor to proclaim reserves.

formally set aside until 1926, andtwo instances, none was 

thereafter land still could be confiscated from the Africans,

as in the case of the Nandi, for European use.

Emerging from the promotion of settlement through a

waslenient land policy, the European agricultural structure 

based upon the availability of an adequate supply of indige- 

As John Ainsworth remarked'in 1905, "it mustnous laborers.

be remembered that Europeans will not do manual labour in a
.,11 At first governmentcountry inh^ited by blac^ races.

directly involved in securing laborers for settlers, butwas

A. C. Hollis, appointed to the new posf-of Secretary of Native 

Affairs in 1907, sent out a government circular prohibiting 

chiefs from compelling labor to go out, and regulating recruit*- 

, which immediately diminished the labor supply. A crisisment

-erupted in early 1908 when the colonists bitterly complained

^^As quoted in G. H.Mungeam, British Rule in Kenya, 
1895-1912 (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1966), p. 93.
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about an unmet demand for laborers and claimed that the new
12rules had doubled the cost for labor. The commissioner of

the protectorate commented that requirements for labor in the 

highlands could be fulfilled if a poll tax, supplementing the 

hut tax>>were instituted to force young men out to work. This 

idea was accepted by the secretary of state, who at the same

time ordered that government officers discontinue securing
,

laborers for settlers. This prohibition, however, did not 

mean.that the administration ceased to "encourage" persons 

to work for settlers. In 1912 a Native Labour Commission was

i

appointed to find ways and means of inducing Africans to

The legislation resulting from its 

, recommendations provided for the registration of all males 

over sixteen and for regulated squatting.

The demand for laborers caused by World War I forced 

'district officers to supply men for the carrier corps, but it 

was generally left to chiefs and headmen to meet quotas. There 

was confusion over the degree of compulsion to be utilized, 

but this was clarified i^ the Native Followers Recruitment 

Ordinance of 1915, which established.conscription of African 

males for the carrier corps. Settlers'linsuccessfully pressed

..13"come out and work.

12^
George Bennett, Kenya, A Political History (London; 

Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 25.

13Marjorie R. Dilley, British Policy in Kenya Colony, 
2nd ed. (London: Frank Cass, 1966), pp. 219-21.

14For a further discussion on labor policy see ibid 
pp. 213-38; and Roger vanZwanenberg, Colonial Capitalism and 
Labour in Kenya, 1919-1939 (Kampala: East African Literature 
Bureau,. 1975).

• t
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I
3

for an extension of the ordinance to allow the drafting of

Nevertheless, a favorite, and
iIslabor for European farms, 

usually effective, way to avoid conscription was for Africans
I
I!
I
I

to take up service with European settlers, and those already 

employed tended to remain at work, rather than risk being

By 1917, an alteration in the sy^stem of recruitment

I

I
!drafted.:■

made the district officials, rather than local leaders, re-

Large numbers of men
s

sponsible for turning out conscripts.

impressed, causing some officers to complain about the
i
i
S

were

disruption of normal indigenous agricultural production pat- 

The war-time system which involved government in

s

?
5

terns.

actively obtaining laborers was a pattern which the settlers 

wished to maintain during peacetime for their own purposes.

After the war, when European men returned to largely 

neglected farms, the labor requirements exceeded the supply. 

This demand led to the Northey circulars of 1919, which set 

forth the functions of officials in regard to recruitment of , 

In addition, an ordinance empowered headmen to con-labor .

script Africans-to work, ^ixty days e^ch year, on government 

Agitation by humanitarians in England and mission- 

Kenya led the Colonial Office again to forbid officers

projects.

aries in

to participate in recruitment and to prohibit compulsory labor

The use of forced labor was restrictedfor private employers, 

to essential government services, for which prior approval had

^^Donald Savage and J. Forbes Monro, "Carrier Corps 
recruitment in the British East Africa Protectorate 1914-1918," 
Journal of African History 2, 2 (1966), 313-42.
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Regardless ofto be obtained-from the secretary of state, 

stated policy, the colonial system nevertheless lent support1
I
I settlers in obtaining a supply of laborers.

Even with the use of cheap labor, many settlers were.
to J:he

?

1
undercapitalized, leading to enactment of a sys- 

in favor of the European .^settlers. Through

in debt and 

tern of supports
taxes, mostly paid by Africans, government provided roads, rail-

Subsi-research and other services for Europeans.ways, crop
provided through the customs tariff and privileged

The set-
dies were

profitable internal and external markets, 

monopolized.the most profitable crops and control

led buying and selling. The private sector, especially lend-

, although fixed

access to

tiers also

ing institutions, also assisted the Europeans

credit obtained during good times placed heavyshort-term

the producers during periods of low corn-financial, burdens on
16

modity prices.
Europeans wereDuring the early years of settlement, 

unfamiliar with the soil and climatic conditions, and there- 

planted' small •acfteag'ts of several crops to spread
without sufficient ""capi- 

At the same time, a few 

missionaries carried out scientific 

Soon the administration.

fore most

Also, many farmers weretheir, risk, 

tal to invest in long-term crops, 

wealthy planters and some 

experiments on a variety of crops.

These aspects are discussed in vanZwanenberg, Coloni^ 
capitalism pp. 1-34; Brett, Colonialism and .

. 165-205; Md Colin Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya (London.

16

pp.
Heinemann, 1975), pp. 20-40.
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ISkeen on encouraging agricultural exports, recommended that

Official
«

or two crops for export. Ifplanters focus on one 

and unofficial research, supported by London, was undertaken i
I

the kinds of commodities most likely to maximize returns

In addition.
on

laon capital invested in the protectorate, 

government subsidized railway rates, and latelc made loans 

to producers of certain crops.

In sharp contrast, the colonial policy toward African

i
ffi
*
E
lit
IS
1a
R

agricultural production up to the early 1920s can be-classi-

This inattention mainly derived
1
i
«fied as conscious .neglect, 

from the supposition that improvement in the African areas
ia
SisEm-would hinder the flow of laborers and force wages up. 

ployers frequently and indignantly complained about the sup-

a
i
i
1
Iposed ease with which the indigenous people could earn money

As an administrator's wife can-
i
1as independent producers, 

didly explained:

i
ISii
IIt stands to reason that the more pros

perous and contented is the population 
of a reserve, the less the need or in
clination- of the yaungjiimen of the tribe

From the

a

II
ito go out into the field.

[European] farmers' point of view, the 
ideal reserve is a recruiting-ground_for

i
s
1s
s
«^\olff. Economics of Colonialism, ’pp. 68-73. s^®Scientific investigatims on export crops for the

B. Masefield, A History of the 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press,

fempire are discussed in G. 
Colonial Agricultural Service. I

I
I1962).

The Patterns of Economic 
assisted by

^^C. C. Wrigley. "Kenya:
Life, 1902-1945," in Harlow and Chilver, eds 
Smith, History East Africa, Vol. II, p. 226.

• f
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labour, a place from which the able- 
bodied go out to work, returning oc
casionally to rest and beget the next 
generation of labourers.2C5

Europeans believed that promotion of African agri-
<1

culture would hinder the development of European production. 

In 1912-13, at a conservative estimate, seventy percent of 

the value of agricultural exports were "native produce," 

whereas by 1928 the proportion was less than twenty percent. 

Africans were expected to continue with their traditional 

agricultural and animal husbandry and produce mostly for 

domestic consumption and internal markets. Even when lower- 

level officials tried to influence economic policy in favor 

of the Africans, they were blocked by their superiors. Never

theless, isolated projects took place in the African areas.

but these desultory efforts depended on the. initiative of 

individual administrators and mission societies. The agri

cultural department's assistance usually involved occasional

advisory visits in response to official requests and the pro- 
22vision of seeds. .

A policy shift towards African agriculture occurred 

during the post-war recession. Britain and Kenya were in

Ci-

20
M. Aline Buxton, Kenya Days (London: Edward Arnold 

Co., 1927), p. 10. Mrs. Buxton was the wife of Clarence BUxton, 
who played a key role in initiating coffee growing among the 
Gusii.

^Hjrigley, "Kenya," p. 243.

Jon Moris, "Crop Introduction Campaigns as a Test of 
Planning Capability in Extension Administration: The Central 
Kenya Experience," unpublished manuscript, n.d

22

p. 18.• /
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financial trouble.The protectorate’s customs collection, 

which, after the hut and poll tax, represented the largest 

item in revenue, fell along with the drop in export trade.

~ Some people felt that stimulating African agriculture would 

ease the balance" of payments by reducing commodities imported 

and by increasing exports, while also augmenting customs rev- 

enue. The Department of Agriculture's Annual Report for 

1920-21 .contains the first mention of. a plan to improve 

African agriculture. Emphasizing that the department was 

"becoming more and more interested in the development of the 

highly fertile native areas," it proposed to improve agricul

tural practices and increase production by employing a large 

number of "native* instructors [who] are likely to succeed 

where Europeans would fail." The proposed initial stage con- 

sisted of two or three years of training for African instruc

tors, who, after graduation, would be posted to the reserves. 

Each would manage a demonstration holding, where local farmers 

also would receive training. The report pointed out that ac

tivities would be -directed towascds production of such export 

crops as maize, sorghum, millet, groundnuts; simsim, cpttbn, 

beans and peas, which were claimed to be well suited to the 

"resources and facilities of the natives" and with which there

3
i!

1
I
3

i

■

would be "no question of competition against the European 
..24 !»grower.

^^Britain's poor financial situation is explained in 
, Brett, Colonialism and Underdevelopment, pp. 115-38

^'^Department of Agriculture Annual Report (hereafter 
DAAR) for 1920-21, as cited in L. W. Cone and J. F. Lipcomb,
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tA review of the colony's economic policy was under- Iby the Economic and Financial Committee, better known 

as the Bowring Committee, which contained a large unofficial 

Since the colony's trade was dangerously unbal-

taken III
i!

majority.

anced, the committee suggested ways and means of increasing
I
I
I

The committee, successfullyexports and decreasing imports.' 

submitted its resolutions to the governor between March and i
:

These aimed at broadening the base of produc-

The cojnmittee
October 1922.

tion and providing easy bulking for export.

called for the department of agriculture to provide staffalso

for the African areas, but development of the African areas

"only to make it help in the promotion of the white colony."

foir African cultivation came from the Colonial 

in communication with Nairobi over

was

Support

Office, which, in 1922, was 

the possibilities of increasing production in the reserves.

At this stage, W. Ormsby-Gore claimed that Kenya should be

" since settlementregarded "primarily as an African country, 

"on the edge of ruin." Moreover, some members of thewas

British commercial communityli^ Major Sir E'. H. M. Legett 

East African Corporation, favored a cha'nge in 

One businessman even expressed
of the British

the colony's economic policy.

conviction of all the other business and banking men to"the

The History of Kenya Agriculture (Nairobi: Universityeds _ _ _ _
Press of Africa, 1972), pp.

• /
43-44.

The Story of Coffee^^M. F. Hill 
in Kenya (Nairobi:

, Planters' Progress; _ _ _ _ ^
Coffee Board of Kenya, 1956), p. 53.
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whom I have spoken, that the real future of all thfese coun

tries, lies in the development of native production, rather
.,26j

than^white production.

In spite of.the proclamations and signs of intent.
I
5

o,

few resources were allocated to promote economic development 

in African areas.
i

In 1925, with an estimated" African popula

tion of 2,500,000 people, the Department of Agriculture's staff

for African, areas consisted of only three senior supervisors.

five supervisors, and approximately seventy African instruc- ' 

tors and apprentices. In addition, veterinary services in 

the reserves, were provided by one senior veterinary officer.

four veterinary officers, eight stock inspectors and about 

forty scouts. Training of African staff was carried out at 

Bukura in Central Kavirondo and the Scott Agricultural Labo

ratories at Kabete, where instruction centered around a model

In 1925, seventy students were receiving instruction

Also, a small start was made by the

Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with the Department

of Education, for agricultural ifetruction in village schools;

seeds were issued to these schools and mission centers to "be
27used in .training courses.

In 1925, the East African Commission led by W. Ormsby- 

Gore studied ways to accelerate African economic development

farm.

at these two centers.

26
Brett, Colonialism and Underdevelopment, pp. 178-79.

27
HMG Report of the East Africa Commission, Cmd.

2387 (London; HMSO, 1925), as cited in Cone and Lipcomb, eds. 
Kenya Agriculture, pp. 47-48.
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itaReporting on Kenya, theand to improve sogial conditions. I
Sicommission acknowledged:

There seems little doubt that the Department 
of Agriculture has in past devoted most of 
its attention to the improved cultivation in 
European areas, and that until the last three 
years , very little indeed was done'to encour
age native production.

1
ii
Saa
1
I
i
i
ii

There is a feeling among the natives that the 
of the country, which are supported

iIresources
out of the general taxation to which the na
tives contribute so largely, have been used 
too excl\isively for the development of Euro
pean areas. Stimulated by the growing weal-th 
of the natives in the adjacent territory of 
Uganda, the natives have been loud in their 
demands for services in return for the taxes 
which they pay. They are backed in some of 
their demands by the Convention of Associa
tions, the local administrative officers, • 
missionaries, and, to a large extent, the com
mercial community.2 8

t
1

1
I
'I
iIIi

The best incentive to efficient production, the com- 1
1

mission maintained, was proper provision of central markets.

In its opinion, both the Iroads, and transport facilities.
1

promotion of agriculture and the livestock industry neces-

It chose to ignore the colonial

I
3

Isitated an increase in staff. a
i

secretary's 1923 policy proclamatfon which asserted that

to take precedence over those of the other 

Instead the commission referred to a

I
African rights were

29
communities in Kenya*

dual policy.

^^Ibid., pp. 46-47.

Sidney Webb and East Africa:29 See Robert Gregory, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Labours Experiment with the Doctrine of Native Paramoun^^, 
University of California Publications in History, Vol. ^xxii 

University of California Press, 1962), pp. 5-55.(Berkeley:
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The dual policy of increasing the qu^tity 
and quality of production on the native 
lands pari passu with the development of

cultivation is accordingly neces-
The

I
i
1iEuropean

sary, if pnly on financial grounds, 
present purchasing power of the native is 

We are confident that stimulus to 
and better native cultivation is one

I
I
Ilow. imore _ .

of the best means of securing a higher 
standard of efficiency on the part of na
tives who seek employment from timejto time 
— European f anils. ^

a
8
i
Ion
I

Governor E. Grigg spoke of a dual policy at the Con- 

and Central African Governors in
S
I1ference of British East

i"a com-January 1926, and the conference report defined it as'
..31 A year laterbination of non-native and native production.

political meaning in his push to achieve 

the British East and Central African territor-
Grigg gave the idea 

a
closer union of

!

that the Europeans in Kenya and Northern

federation which
Grigg felties.

Rhodesia would be afraid to participate in a !
Thus, he ac-might apply the doctrine of native paramountcy.

moderate policy, that of dual develop-tively proclaimed a
His hopes for closer union, together with those of the

more

ment.

quashed by the HiltonSecretary of State L. S. Amery, were

, which had been established to advise London 

The commission's report, pub-
Young Commission

closer union in East Africa.on

recommended closer union as a meanslished in January 1929, 
of coordinating Kenya's policy with Uganda and Tanganyika,

gxvsn inoir© consicLeiration. Inwhere African'interests were

^°East Africa Commission as cited in Cone and Lipcomb, 
Kenya Agriculture, pp^

^^As cited in Gregory, Sidney Webb, p..

49-50.

63.
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5
regard to native policy in Kenya, the Hilton Young Coitimission 

stressed that "if the natives are to be fairly treated pro

vision must be made to ensure that they receive an adequate

3
S II iI

ii 1
Ireturn in services for the taxes they pay," including pro-

"The economic development

i fa
!■

vision of agricultural services, 

of the native areas is moreover necessary not mepely in the
If
S

It may form a most im- 

of the whole country," 

While some advances were being

interests of the natives themselves, 

portant factor in the economic progress 

the commission reported.

I
S/

§

i
themade in Kenya to provide more services to African areas,

and their allies wanted the speed
I

governor, European planters,

direction undeTliheir control; thus, they strongly opposedand

the recommendations o’f the Hilton Young Commission.

In 1929, when the commission's report was published.

■'approximately twelve of Kenya's forty-two agricultural officers

From the beginning ofwere on assignment in African areas, 

its work in the reserves, the Department of Agriculture's ob

jective was to create a strongly hierarchical, multi-functional.

As the number of■ and tightly controlled field org^^i^ation. 

staff increased it became necessary for the department more

ArTnual confer-clearly to define its policy on African areas, 

ences began in 1929, where extension staff problems were dis

cussed and official policy changes enunciated.

32yMG Report of the“ Commission on Closer Union 
of the Dependencies in Eastern and Central Africa, Cmd, 3234 

HMSO, 1929), pp. 56, 58.

^^Moris, "Crop Campaigns," p. 20.

(London:
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isThis study of the experiment with African coffee 

production commences within the framework of the way in which 

European-'settlers gained control over the economy of Kenya, 

and the shift in official policy in the 1920s.

i* i

1
I
iEuropean se~ t
f

curity in land facilitated the expansion of coffee acreage, 

while the tax and labor policies ensured a chea'p supply of

Settlers agitated to prevent

tk
it
1I

workers on European farms, 

development in the African areas since they believed it would
I
II
i
ireduce their favored position in the economy. -But, when 

Kenya's financial position deteriorated after World War I, 

it became politically advisable to promote agricultural pro

duction in African areas; the settlers and their allies in

I
I
I
Ii
iisgovernment tried to ensure that they controlled the direction

However, the pro-
ii
iIand speed of African economic development, 

hibition of coffee production by Africans partially slipped I
I

from their control. I
I
1

or

!
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CHAPTER 1 a
'•1:-

i.::^

THE SETTLERCOFFEE INDUSTRY AND THE DECISION

TO ALLOW AFRICAN PRODUCTION I
v-'

European opposition to Africans growing coffee derived 

from the economic position of the crop in the Kenya economy.

As assessment will be made of the extent to which government 

supported the European coffee industry, the importance of the 

industry to the economy of Kenya, and some of the industry's 

problems. To contrast the practice whereby black Africans 

were prohibited from growing coffee until the mid-1930s, a 

brief summary of government-supported coffee production by 

Africans in Uganda and Tanganyika will be provided. Further, 

a detailed account of the consideration later given to African 

production in Kenya furnishes evidence of the proposals made, 

identifies view of various government officials and staff 

members, and records'the reaction*of European settlers, all 

of which are vital to an understanding'of the final plan to

!

.?

i

f

T;

I
;i

I
■i 4

5
initiate African coffee production in Kenya.

IThe Settler Coffee Industry- up to 1933 ♦

The initial plantings of varieties of arabica coffee 

began with expe;riments at mission stations.^ During 1893 it

^Appendix B contains definitions of the terms associated 
with coffee infestations, and a description of the technical 
aspects of coffee production and processing.

B
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I
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ffi
aplanted at the French Mission at Bura, in the Teita Hills, 

from which plants were taken in 1900 to St. Austin's mission 

Plantings were also made under irrigation at the 

Chur6h of Scotland Mission at Kibwezi, and St. Augustine's 
Cath^ic Mission at Kikuyu planted coffee in 1901.^ 

early years missions distributed seedlings to European settlers. 

In 1897'the Foreign Office's regulations on Certifi- 

of Occupation of land for European settlers stipulated 

that not less than a quarter of the land be planted within the 

first five years in coffee, cocoa, indigo rubber and other 

plants approved by the commissioner.^

not carried out and the ordinance soon superceded.

was
i
i

8in Nairobi.
I

In these i
I

i!
i
I
5cates

I
s

I
Although this regula-

Ition was

inclusion of this clause indicates the significance given to

Coffee commandedcash crops by London in these early years, 

high prices on the world market in the early 1890s, but suf

fered from overproduction and an according drop in price by

the turn of the century.

In 1909 the. Department of Agriculture in Nairobi

It doubtedwarned about the expansion of coffee growing.

advisable for settlers to confine themselveswhether it was

solely to coffee production since plants were very susceptible 

to pests and diseases, and production depended on the

2
W. J. Dawson,

with special reference to the Highlands," _ _ _ _
Journal of British East Africa (January 1912), as quoted xn 
DAAR 1917-18, Ministry of Agriculture (hereafter MOA) Library:
p. 39.

"The Importance of Plant Introduction
The Agricultural

^^Hill, ^Planters' Progress,, p. 9.
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acquisition of a sufficient number of laborers at harvest
4

time. However, in 1910 the world price of coffee began to 

rise steeply, and a considerable number of Kenyan settlers 

started planting the crop.

;
i
:

>:
By 1911-12 coffee was classified

as one of the protectorate's major industries and prospective 

entrepreneurs drove farm values up.^ Government b^egan to 

take a greater interest in the crop due to Britain's economic

concerns as well as Kenya's.

Britain had obtained most of its Coffee from Ceylon 

and, to a lesser extent, India in the 1870s and 1880s. 

though some proportion of it was used in Britain, most of the 

coffee was re-exported from London to Western Europe.

Al-

A dis

astrous attack of coffee disease in Ceylon near the end of

the century forced Britain to rely dieavily on Brazil and its

main re-exporter and controller, the United States, for coffee.

To lessen Britain's vulnerability to fluctuations in quanti

ties and prices, and to assist in its balance of payments, the 

metropole needed suppliers within its control, 

vored government support and re.gi^latipn of the Kenyan coffee 
industry.^

Thus, it fa-

Coffee research work in Kenya was part of the duties 

of the government entomologist, originally appointed in 1908,

^DAAR 1908-09, MOA Library, p. 16.

^DAAR 1911-12, MOA Library, p. 90.

^Wolff, Economics of Colonialism, pp. 73-77.
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Iand the mychologist, first posted in 1913. In the early part 

of 1914 an ordinance came into operation to control the sale 

of coffee plants within the protectorate as a means of prevent

ing £he spread of leaf rust. Already in existence was the 

Coffee Leaf Disease Ordinance .of 1904 which prohibited the 

importation of plants and seeds from designated qouhfries, ' 

cept with permission and subject to special conditions. In 

January 1914 a coffee plantation inspector was appointed to 

advise planters and inspect land for infected coffee 'bushes 

or conditions which might give rise to diseases and pests.

The inspector was authorized to require, in writing, the oc

cupier to take necessary or advisable action, within a speci

fied period, to prevent diseases and pests or their spread.

If action were not taken by the occupier within the time allo

cated, the accused could be fined or imprisoned.^ After the 

outbreak of World War I, growers who had followed proper 

practices, though, were not assured of a market for their

g
g

1
I
i

I
iex-

crop.

By early 1917 the'growers wS're'llffected by a war-time

Requests to the con-restriction placed on shipping coffee, 

troller of shipping in London resulted in a quota for coffee.

but in March 1917 coffee was declared a prohibited import into 

the United Kingdom in order to conserve on shipping space.

The unsold coffee accumulated quickly and storage facilities

^East Africa Protectorate (hereafter EAP), Ordinances 
and Regulations, Vol. XIV, January 1 - December 31, 1912 
(Nairobi: Government Printer, 1913), p. 9.
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IS
ISwith no returns, planters lacke^d the money 

. to maintain their plantations and to pay wages for another

The situation was potentially serious:

were inadequate. lisS
ftS IS1
ftiIIseason's harvest.i

ISneglaeted plantations would lead to disease and ultimately 

When^'the banks stopped granting loans to
la
siIto capital loss, 

growers, government prevented potential disruption the in- 

dustry by advancing loans to planters against the security

Eventually Nairobi made successful

i
1
i
i
I
I

of their stored coffee.
I
Irepresentations to London; the embargo was partly lifted and

Meantime, production was affected
I
18

some coffee was exported. iI
1by diseases and pests.

During the war many plantations suffered severely 

from leaf rust, thrips, antestia and other infestations. 

Previous government research work had concentrated largely 

on'fungicides against leaf rust and on the artificial drying

i
i
1

ii
i
I
1
If
Isof coffee beans, but in 1917-18 experimental work was expand-

A few years
!

sed to insects and diseases injurious to coffee, 

later when difficulties plagued several areas, the coffee
■I
i
s
a

!

I
plant inspector^ complained that "the ^g^tomologist's'advice

the treatment and control of this pest [antestia] is not
„10

1on
S

generally carried out.

With only one coffee officer, the Department of Agri

culture described itself in 1921 as "wholly unable to give i
I

^7- 18Hill, Planters' Progress, pp. 38-39; and DAAR 191 I
18, p. 8. i

^Mr. A. D. LePoer Trench's title was changed in 1919- 
20 to Adviser for Coffee.

^^Quoted in Hill, Planters' Progress, p. *
60.
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adequate attention to the needs of the industry -and the in-
..11 Moreover, it declaredterests of individual planters.

that it was unable to properly administer the regulations 

which provided for the inspection of plantations, 

ing year coffee berry disease, which was to become a major

It was found in fourteen planta- 

tions in Uasin Gishu and Trans Nzoia, where it cut crop yields 

by an estimated fifty percent or more.^^

In 1924 an inspector of plantations was appointed to

The follow-

blight, was first recorded.

administer the disease prevention regulations.- During the 

year, he served notices on seventeen dirty and neglected plan

tations. Even with this additional official, the Department 

of Agriculture expressed‘its concern.with the lack of an ade

quate staff to deal with the coffee industry. Coffee ranked
.. . « 

second in the acreage devoted to crops on European faruis and
•v

provided over one-third of the total value of the colony's 

agricultural exports.

Coffee growers lobbied for greater financial support 

from government through the Coffee ilanber's Union of Kenya, 

which consisted of branch organizations, each of which had a 

representative on the governing council of the union. Al

though membership was not compulsory and in the early 1920s,

members accounted for less than one-fourth of the total Eurcpean

11DAAR 1920-21, MOA Library, p. 22.

12Hill, Planters' Progress, p, 60.

^^DAAR 1924, MOA Library, p. 13 and Appendix.
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I

ii the main body which dealt with 

As early as
coffee producers, the union

the government on behalf of the coffee industry.

1921 the union's annual meeting included a discussion about

was

i
Isi■5

3 I5 i1 Also, thethe formation of a coffee-marketing cooperative. i11
i

delegates urged the director of agriculture to increase the

In early
i
I
iscientific and technical services related to coffee.v i
I

of the council's members proposed a tax on coffee

The Director

I1924 one

exports to finance the expansion of services, 

of Agriculture, Mr. Alex Holm, supported the principle of a 

coffee cess, provided that the department controlled expendi-

Later the council suggested the estab-

iI
I
I
:l
s
1:
ft

I
15

ture from the fund, 

lishment of a coffee board, with statutory authority to deal ■3

with matters concerning the industry; the board would con

sist of the director of agriculture, the senior coffee of

ficer, and three representatives of the Coffee Planter's

I16Union.

In the years before the coffee board issue was settled, 

continued, to finance experimental work on seedlings.

In addition, a

I
government I

pruning, seed selection, grafting agd sJjade. 

special Coffee Planter's Union and Coffee Consulting Committee 

established to publicize various issues affecting the in- 

This committee was particularly active and effective

was

dustry.

^^Hill, Planters Progress, p.

^^"Rejection of the Coffee Board Bill," East African 
Standard (30 June 1931), p. 44

^®Hill,. Planters' Progress, p.

63-64.

64.
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in 1928, when its recommendations led to govefSent action to

improve crop storage facilities at Mombasa, to regulate the
•»

sale of fertilizers and pest remedies, and to establish a cen-
17

tral warehouse in Nairobi.

In 1929 a special officer was attached to the Depart

ment of Agriculture's coffee section for six mootKs to organ

ize a campaign against berry borers. In addition, three tern-. . 

porary inspectors and thirteen temporary assistant inspectors 

were engaged on the campaign, which, with its accompanying in

spection of plantations, "enabled a large number of neglected 

or abandoned plantations to be cleaned up.

were prosecuted for failure to carry out instructions. The 

same year coffee berry disease caused a heavy loss of crops 

in Sotik and Kericho, while in 1930 plantations suffered con

siderable loss from pests and diseases, as well as drought.

The Department of Agriculture emphasized, however, that the

„18
Two farmers

"means have been found to exercise a considerable measure of
..19control over most pests and diseases known at present.

It stressed the proven value of systematic inspections, in

dicating that authority had to be exercised to- influenge 

growers to follow the proper disease control measures.

1930, sixty-three plai^tation owners were convicted of failing 

to abide by instructions issued under the Disease of Plants

In

17
DAAR 1928, MOA Library, p. 55-56.

18
DAAR 1929, MOA Library, p. 20.

19
DAAR 1930, MOA Library, p. 18.
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ij Prevention (Coffee) Rules.

Besides these technical and husbandry problepis, a drop
d

a

I
I

in price for coffee in late 1929, led planters to ask the gov

ernment for a special advance to facilitate the maintenance

Farmers argued that they wereand development of plantations, 

unable to retain their positions because of the low prices for

coffee and the resulting constriction of credit by banks and

A special committee was appointed bycommercial houses, 

government to investigate the situation of both the coffee

It found that a large percentage ofand sisal industries, 

the coffee plantations were heavily mortgaged, and that plant

ers were suffering because the price for coffee in the past

season had fallen approximately & 50 per ton below the pre-

The Board of Agriculture, elected mem-vious year’s price, 

bers'of the legislative council and ultimately the committee

recommended that the government through the Agriculture Ad-

vance Scheme, extend short-term financial credit to coffee'

However, the "stateplanters during the 1931-32 season, 

of government's finances did not pem^t l^e recommendations

Towards the middle of 1931, the price for 

superior grade Kenya coffee improved rapidly.

..22to be accepted.

Even so,'"the

^°DAAR 1931, MOA Library, p. 7.

Report of Facts from various Memoranda of the Board 
.of Agriculture or Figures from various sources," n.d.; and 
Minutes of a Meeting of Elected Members Organization, Memorial 
Hall, Nairobi, 16 January, 1931, Kenya National Archives 
(hereafter KNA); Department of Agriculture (hereafter Dept. 
Agric.) C/Coff/0/1.

^^DAAR 1931, MOA Library, pp. 7-8.

sfe-
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crop was classified as "smali" due to losses from capsid and 

mealy bugs, antestia, coffee berry disease, bad pruning and 

handling, delayed flowering, and, in Nyanza, excessive rains.

By 1930 European coffee planters numbered 931, which 

was forty-four percent "of the total European farm-owning popu- 

As shown in Table 1, in 1923-24 the increase in the 

number of growers over the previous year was approximately 

A smaller percentage increase took place

lation.

fifteen percent.

in the following years up to 1927-28, when the rate rapidly 

began to increase. Coffee acreage numbered 96,689 in 1930, 

and, by 1933, there were 102,238 acres under cultivation.

Since the mid-1920s the total number of acres under coffee 

had been second only to‘maize grown on European farms. As

recorded in Table 2, the greatest annual increase in acres 

under coffee took, place in 1917. After 1929, the annual per

centage increase in new acres devoted to coffee was extremely

small, because of the low price received for coffee, and re

strictions on the crop during the depression; also, several 

regions had proven themselves unsuitabjbe for coffee produc

tion. The average annual price received for Kenya coffee on 

the London market fluctuated greatly, as indicated in Figure

1. The highest price received between 1922 and 1933 occurred 

in the 1924-25 season when coffee obtained Sh. 137 per hundred 

pound weight for clean coffee. The lowest price received was

23Ibid pp. 7, 174.• f

24
DAAR for these years.

O •:

If—I
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II iTABLE 1 ‘I

I13
NUMBER OF EUROPEAN COFFEE GROV?ERS 1922-23 - 1929-30I

i
■!

I
Absolute In
crease in 

Number of Number of 
European''
Growers

iPercent Increase 
in Number of 
Growers Over 
Previous Year

Growers Over 
Previous Year

Year 5

5851922-23

15866711923-24

4256961924-25

3187141925-26

5357491926-27

11808291927-28

5428711928-29

7609311929-30

Computed from Statistics on Number of Growers in
Statistics Related to Coffee

Source:
."Coffee and Sisal: 
and Sisal Production and Exports," submitted by 
Director of Agriculture to Coffee and Sisal In
quiry Committee, n.d., K.N.A. Department of 
Agriculture C/Coff/0/1.

-. .  ... ^ . . . . . . .
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Ki iTABLE 2

ACBEAGES of coffee on EUROPEAN FARMS 1907-1933

i! P
1i &
IAbsolute In

crease in 
Number of 
Acres Over 
Previous Year Previous Year

mPercent Increase 
in Number of 
Acres Over

i
iAcreageYear 15
i
if1500-600, 1907 i
I5,000-5,5001914

16,0001916
I386,00022,0001917 I
ii27,8131920 i

}226,00033,8131921
fi'

29 S9,54643,3591922
1218,890 i52,2491923 I
I157,80560,054 I1924
I85,08665,1401925 J63,81068,9501926

85,71274,6621927 I139,411 i84,0731928

76,13290,2051929 a'

V-76,48496,6891930 5

22,18598,8741931

11,513100,3871932

21,851102,2381933.

figures in Department of Agri-
MOA Library.Computed from acreage 

culture Annual Reports for these years.
Source:

I
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Source: Department of Agriculture Annual Reports for these 
years. MOA Library.
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ITABLE 3
i
iEXPORTS OF KENYA COFFEE

IIncrease or 
Decrease in 
Number of Tons 
Oyer Previous 
Year

f

Value hTonsYear

I
i

.,<•236 
' 1,068 
2,995 
5,765 
11,071 
18,502 
21,738 
17,297 
46,028

I8-1/2
31-1/2

1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916 
1917- 
1918 
,1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
For the years 1909 to 1921 the figures refer to the fiscal 
year ended March 31st. For the years 1922 to 1923 the 
figures refer to the calendar year.

23 I
S

29-1/2

43-1/2

61 I
I104-1/2

■^151-1/2
I

47
i

123-1/2275 i
114. 389 

301-1/2 
827-1/2

- 87-1/2 \%
526

244,468

392,507

379,107

279,722

491,416 ,

635,618

823,901

1,140,293 
1,119,448 

702,760 
1,426,869 

986,429 
1,213,715 .

831,187

2,749-1/2

1,742

-370

-1,054

3,058

967-1/2

-557-1/2

3,444

3,577

5,319

4,949

3,895

6,953

7,920-1/2

7,363

7,046

10,490

-10,580

6,654

15,504

12,290

13,795

12,848

90

• -3,926

8,850 
-3,214 
1,505 
-947

The Story of Coffee, Planters Progress: _ _ _ _
Coffee Board of Kenya, 1956), p.

Source: M. F. Hill 
in Kenya,(Nairobi: 185.
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Shs. 64/ - in 1933.

The number of tons of coffee exported from Kenya in

creased steadily from 1909 until 1921-22, when a temporary

setback took place. • Nevertheless, from 1920 onwards, coffee 

exports had the highest value of any single agricultural com

modity exported and contributed approximately one-third to
25

Even so, the volumeall agricultural export revenues.

fluctuated, as recorded in Table 3.

Between 1929 and 1933 the European coffee industry 

suffered from low world prices, a decline in the annual per

centage increase in the number of new acres under coffee, and 

decreases in the number of tons exported annually. These 

were mainly indications of the world-wide depression. During 

this time European growers pressured Nairobi to give greater 

assistance to the industry. Simultaneously, Nairobi was pres

sured by the Colonial Office to initiate coffee production

among Africans.

African Coffee Growing in Uganda and Tanganyika

Until the mid-193Os, coffee production in Kenya was

reserved exclusively for Europeans, and indigenous people,^ 

questioned this practice. For example, according to C. M. 

Dobbs who served as Provincial Commissioner of Nyanza, groups 

living near the Uganda border frequently asked why Ugandans 

were allowed to grow.coffee while they were not permitted to'

25"Ibid.
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It26 Also, Kikuyus regularly raised the issue,^as exempli

fied in the Kikuyu Central Association list of grievances and

It was

do so. I
Js
I

27
requests presented to Governor Grigg in late 1925. 

difficult.for London-to. reconcile coffee growing by Africans 

in Uganda and Tanganyika with the de facto prohibition on in

digenous cultivation in Kenya.

In accordance with the colonial policy of making

1
1
k

Uganda Protectorate self-supporting, cash crops, including

In 1904, distribution of arabica28
coffee, were introduced, 

coffee seedlings was begun in Buganda, and in 1911-12 several

hundred pounds of seedlings were distributed to the local

people in Mubende, Toro, Ankole and Bugishu Districts, while.

Renewedat the same time, European estates adopted the crop, 

effort in the 1920s extended coffee growing to Ankole and

Kigeziin Western Uganda, where a few nursery centers also

In these places each grower sun-dried hiswere established.
29’

crop and then hulled it in traditional mortars.

Government especially encouraged and gave financial 

support to coffee growing in Bugishu. ^BytiL922 government:
i

^^HMG, Joint Select Committee on Closer Union in East 
Africa, Vol. II, H. C. No. 156, (London: HMSO, 1931), p. 828.
-- " rt'

C. Rosberg, Jr. eind J. Nottingham, The Myth of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Nationalism in Kenya (Nairobi: East Africa Pub-
lishing House, 1966), p. 98.

^^Wrigley, Crops and Wealth in Uganda, p.

^®A. S. Thomas, "Arabica Coffee History and General"; 
and N. S. Haig, "The Native Coffee Industry in Western Province," 
in J. D. Tothill, ed., Agriculture in Uganda (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1940), pp. 315 and 325-31 respectively.-

'Mau Mau':

131.
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had established twelve nurseries in the southern part of the 

district, from which seedlings were issued without charge.

A hand pulping machine was erected for use by the growers, 

free of charge and run by the local native council, with the 

advice of the district commissioner and visiting agricultural 

officers. The following years additional pulpers were-con- 

structed by the local n^ive council and individual chiefs. 

Since these factories only undertook pulping, the individual

grower had to dry the wet parchment at his home. Buying and 

selling were left to private traders. Not until 1930, when 

a full-time agricultural officer was posted to the district, 

were steps taken for more rigorous control Of planting. In

dividually owned nurseries 'were prohibited; a method of se

lecting cultivators evolved; and a system established whereby 

the chiefs assisted the agricultural instructors. In 1931 

the Bugishu Coffee Scheme, financed by the native administra

tion and under a European manager, was inaugurated to handle

coffee processing and marketing. Processing was done with

out charge to the owner, and initially--a'tfthority was given to 

the provincial commissioner to advise the board.

®A. J. Kerr, "The Arabica Coffee Industry in Bugishu," 
in To-thill, ed., Agriculture in Uganda, pp. 331, 339; Ian R. 
Wallace, "Peasant Production of Arabica Coffee in East Africa; 
Technical and Economic Studies in Bugishu, Meru and Kilimanjaro," 
(M. s. thesis, Makerere University College, University of East 
Africa, 1968), pp. 118, 134-135; and Stephen G. Bunker,
"Forms and Functions of Government Intervention in a Uganda 
Cooperative Union," paper presented at the Fourteenth Annual 
Meeting of the African Studies Association, Denver, November 
3-6, 1971, pp. 11-13.

0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J-J-.U.IIMIL .HI.- mill.,), .
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!
In Tanganyika the government accepted coffee produc

tion By Africans, and later it became involved in controlling 

production and marketing. Between 1893 and 1896, missionaries

in Tanganyika introduced arabica coffee in Bukoba and on the 

slopes of Kilimanjaro. THe mountain's lower and medium eleva

tions were dominated by European-owned estates, and although

there was no definite line of demarcation, African holdings 

clustered on the upper reaches. The German government en

couraged African coffee production by exempting growers, of

coffee, as well as of wheat and European potatoes, from cer

tain forms of communal labor. In 1916 there were 14,000

African-owned coffee trees on Kilimanjaro which by 1922 had 

increased to 125,000. From 1922 onwards, the British mandate 

government also interested itself in African coffee growing 

and posted European supervisors to the area.^^'

Dar~es-Salaam had responded to pressure from European

growers who feared that the African-owned plants would be a 

source of pest and disease infection. African leaders also 

recognized the need for the control ^f--diseases, and in 1925

they formed the Kilimanjaro Native Planters Association "to

... [enable] Africans growing coffee to organize their ow"n in- 
.,32dustry. After the association had successfully purchased

J. Wakefield, "Native Production of Coffee on 
Kilimanjaro," The Empire Journal of Experimental Agriculture. 
4, 14 (April 1936) , 97. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

32
Wallace, "Peasant Production," p. 152. Changes 

the aims and structure of the coffee industry are given in 
R. J. M. Swynnerton and A. L. B. Bennett, All About 'KNCU' 
Coffee (Moshi,Tanganyika: 
pp. 11-22.

Moshi Native Coffee Board, 1948),

H 1 . . . . . . . " —-■■■ ~~r-—' ' : '
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spraying equipment and chemicals for communal use, the govern- 

ment decided to involve itself in controlling production and 

marketing, due to the declining quality of the crop, 

dom stipulated that every African grower had to join the asso- - 

ciation through one of ther^i-subsidiary societies and that all

Official-

coffee had to be marketed through the Kilimanjaro Native Co-

Union, which was formed in 1932. A European manager'\,o^ra^ve

of the 20,000 member union was appointed by the government.^^

European Views on African Coffee 
Production in Kenya

-1

In Kenya, when the topic of African coffee growing 

was raised, both settler§' and administrators' responses tend

ed to follow a set pattern. .They argued that coffee was so 

threatened by pests and, diseases that any neglect in cultiva

tion greatly increased the possibility of total crop disaster; 

such destruction would be immarifent, they thought, since 

African cultivators would not have the means nor the organiza

tional capacity to deal with pests and diseases, and super

vision of small Africa^ owned plots would be too expensive.

The Europeans also claimed that permitting native Kenyans to 

grow coffee would make it difficult to detect theft of coffee 

berries from Europeans. Furthermore, the opponents maintained 

that the good reputation of Kenya coffee on the world market 

would be jeopardized by indigenous production of the crop, 

since they assumed African grown coffee would be of inferior

33"'Wakefield, "Production Kilimanjaro," pp. 99, 103.

-‘-'it
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At times they also contended the price of

coffee fluctuated, but wages to laborers were assured and

Regardless of

quality. I

thus the latter provided a more stable income.
-X

these arguments, the•underlying concern derived from the per-
i:
5

SSettlers feared that viableceived potential loss of laborers, 

economic alternatives for Africans would diminish the sj^pply

of laborers and force the rate of wage labor up.

The issue of coffee cultivation by Kenyan Africans
5

was continuously raised in official commissions, committees 

and conferences, especially in the 1920s, as government re-

The East Africanassessed the colony's economic situation.

Commission of 1925, headed by W. G. A. Ormsby-Gore and whose
■

terms of reference included 'the recommendation of steps nec

essary to improve African economic development, considered 

both arahica and robusta coffee cultivation by Kenyan blacks. 

The commission classified'robusta coffee, grown by Ugandans 

and Tanganyikans, as a hardier and more easily cultivated 

crop which yielded more consistently than arabica, which it

I

I

i.

maintained "must be regarded as essentially a crop for the

According to the commission's report. VEuropean producer."- 

"in all circumstances...it would be unwise for the present

to interfere with the policy of prohibiting the growing of 

arabica coffee by natives in Kenya until more data regarding

the results of the experiments now being undertaken in the

This call forKilimanjaro and Bugishu areas are forthcoming." 

more information seems to have been used as a delaying tactic.
s

Yet, the commission proclaimed, "we are of the opinion that, i
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!where the spread of disease can be controlAed by the Agricul

tural Departments, native production of robusta coffee should 
.,34

I
i
Is

be encouraged. I
However, further support for robusta production by 

Kenyan Africans was not forthcoming, although the introduction 

of robusta coffee among European growers received serious

V-

Icon-
I
i

sideration in 1926, especially in areas where arabica did not 

Robusta was discussed at a special November 1926
I

grow well.

meeting of the Kipkarren Association of the Coffee Planters

Union, which was attended by the senior coffee officer and a

The settlers of Uasin
•1

representative of the union's council.
4

1Gishu District urged that they be allowed to import robusta

It was agreed that the director of agriplants for a trial, 

culture would be asked to start an experimental plot in the
3
;•
i

district, which would be under the control of the senior cof

fee officer. But, further discussions by the government with
A

the Coffee Planters Union resulted in the conclusion that 

"the Highland areas were, not likely to prove favourable to 

the growth of this type' [of coffee] an^ there appeared to be 

, a risk of damaging the reputation of 'Arabica.

European anxieties about African planters influenced 

the decision not-to test robusta. This fact is revealed in 

the report of the Coffee Conference in June 1927. The growing

}

I
I
I

2
s

,„35

I
^^Report of the East Africa Commission, pp. 35-36. I
^^DAAR 1926, pp. 13, 172. S

5
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i of rpbusta and Liberica in districts already established as 

coffee areas, which meant the European highlands, was opposed 

by the delegates.

1

A major argument was that 'Ithe success of 

inferior types would almpst inevitably be followed by cultiva

tion by Natives in the Reserves, the proper supervision of
,.36which cultivation would be practically impossible.

The conference urged government to continue its op

position to coffee growing by Africans mainly because of the 

great difficulties which would be encountered by European 

plantation owners to control diseases.

In the meantime, cultivation of arabica by Africans 

had been discussed at a conference held at the. Colonial- Office 

in January 1926. This meeting led to the Joint East Africa 

Board's defense of European settlers in Kenya against.any pos

sible change in current policy, 

tives of the board and the Colonial Office met to discuss the

In the summer, representa-

East Africa coffee industry. Major Ormsby-Gore of the Colonial 

Office talked about coffee production in the Kilimanjaro area 

and claimed that "there was no intention of^conducting similar 

experiments elsewhere and the Government would prevent uncon

trolled cultivations." He concluded that African production 

of arabica "should be strictly confined to the two areas viz: 

that on the higher slopes of Kilimanjaro in Tanganyika and

• 0

36,.Coffee Conference Opens," 
(June 25, 1927), p. 57A.

East African Standard
!

37„ Results of the Coffee Conference," East African 
Standard (July 2, 1927), p. 23.
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f.,38 Sub- Ithat in a similar position on Mount Elgon inJJganda. 

seguently, the issue of coffee growing by indigenous fanners 

raised in 1929 at the Conference of Governors of the East

if!
fes
I
i:

was

African Dependencies which was convened to discuss policy co

in regard to coffee growing the conference con

cluded that "the growing of Arabica coffee by the natives 

should certainly be discouraged and possibly prohibited.

The Governor of Tanganyika did not agree, but did express the 

opinion that coffee growing by Africans in areas of European 

settlement in Tanganyika should not be encouraged.

The same year Kenya's settler-dominated Agricultural 

Commission, when reporting on Kikuyul-and, set forth its views

I
I
Iordination.
i
I

i.,39
3

5
5

I*
■!

I

on coffee growing as related to ‘African agricultural develop

ment. It supported a policy of encouraging food crop produc

tion, from which the surplus could be sold, rather than cul

tivation of non-edible cash crops, even though the latter

This conclusion wasmight bring higher monetary returns, 

based on the argument that the yields of non-edible crops

subject to drought and the returns fluctuated according 

to market conditions; although the same problems affected food

The commission stated:

were

crops, they did not mention it.

^®Joint East Africa Board, "Notes of Conference between 
Representatives of the Colonial Office and the Joint East 
African Board held at the Colonial Office, 20th July 1926, 
Colonial Office (hereafter CO) 533/629, No. XF 5304.

^^Conference of Governors of the East African Pepear
Waterlow anddencies 1929: Summary of Proceedings (London: 

Sons, n.d.) p. 19.
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Undoubtedly the native, seeing and^erhaps 
working in the European coffee plantations, 
does begin to think of growing coffee, and 
probably has formed an exaggerated idea of 
the profits attaching to it. Yet, for good 
reasons,-^he administration has discouraged 
the growth of coffee and in a few cases where 
bushes have been planted the owner has been 
induced to remove them. The situation is 
thus unsa.tisfactory, because the administra
tors have no legislative sanction to prevent 
the growth of coffee in the Native Reserves, 
while the natives who are in practice de
barred from growing coffee, have a grievance 
in that they know it is permitted to Africans 
in adjacent territories. The coffee planters 
of Kenya feel very strongly that native cul
tivation of coffee should not be allowed and 
the Commission recognizes the force of their
objections.40

The commission report then proceeded to give the usual

Nevertheless,arguments against coffee production by Africans.

Agricultural Commission resolved it was best not to dis-

Rather, they proposed a meas- 

Small-scale production

the

criminate on the basis of race.

which would have the same effect.

discouraged, they reasoned, by the imposition of a 

high license fee, which had been advocated by the Coffee

ure

could be

Planters Union to provide funds for research.
Closer Union in EasternThe Report of the Commission on

Md Central Africa quoted passages from the Ormsby-Gore Com-

standard of cultivationmission Report acknowledging the poor 

in African reserves 

indigenous cultivators.

Kenya and other East

and the lack of agricultural services to

di^erence betweenTo illustrate the 

African regions the commission, headed by

^CPK, Report of the Agricultural Commission 
Government Printer, October 1929), p. 34.

40

{Nairobi:
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Hilton Young, pointed out that cultivation of^arabica coffee 

by Kenya Africans was not in practice allowed, whereas Africans 

grew it on the slopes of Kilimanjaro "in quite substantial 

quantities with great profit to themselves," while in Uganda 

cultivation of robusta coffee by indigenous inhabitants was 

"being actively encouraged."

i
i

i
t
i
I
iIssIt also called for a thorough^^ 

technical inquiry "for it is unfortunate that the natives 

should be able to draw comparisons as they do, between one

S
i
I
Ii
8*
I

IGovernment and another, and as a result to harbour suspicion
..41 Ion injustice.

I
i
IThe Colonial Office Steps In

In London, the reports of 1929 came under scrutiny in 

a new political climate. The Labour Party won the general 

election of June 1929 and Sidney Webb, thereafter Lord Pass- 

field, became the new Secretary of State for the Colonies. 

Sympathetic to African interests. Lord Passfield took an ac

tive interest in the coffee issue in Kenya. When he sought 

an explanation for the question of coffee growing by Africans, 

Governor Grigg replied that "No general delire to grow this 

ctop has been manifested and the safeguards which the [Agri- 

cultural] Commission...propose...would render cultivation of 

this crop by individual natives unlikely in the near future.

i
I

I

I

!

«42

Report of the Conunission on Closer Union of the 
Dependencies in Eastern and Central Africa, Cmd. 3234 (London;
HMSO, 1929), pp. 62-63.

42

No. 17220.
Memorandum by Allen, 27 June, 1931, CO 533/413,

. ....  ,r ’ .. L. ’. . . .
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In April 1930, Lord Passfield requested the governor to notify 

possible" about the feasibility of African 

coffee growing, arguing that "the experience in other Colonies 

where native-grown'^crops are intermingled with estate-grown

, indicate that native could be encouraged to grow coffee

i
I

him "as soon as I
I
ii
it

i

I
Icrops 

without

made for a plant protection service for such cultivation".

The colonial secretary clarified his position in "A

I
1risk to estate cultivation if adequate provision is

-
I
I

I
The docu-Memorandum on Native Policy," issued in June 1930.

I
reasserted the policy of native pararaountcy, and contained 

a paragraph on the right of Africans to choose their work;

"The main objective to be kept in view is the improvement of 

the general condition of the natives by encouraging them to 

make the most efficient use of their own resources for pur-

It stressed that government should

ment

..44
poses of production, 

actively assist in improving methods of cultivation through 

training in agriculture, effectively disseminating supportive 

information, and enabling Africans to obtain a fair market

for their products, especially by providing adequate means

In regard to coffee produc-of communication,and transport.

tion, the White Paper' contained a significant clause;

His Majesty's Government consider that na
tives must be allowed, subject to any 
necessary safeguards, in Native Reserves or

\

^^Secretary of State for the Colonies (hereafter SSC) 
to Governor of Kenya (hereafter Gov.), 10 April, 1930, CO 
533/413, No. 17220.

^^HMG, Memorandum on_ _ _ _ _ _
Cmd. 3573 (London: HMSO, 1930) , p. 112.

Native Policy in East Africa
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on land in individual occupation^ to grow 
such crops and to keep such livestock as 
they think most profitable; but, apart from 
the question of insuring the necessary local 
food supply, which is the first essential, 
the Government should actively encourage the 
production of such crops and the raising of 
such stocks as the native may prove best fit
ted in the particul-ar circumstances to under
take, and such will give him the best return 
for his efforts. Any proposal,to prohibit 
the natives from engaging in any pursuit or
from cultivating any kind of produce is, of
course, to be deprecated, and if regulations
are called to safeguard stock or crops from
disease, such regulations should apply gener
ally to all persons without any racial dis
crimination . (Emphasis mine.)4

5
S-
i
I

.1

Governor Grigg reacted hostilely to the memorandum

and the "Statement on Closer Union," issued at the same time,
^ ■ ■ 

the latter of which supported'the Hilton Yoimg Commission Re

port. Grigg's relations with Passfield continued to deteriorate; 

he wrote official letters criticizing his superior's position 

on issues, and he even denounced the colonial secretary and 

the Labour Party.• 46 The clash between the governor and Lord

Passfield was manifested in Grigg's continued refusal to reply

to the questions raised by'the Colonial Office on African

. coffee growing.

However, the.issue of indigenous production underwent

serious discussion in-Nairobi. It took place at the annual 

meeting of the agricultural staff who served in African areas, 

in response to a proposal from the district commissioner in

45 Ibid., 116-17.
46Gregory, Sidney Webb, pp. 122-27.

, _ _
- - - - .- - - SSWt,
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iMeru for production and cooperative marketingof the crop. 

The participants agreed that arabica could be more widely 

grown in Kenya than robusta.

Tanganyika discusse'd the difficulties experienced in the ad-

u
ia
1;

iAfter the Coffee Officer of
Ii
Ijacent territory, the meeting .resolved that African coffee 

growing be permitted only under the direct control of a 

European in charge of less than 100 acres, broken into blocks 

of not less than twenty acres and within five square miles

Although those attending the meeting recog-

li

I
i
1
I

t
from a factory, 

nized Nairobi's policy of discouraging the production of i

.5

coffee by Africans, "it was realized that no legal prohibition
1

possible, and the time was thought to be not far distant
..47

was

The Colonialwhen natives might insist on coffee growing.

Office.was committed to ensuring that the opportunity no

longer be withheld.

Nairobi was further informed of London's position when 

- the Agricultural Advisor to the Colonial Office, Frank Stock- 

dale, who was sympathetic to African cultivation of coffee, 

toured East Africa prior to attending an agricultural confer-
• -fi!* ■

*ence at Amani.

Passfield's views on the controversial coffee issue, 

ing, "he took the definite line that no Secretary of State 

could accept any policy which would make growing of coffee by 

natives impossible," and maintained that African coffee

In Nairobi officials questioned him about Lord

Respond-

^Meeting, of Native Agricultural Staff, Nairobi, 
August 25-27, 1930. I am grateful to Dr. Jon Moris for pro
viding me this information.
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production should be permitted provided adequa^ services 

available to guard against diseases and pests, 

serted that these services "must be" under the control of 

government, but not under.the authority of any board with 

executive or advisory functions ^^(by this he meant the proposed 

Coffee Board or the Agricultural Board, both of which gave 

substantial control to European settlers). 

that his views found general endorsement from the chief native 

commissioner, the attorney general, and, "with some reserva-

He did not mention the

i
He as-were

iI
iIii
I
i

Stockdale reported 1
f
i
i
i
f
i
Si

tions," the director of agriculture, 

governor, although one assumes he was in contact with Grigg. 

Reporting back to the Colonica Office, the agricultural ad-'

1
I*
*

I
*visor remarked that, although the European coffee growers' I

association "might kick they have not a single leg to stand
..48

I
I
Ion in respect of this issue. i
1

The agricultural conference at Amani, which Stockdale 

chaired in February 1931, had been called, at the suggestion 

of the Tanganyika government, to consider coordination of

Increasingly -

$

!

I
£

research work and common agricultural problems.^
- , • -Ct' ■

concerned about London's position in regard to coffee growing.
i
I

The delegates, consisting of di

rectors of agriculture from the three East African dependen

cies and technical specialists, concluded that arabica pro

duction by East Africans "was a promising agricultural under

taking for areas selected or approved as being suitable for

Nairobi raised the issue.
«
ii
i!

a

II
;!
j

'^®Stockdale, 25 December, 1930, cited in Memorandum 
by Allen, 27 June, 1931.
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the crop." They suggested that in the initial stages meas

ures be taken to prevent haphazard planting of inferior ma

terials, and that growers be trained in methods of cultiva- 

Furthermorer” services would have to be provided for 

control of pests and diseases,,and measures taken to ensure 

proper cultivation, curing, and grading, 

ticipants felt that these precautions could be best observed 

by restricting plantings to specified areas in select locali

ties; limiting plant material to that grown in nurseries 

tablished under agricultural departments; and providing ade

quate authority through-legislation to enforce proper methods 

of cultivation, treatment of pests and disease, collection of

i
tion.

The conference par-

es-

ripe berries, and preparation and grading, 

considered unfounded the fears about the spread of diseases 

and pestsr- and of increases in theft.

The conference

More importantly, they 

found no substantial technical reasons to restrict coffee grow-
49ing by Africans.

The month following the conference the colonial secre

tary again raised the issue of coffee growing with Grigg. Re
, . ■ ' • tx:*

sent the governor a copy of a question raised in tlie House of 

Commons as to the number of coffee licenses granted Kenyan 

■^fi^icans in 1930. Lord Passfield requested Grigg to supply 

him with the facts and with further information about licens- 

ing practices, while reminding him of relevant sections in 

the "Memorandum on Native Policy" and the Colonial Office

I

49
Memorandum on Coffee growing by Natives in Kenya, 

CO 533/431, No. 3040/1.n.d
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No answer was J^rthcoming.

In March 1931, when considering the poor financial 

position of the railway in particular and the colony in gen

eral, Lord PassfieId^emphasized the need to increase export 

trade. Acknowledging the general issues of balance of trade 

and increased railway cargo, he added that "it seems neces

sary to stimulate native exports because of reduced East 

Africa market for their produce and reduced employment." He 

requested Grigg to take action for the "immediate increase of 

native production for export," suggesting the possibility of 

greater maize production and, where suitable, a production

dispatch of April 10, 1930. I
I
if

I
it

I
I
I
i

1
i
I
s

I
I

I
s
icampaign for crops such as groundnuts and simsim. Passfield
i
Istressed the urgency for action in the forthcoming growing I

season and noted the "question of grading and marketing na-
..51 ftive produce is, of course, of first importance. The /-

I
ilatter statement, incohgruent with his previous ones which 

made production a top priority, reflected Stockdale's view 

that more attention be given to marketing aspects.

The governor's reply the following month indicated 

the colony's "organization in regard to, and lack of support 

for, African production: "No very substantial results in this'- 

direction can be anticipated this year." Grigg gave these 

reasons: a significant increase in production could only be 

brought about gradually and through sustained effort; more 

agricultural and administrative staff was needed, and funds

t
I

,5;

i
I

I
s
I
f

^°SSC to Gov., 4 March, 1931, CO 533/391, No. 15856 "B".r .
5

I^^SSC to Gov., 30 March, 1931, CO 533/410, No. 17142.
?;

i
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not available; and given the current invasign of locusts 

which appeared to "prefer maize...it is iinwise at present to 

make any endeavor to increase maize plantings." 

also claimed that-an improvement in African agriculture was 

complicated by the land tenure sy§tfem which hindered acquisi- 

tion of adequate land for local native council seed farms,

were

I
The governor

i
I
S'

which were, in the director of agriculture's opinion, of first

Some attention was being given to cooperativeimportance.

marketing, he reported, and the entire issue of marketing was
52

currently under examination.

In spite of the reservations expressed by the governor, 

further prodding by the Colonial Office led to the Native Af

fairs Department "Circular" of August 1931, which stressed the 

importance of greater economic output in the reserves, 

stated that two lines of action were needed immediately: 

eral and continuous propaganda by officers of all departments;

It

gen-

and a program of long-range development based on economic sur-

This circular.veys conducted along specified guidelines, 

as discussed in Chapter 2, led to the proposal to grow coffee

in Gusiiland.

Meantime, pressure mounted in London in regard to

A delegation, consistingcoffee growing by Kenyan Africans, 

of Ezekiel Apindi, Chief Koinange and James Mutua, which had

^^Gov. to SSC, 29 April, 1931, CO 533/410, No.

^^"Development of Native Reserves," Native Affairs De
partment Circular 34, 31 August, 1931, CO 533/435, No. 18214.

17142.
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come to London to testify before the Parliamentary Joint Se-
54 1lect Committee on Closer Union in East Africa sent a list 1

iof grievances' and requests to the colonial secretary includ- i
Si
Siiing the statement that'^"we should not be prohibited to plant

, When the delegates met 

with Lord Passfield in May 1931, Mr. Apindi specifically re-

i
fteconomic plants such as coffee.V I1e
Iquested that "the Kavirondo should not be prohibited from grow-

..56 i;
iing coffee in their country which was suitable for this crop. I
i

European witnesses also commented on black Kenyans 1
!

growing coffee before the Joint Select Committee on Closer 

Union in East Africa. Although most of them tended to present 

the same familiar arguments against the innovation, several 

persons argued persuasively in favor of it. For example.

Major Sir Edward Humphrey Manisty Leggett of the Joint East 

Africa Board pointed out that the Kikuyu Reserve was suitable 

for coffee growing since "the best of the white European coffee 

plantations are upon the same soil and in the same climate, 

side by side, touching the Reserve." He proceeded to attack 

various arguments against African coffee cultivation. In re

gard to pests, he testified that in the Kilimanjaro area "the

«
1
i
I
I
'K
ti
I'X
iI
Ii
s

i
s
1
S

I

\

^^The commission was established to debate the vary

ing reports on the issue of closer union in East Africa. i

55..Matter^\which Kenya Native Delegates desire to 
bring to notice of the Secretary of State for the Colonies," 
n.d

I
CO 533/410, No. 17165. i

• t
156,. Note of an Interview between the Secretary of State 

with Kenya Native witnesses before the Joint Select Committee," 
by Parkinson, 6 May, 1931, CO 533/410, No. 17165.

!
s

i
S
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ii
iinspection of the [African] plantation is done very carefully. 5
i

and does not reveal pests, and indeed reveals a very high 

standard of cultivation." 

that the Kilimanjaro Native Planters Association purchases of

He dis-

I
iThe trade figures, he said, showed iI
Ifertilizers and sprayers were "surprisingly large." 

misseti the subject of theft as "really [a]...small matter."

the claim that indigenous growers would lower the'-"'

I
fiI
iTo counter i

iquality of coffee produced, Leggett reported that annual sta

tistics on coffee grades from the Kilimanjaro association 

respond wonderfully well with the figures of the European

and the same

I"cor-
I
i!
I
IPlanters from adjacent areas in the same years,

Ther^ is practically no difference, 

and in some cases, the figure is even a little above the

I
months'.or weeks of sale.

I.,57European figures.

The Secretary for Native Affairs in Tanganyika, Sir

II

i
IPhilip E. Mitchell,-^testified about the viability of small-

From the point of view of disease
i

scale coffee production.

I

prevention, he said, small plots ought to be advantageous.

The government entomologists in Tanganyika, he disclosed, had 

reported that "everywhere {except in Kibosho, where it was 

only' fair) the general condition of the native could not be

In' regard to regulations, Mitchell

s
s
I

I

too Highly commended." 

felt that Africans would not object so long as they were not

Also representatives of the Anti-58
based on racial lines.

Joint Select Committee Closer Union, Vol. II, pp.
348-49.

^^Ibid., p. 443.
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Slavery and Aborigines Protection Society used examples from 

Tanganyika to support their favorable position on Kenyan 

African coffee growing. They quoted from the results of a 

government inquiry that "in the Kilimanjaro area the condi

tion of the native plantations was very high, whereas that

i

of the White settlers' plantations was definitely inferior to
..59

that of the natives."

Professor Leakey incisively addressed an issue which

others tended to avoid: "the development of the natives to

any considerable scale and of native farming and native ex

port, will undoubtedly cut down the native labor supply, the

fact that the two things [sic] development of the European
O'

and development of the natives are inimical to each other....
,.60

Their two interests do clash. The statement was in con

trast to the myth created by former Secretary of State Amery, 

and accepted by the Hilton Young Commission and placed in the 

Memorandum on Native Policy. The Colonial Office wished to 

maintain its argument that the development of all communities 

in Kenya colony would provide complimentary benefits. The 

settlers believed otherwise and so did their governor.

Nairobi Takes Action

Nairobi succumbed to pressure to allow African coffee 

production primarily because of the desire to enact a bill to

59
127.

^^Professor Leakey's Evidence Before the Joint Parlia

mentary Committee on Closer Union, CO 533/412, No. 17199.

Ibid P-• t
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From 1929 onwards to the legisla-establish a coffee board.

tion of the bill in late 1932, the issue of a coffee board.

with powers to finance scientific and technical services, was 

pressed by European growers.

Planters Union drafted a proposal for the establishment of a

In December 1929 the Coffee

coffee board, with powers to direct policy and expenditures 

on development of the industry, which could be paid for through 

contributions from growers. A bill prepared by government 

also called for a commitment of aI matching £ for £ contribu

tion from government, a. proposition advanced by the growers.

At the annual meeting of the Coffee Planters Union in December 

1930, the director of agriculture stated that the Coffee Con

sulting Conmiittee had recommended passage of the bill but sus

pension of its financial provisions until the economy improved.

In early 1931 government informed the coffee union 

that the original bill would not be introduced, but a few 

months later it published an amended version which was publicly 

rejected by the union. The government bill was less ambitious 
than the original one which stipulated tih^formation of a 

* Coffee Research Institute financed partially by a considerable 

increase in the cost of growers' licenses, and the contribution 

by government of matching funds. The Coffee Planters Union 

strongly objected to the omission of the principle of a match

ing government contribution. To break the deadlock. Acting 

Director of Agriculture, H. Wolfe, suggested that the proposed

61.. Rejection Coffee Board Bill," p. 44.
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Ibill include an amendment that government provide coffee ser

vices up to h 10,000 per annum, the existing government commit

ment and expenditure, on a £ for 6 basis with the industry.

While the Colonial Office internally discussed the 

bill in regard to possible discrimination and its applicabil-

1i
I
I
i
I
I
I

I
Iity to African producers. Lord Passfield responded to the

"I do not feel able to express any opinion
?
I
iiGovernor of Kenya: 

on [the] COFFEE INDUSTRY BILL until I have before me your 

recommendations in regard to growing of coffee by natives.

i
s

I
IIn the meantime, I should be glad if you would suspend any

..63
I

Subsequently, in AugustGovernment action on the Bill.

1931, upon the collapse of the Labour Party government and Lord 

Passfield's retirement. Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister took over

Sir Joseph Byrne,as Secretary of State for the Colonies, 

formerly Governor of Sierra Leone, was appointed Governor of

Kenya in the fall, though he had been in the colony since 

Finally, with a new person in charge of Kenya, 

London received a reply from Nairobi on African coffee pro-

February .

duction.

In November 1931 Byrne wrote:' "On general principles

there is no valid reason why natives should not be permitted

He reportedto grow coffee svibject to certain safeguards." 

that after the Amani conference he had examined the selection

®^Acting Director of Agriculture (hereafter Ag. DA)
Dept. Agric. Coff. 1/3 Vol. II.

4 JulK 1931, KNA: Dept. Agric. Coff.

to SSC, 27 July, 1931, KNA:
63SSC to Gov • /

1/3 Vol. II.
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I
of suitable localities, and the provision of legislation and 

additional agricultural services, together with finauicial as- 

The governor had been advised and agreed that "the

I

pects.

most suitable localities for the initial enterprise' are to
I
!

ibe found near Meru and Embu townships." 

lected, he pointed out, because they were distant from Euro-

These sites were se-
5

pean plantations. The Department of Agriculture planned to 

provide from its existing staff the necessary skilled ad

visory services and supervision for two 100-acre coffee fields;

coffee production would be permitted only on these blocks

"until the measures of success...can be gauged with a reason-
„64able degree of certainty.

On the same occasion, the governor acknowledged that 

"in the near future" there would "probably be demands" from

the Kikuyu of Fort Hall and Kiambu for permission to grow

Two Kikuyus from the first place, he reported, re

cently had deposited the coffee planters fee of Sh. 30/. 

Byrne argued against "haphazard planting," especially in the

coffee.

neighborhood of European plantations and claimed that "sudden

diversion of the labourers earning wages on the farms to 

coffee cultivation in the Reserves would not necessarily mean 

financial gain to the labourers." The governor proposed to 

make it illegal for Africans to grow coffee in the reserves 

unless permission were received from the director of agricul

ture. He acknowledged awareness of Lord Passfield's despatch

®^Gov. to SSC, 25 November, 1931, CO 533/408, No.
17094.
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of August 17, 1931, which raised the issue of an overall 

limitation on areas .for coffee production, which meant appli

cability to Europeans as well as Africans, but Byrne felt 

that restrictions on European planting would be "impracticable.' 

Thus, the Africans would' have their own set of regulations
’-i.- .f-

governing planting and the industry, even though under the 

proposed Coffee Board bill, they still would be subject to 
increase in the cost of licenses or payments of cess.^^

The Colonial Office carefully studied Byrne's letter. 

Stockdale perceptively observed that the phraseology used by 

the governor "rather indicates that the Government has some 

doubts as &> the ultimate success of the trial and.

Department (of Agriculture) sets out with this view the

if the

measure of success' required before extension is authorized

He thought that it should be made,.66
may not be attained, 

clear that, while the initial tests were to be carried out in

Meru and Embu, the issuance of permission for coffee growing 

in other African areas would be contemplated, 

he favored beginning experimental block plantings in Fort Hall

Furthermore,

"and Kiambu.

A Colonial Office functionary raised the political 

implications of the issue, pointing out that although Kikuyus 

wanted to grow coffee, plantings were to be legally prohibited 

in all reserves, except for designated areas in Meru and Embu..

^^Ibid.

^^Minutes on Gov. to SSC, 25 November, 1931, by 
Stockdale, 12 January, 1932, CO 533/408, No. 17094.

/
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Also, Nairobi's plan clearly set out separate regulations for 

Africans and Europeans.®^
I

Another person stated that the 

stipulation, which gave the director of agriculture, subject

to the appeal of the governor, permission to allow Africans 

to plant coffee, was highly discriminatory and thus conflicted 

with the native policy memorandum. He suggested that the 

governor be informed that the Colonial Office "would be un- 

able to agree to the continuance of such discrimination beyond 

an initial period of, say, two years.

With views set forth by members of his office, the 

colonial secretary formulated his reply to the governor. Sir 

Philip Cunliffe-Lister's despatch was sent April 19th, almost 

five months after receipt of Bryne's important letter. "Broadly 

speaking my view is that it is indefensible to maintain admini

strative restrictions on native coffee planting, except so far 

as they may be necessary owing to the inability of the Govern

ment to afford adequate supervision, and that the areas in 

which it is to be permitted should be those in which the ser

vices of an agricultural officer are available for the purpose." 

In reconciling the discriminatory nature of the proposed pro

gram, he considered "it is legitimate for and indeed incumbent" 

on the Government...to take all proper precautions against any 

risks of disaster to the existing industry." The colonial 

-secretary requested the governor to reconsider the possibility

I

i

,.68

A-

67Note by Allen, 2 February, 1932, CO 533/408, No. 17094.
68Note> 8 January, 1932, CO 533/408, No. 17094.
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I
part of the ini-in the Kikuyu reserve asof including areas 

tial experiment, by defining 

would be

more, he asked for more

specific blocks for which permits

Further-issued and providing adequate supervision.

rinformation about plans to provide

5

69
staff.

intention of government to allow 

indicated in yet another draft- 

the establishment of a coffee board.

a clause stipulating "the 

license shall not apply to 

This clause

1
In spring 1932, the 

coffee growing by Africans was 

bill, which centered on

proposed legislation contained

5

I

The

provision of the coffee planters

coffee plantation in any native reserve.any

was inserted to 

coffee board or local

make the director of agriculture, not the

district commissioners, responsible 

■7° in contrast, the bill designated
■ ■for licensing Africans, 

the district commissioners responsible for issuing European 

consultation with the board; however, 

disapproval eventually led to the

the director of agricul- 

licensing practice similar for both

licenses, inplanters' 

the colonial secretary's

consultative position being given to 

ture, thereby making the
71

racial groups.
month the bill was issued, the annual coffee ^ 

Participants strongly denounced the--
The same

conference convened.

, 19 April, 1932, CO 533/408, No. 17094. 

■s Deputy to SSC, 30 August, 1932, CO 533/428

to SSC, 30

^^SSC to Gov.

70Gov.
No. 18288.

8 November, 1932; and Gov.
November, 1932!°CO°533/428, No. 18288.
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f
idecision of government to allow coffee growing by Africans 

and urged "indefinite postponement of a step so utterly un

wise." They argued that the world coffee market was on the 

of collapse due to-overproduction, and government ac-

i
I
I
i
I

Iverge

icordingly ought to restrict planting rather than to encour-

Government representatives assured the
I"j.: '' I

age its extension.

that they intended only to allow coffee to be growngrowers

by Africans in Embu and Meru districts, and on a limited scale. 

Notwithstanding the European planters' objections to the

*

iclause dealing with indigenous growers, they did not reject

Thereafter, the proposal was passed 

and it came into

I
the coffee industry bill.

by the legislative council in December 1932, 

operation the following month, 

placed the Coffee Planters' Union and represented both planters

S

The Coffee Board then re-

73and traders.

Although the Colonial Office had advised that rules 

be promulgated which applied equally to all races, 

felt there were adequate rules covering European coffee pro-

Nairobi

duction and that it was not necessary to legislate further to

On the other hand.maintain the quality of the European crop, 

a special set of regulations were considered necessary to coh-

A draft of the rules was sent totrol growing by Africans.

^^CPK, Report of the Proceedings of Coffee Planters
held in Memorial Hall, Nairobi, 

Government Printer, 1932),
Days and Coffee Conference:
June 29 - July 2, 1932 (Nairobi:

112.pp. 32,

^^Hill, Planters' Progress, p. 90.I
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London in January 1933, and even though Nairobi pushed for a 

reply, the colonial secretary refused to comment until dis

cussions were held with the retiring Director of Agriculture, 

Meanwhile.,- consideration was given to discrimi-Alex Holm.

natory aspects of the regulations within the Colonial Office, 

To reconcile the native policy memorandum with the discrimi-

natory policy proposed by Nairobi, it was suggested that Sir 

Philip Cunliffe-Lister's pronouncement in regard to another

"It'is no part of my

■v'-'

issue might be applied in this case; 

intention to impose, in the supposed interests of racial

equality, an unnecessary legal obligation on members of one 

race, merely on the ground that such an obligation is neces- 

for members of another race in their own interests.

A meeting between Holm and Stockdale took place in 

Stockdale reviewed some of the objections raised by 

Lord Francis Scott, a leading settler representative, at a 

meeting with Sir Cecil Bottemley,'in charge of Kenyan affairs

„75
sary

June.

in the Colonial Office, and by S. G. Gare, a Kenyan settler

Stockdale briefed Mr. Holm on thelobbying in London.

^'^Minute on Gov. to SSC, 13 January, 1933, CO 533/431,
No. 3040.

^^Minute on Gov. to SSC, 13 January, 1933, by Freeston, 
6 March, 1933, CO 533/431, No. 3040.

^®Mr. Care's status as a representative of Kenya's
Holm claimed the views Gare 

of the Coffee Board
European growers was questioned, 
expressed were really those of only 
members, although Gare presented Lord Plymouth a set of docu
ments, with about 500 signatures, purported to have been 
signed by European planters and managers of coffee estates, 
which urged that Africans not be allowed to plant coffee.

one
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Icolonial secretary's view thaj; "production be restricted to 

areas and subject to conditions which afforded an effective 

insurance against disease." The retiring director of agri

culture said "the Rules^had been framed in such a way that 

the Director of Agriculture had power in his hand to achieve 

what the Secretary of State desired, provided that no undue 

pressure was brought to bear on him by Administrative Of

ficers." He had received consistent support from the governor 

and chief native commissioner. Holm claimed, but warned 

against the officers. When the subject of trial 'areas in 

Kikuyu reserve was raised. Holm objected because of the preva

lence of mealy bugs; he also felt it was "undesirable to per- • 

mit cultivation in the Sotik area" (referring to the possible 

planting in Gusiiland) because of the presence of coffee berry 

disease.

sX"
i
s

t
&
I
I-
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I
I
li
IfMr. Holm drew attention to two points which he con-

7 ft
sidered as key in the draft native coffee growers regulations. 

First, the director of agriculture was given permission to 

"from time to time by notice in the Official Gazette define

t

i
N|

77.,
Note of a Meeting, 6 Jiine, between Mr. Holm, Mr. - 

Stockdale and Mr. Freeston (Mr. Hibbert being also present) 
to discuss the Kenya Native Coffee Rules," CO 533/431, No. 3040.

78
During his years in Kenya, Holm, who had served in 

South Africa for sixteen years, generally had been supportive 
of European settlers, although he fought to maintain control 
by government rather than to transfer too many powers to 
settlers. Before leaving his post, he had taken a very con
servative position on African coffee growing and his statements 
at the Colonial Office reflect this.

£
f
fi
ft

£
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areas in native reserves as areas in which coffee may be grown."

This meant that the director, without any other legal proce

dures, could extend coffee growing in African areas. Second,

in defining such areas'^the director would study the "economic

considerations affecting the interests of native coffee grow

ers ." This, of course, could be interpreted in many ways.

The retiring officer claimed that agricultural officers shovild 

provide only supervisory services to African growers and pos

sibly greater assistance might be given if the staff of train

ed African instructors were increased.

Meanwhile, policy details were being worked out in 

Nairobi. The Department of Agriculture promised the European 

growers that government "would not give substantially more 

service tp African coffee growers than it gave to the Euro- 

Since it could provide only instructional and in

spection services similar to those given to Europeans, the 

department suggested that the African coffee owners or their 

local native councils employ a European supervisor or manager, 

who would be assisted by trained African instructors once the 

plantings totalled 100 acres.In the initial stages, how

ever, the department only required that "experienced native 

coffee workmen, in sufficient numbers, should be employed.

..80peans.

..82

79..
Note Meeting Holm, Stockdale and Freeston."

80
DA to Chief Native Commissioner (hereafter CNC), 17

Provincial Commissioner, Nyanza (hereafterFebruary, 1933, KNA; 
PC Nza) AGRI 1/2/9/2.

81
DA to CNC, 4 March, 1933, KNA: PC Nza AGRI 1/2/9/2.

82
Deputy Director (Plant Industries) (hereafter DD(PI)) 

to Agricultural Officer, Nyanza (hereafter AO, Nza), 25 May,
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IIn May 1933 the chief native commissioner gave authority to

the director of agriculture to begin coffee nurseries in Kisii,^

This permission was based on the understanding

that the cost of seed and labor would be met from existing ag-
83

ricultural department or'local native council fxmds.

>:
i;
s

IEmbu and Meru.
S
Is
5The

overall policy was enunciated the following month and was 

based on the stipulation that the respective local native 

councils would finance the industry and that African coffee

The total acreage

1
5
S

igrowing was to be considered experimental, 

in each of the trial areas.was not to exceed 100 acres, "until

Government is satisfied that coffee will do well in the area

under native cultivation." Moreover, Nairobi stipulated that . 

the seed be approved by the director of agriculture; that 

plantings take place only in block or neighborhood concentra

tion systems, in order to facilitate effective European super

vision; and that a grower was to be limited to 100 trees, un

less the director was assured that the African had sufficient 

experience, ability and capital to justify a large ownership. 

All possible attention was to be given to the management and

supervision of the coffee fields; therefore, the necessity 

of emp'loying Africans to assist the district agricultural

When the plantings reached "an eco-officer was emphasized, 

nomic unit," a European supervisor was to be employed and the

1933, KNA: PC Nza AGRI 1/2/9/2.

®^CNC for Colonial Secretary to DA, 9 May 1933, KNA: 
PC Nza AGRI 1/2/9/2.
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salary was to be paid from local native council funds.

A delegation from the newly-formed Coffee Board met 

with the acting colonial secretary in July 1933. Although 

evidence concerning the^discussion is scanty, an available 

document reveals that the delegates urged that coffee nurs

eries not start functioning until the rules governing African 

production had been "definitely enacted." Moreover, the 

European growers' representatives expressed annoyance with 

the projected coffee trial in Kisii, since government had 

previously only mentioned possible experiments in Embu and 

Meru. .The acting colonial secretary is reported to have said, 

"there had been considerable political agitation to permit 

the g.rowing of coffee by natives and^ following the Report of 

the Joint Committee bn Closer Union, Government had decided 

to encourage experimental acreage in the districts mentioned." 

The three areas were not selected because the people from 

these areas had strongly demanded it, he seems to have ad

mitted, but rather because of their distance from the railway 

which required production of a high value exportable crop.®^

Tjie pressure exerted on the Colonial Office by 'the 

European settlers did, however, have its effect. London con

ceded to Nairobi on both the issue of regulations applying

I
i

;
i

84
Ag. DA to Provincial Commissioner, Nyanza (here

after PC, Nza), 22 June, 1933, KNA: PC Nza AGRI 1/2/9/2.
85 ---V
Chairman of Coffee Board of Kenya to Ag. Colonial 

Secretary, 13 September, 1933, KNA; Dept. Agric. Coff 1/3 
Vol. IV.
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equally to all racial groups and of coffee growing in Kikuyu

As one member of the Colonial Office reluctantly gave

up his stand, he claimed "Kenya will only 'stone-wall' and the

If a success is attained 
,.86

i

i: areas.

Ii
I

great thing is to get a-start made, 

the impetus of the industry will do the rest.

At the coffee conference in the ,fall of 1933, the

i
Ii
ft
iI
i
iKenyan government outlined its policy on coffee growing by 

Director of Agriculture, H. Wolfe, explained -^he

Other areas might be found necesr 

districts or in other

iI
iAfricans.

policy as evolved in June, 

sary in the same initially , selecl^ed 

districts, he affirmed, but future development would depend

if
I
i

i

Neither at this time noron the results of the experiment, 

any other, however, did government clarify what aspects were
I
8

!
being tested and what measures would be used to judge the

The purpose of government, stated
f
1success of the experiment, 

the director, was "to provide for the natives a profitable s

Icash crop by means of which they can add to‘ their own wealth 

and to that of the Colony." The European growers were promised 

that rules "of a stringent character" would be enforced, and 

that government did not intend to permit African coffee'grow

ing without adequate European supervisory services being avail-

£

i
I

The delegates at the'conference strongly opposed the
O •y

and continued to agitate

able.

policy, mainly on economic grounds.

®®Note by Freeston, 5 October, 1933, CO 533/431, No.
3040.

87., Coffee Growing by Natives," East African Standard 
(4 November, 1933), p. 16.

o ■
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in London to prevent the ultimate enactment of the policy.

A special executive meeting of the Joint East Africa

Although several of the

s
is1•j

Board was held in November 1933. 

comments at the meeting-^were against coffee growing by the

5
i
ii
S

indigenous people of Kenya, there were a few supporters for

The London representative for the Coffee

®
i
®

the proposed program.
iBoard of Kenya followed his instructions to oppose the pro-

He also admitted that it
ig
1posal on purely economic grounds, 

seemed useless to approach the Home Authorities "as it seemed
ii
i
iIclear that the decision to start experimental areas for na

tive coffee growing had been made a definite policy of native 

development," unless the European producers could put for-

I
II
SI
f88 tward concrete facts and figures to support their arguments.

The same month the Kenya coffee planters' case was 

put forward to.^the colonial secretary by Mr. Parnell, 

able Secretary of the Coffee Tirade Association of London, 

The latter outlined economic arguments against

Parnell claimed, "the

I
8Is
iiHonor-

IIand
I
IMr. Gare. iAfrican coffee production, while Mr. 

market for Kenya coffee was already beginning to suffer from
I

I
the high proportion of inferior quality produced by the' in-

The amount pro-

S

I
j

I
3

sufficiently capitalized European planters." 

duced from a few hundred acres of African coffee, maintained 

the colonial secretary, would be negligible in comparison to 

the output from European growers, although he refused "to

3
I
3

i
<

®®Joint East Africa Board, "Minutes of a Special Meet
ing of the Executive Council, held at Bevis Marks House, 
London, 7 November, 1933," KNA: Dept. Agric. Coff 1/3 Vol.

3
IV.

1
3

.
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pledge himself to any maximum area which natives might ulti-

Cunliffe-Lister claimed that
iii IS

mately be allowed to plant." 

the difficulty and expense of providing supervisory staff it-

i

e
iself would act as a checJc' and "gave an assurance that such

extensions as might be allowed would, be authorized only after
.,89

ISIs
»

Icareful study of the progress of the experiment.

In the discussion the colonial secretary remarked; 

"It would not be politic to prohibit growing as the public

i

I
ii
i..90

would declare this to be an injustice to the native races.

while Gare claimed they were not ask-

ii
IsMr. Parnell'concurred.
IIing for the prohibition of planting but that "government should . 

not encourage native growing due to the evils that would re-

The session

i

I..92
suit as much fq^ the native as the white man. 

must have been stormy because the same afternoon Mr. Parnell

"May I just make it clear that

I
t
i
I
I
1

wrote the colonial secretary; 

my Committee does not entirely agree with the attitude of the a
i..93

British Kenya Planters as so forcibly expressed by Mr.

Nairobi was informed^—tfae^interview by the Colonial Office.

settlers gradually acknowledged London's de-

Gare. I?:
I
I
I
IEuropean

termination to persist with plans for African coffee growing. 1

®^Note to Bottomley,. 2 November, 1933, CO 533/431, No.
3040/1. I

I®°Minutes of an Interview with Sir Philip Cunliffe-
Dept. Agric. Coff 1/3 .1!

Lister, signed S. G. Gare, n.d. KNA; 
Vol. IV.

;»

I
i^^Note to Bottomley, 2 November, 1933.

^^Minutes of Interview with Cunliffe-Lister, Gare. 

^^Parnell to SSC, 2 November, 1933, CO 533/431, No.

1

I

3040/1. ?

Ii
Ii
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Ithat the cultivation be limited. A 

elected-members-of the Kenya Legisla-
but lobbied to ensure g

ftdelegation of- European 

^Ive Coiancil met with the secretary of state in February 1934.
ftft!I
ftasked if the proposedplanting in the three areas would e
i
1

They

"be treated as an experiment and not be extended until such
ifi.

those experiments have been thoroughly tried out."

reiterated his position that the avail

time as iSM
1The colonial secretary

of effective supervision would determine the rate of
a
I.ability
8

he re-On the issue of a world suirplus in coffee/ Siextension.
1s"The coffee, experts in London say that it is ab- 

that the addition of some native
ported: 

solutely rubbish to say

i
8i
I

in Kenya' is going to make the faintest iota of

In response to argiaments
coffee grown 

difference in the world market." ii
iI
I

that coffee growing was against the African's best interests,

"I think the native is a fairly shrewdhe wisely proclaimed:

at finding out what pays him.
I
i.,94 8I
:«

person

During the remainder of 1934, two main issues were

agricultural supervision and rules for African coffee 

Initially Nairobi proposed to place in charge of each 

with coffee experience under lochl terms 

but the Colonial Office was skeptical about

iIIsettled: 

growing.

area ^'sorne young man 

of service,
such arrangements since "it is obviously better on political 

technical grounds that the responsibility from the

i

I
3

,.95 I
3
3

ias well as I
I
i

®^"Extract from Record of an Interview between the S 
Elected Members of Leg Council on 14

I
3of. S and the European 

February, 1934," CO 533/447, No. 23133/1. 1
I
■a

3040.95 18 October, 1933, CO 533/431, No. 1SSC to Gov • r

i
I
i
I
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outset should rest on someone about whose fitness to bear it
„96

there can be no question.

Eventually Nairobi proposed that a forthcoming gradu

ate from the Imperial School of Tropical Agriculture in 

Trinidad would receive three months intensive training in
Yi: V.

coffee work at Scott Agricultural Laboratory and then be posted

In the meantime, a temporary agricultural officer

A settler with, a diploma

to Embu.

would be placed in charge of Embu. 

in agriculture from Natal, who had eight years of experience

in .Kenya as a coffee grower and who had acted as an agricul

tural officer for one yearj would serve in Meru. Another 

European settler, Mr. Graham, with a two year course in the 

Agricultural College of South Africa, six years farming ex

perience in Kenya, and service as a temporary agricultural 

officer, would be in charge' in South Kavirondo. It was pro

posed eventually to place.a Trinidad graduate in South

The Colonial Office agreed to these appointments. 

However, London also discussed the staffing issue with the 

Carnegie Corporation which was interested in supporting develop

ment in African areas. The Colonial Office suggested under a 

five year agreement with Carnegie that provision be made for

two additional agricultural officers of Trinidad standard to
9 8

work in Kenya to supervise African coffee growing.

t

Kavirondo.

Although

^^Note, 18 September, 1933, CO 533/431, No. 3040. 

^^Gov.'s Deputy to SSC, 7 March, 1934, CO 533/447, No.
23133/1.

98 28 April, 1934, CO 533/447, No.Bottemley to Gov • r
23133/1.
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1these plans did not materialize, they reveal London's inten

tion at the time to ensure that expansion of African coffee

hindered by financial arguments and by lack

? i
1
ft
1! i

production was not 

of an adequate supervisory staff.

regulations governing African coffee growing, which

f
1
ifts
iThe

received the colonial secretary's assent in October 1933, were
I
i
if

Areas in which coffee cultivation wa'S 

be defined by the director of agricul- 

suitability of the soils and climatic condi- 

of cultivation in terms of economic control 

and economic considerations affecting African

published in July 1934.
S.to be permitted were to 1

iture, based upon s
*tions; the amount I

and supervision; 5
B

No African could grow coffee unless he had been 

granted a permit from the director of agriculture, issued by

Before such a license was granted.

1interests.

I
I
Ithe district commissioner, 

the director had to be assured that satisfactory provision
i
I

I
I. would be made for supervisory services; that the planting and 

development of the coffee field would be carried out satisfac-
Itorily; and that provisions for a pulping station or other

The Native Grown Coffee
i
Iprocessing methods would be made.

Rules of 1934 also provided for the inspection of coffee land
II

After the rules weresimilar to those for European areas, 

promulgated, government gazetted specific areas within South 

and Embu Districts, where coffee could beKavirondo, Meru

South Kavirondo it specified Nyaribari, Bassi andgrown. In

Kitutu locations.
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Up to the 1930s the colonial government strongly sup

ported the European coffee industry which represented a major

Settlers and their allies

ia

IKsource of the colony's revenue.

argued vehemently against coffee production by Africans, 

claiming that such an innovation would lead to the spread of

III
P

often

a«
II
iidiseases and pests, and that Africans would not care properly

However, it is evident that the high stand-
i
Ifor their coffee, 

ards and ideal of coffee growing professed by the settlers did
f

II
11siinot prevail among all the European planters. An underlying

for the opposition to cash crop production by Africans 

the fear that development in the African reserves would

on European farms and

If
I
Ireason

1
1was

prevent an adequate supply of laborers.

- force the rate of wages 'up.

During the world depression which seriously affected 

'the Kenyan coffee-industry,“the Colonial Office's 

the economic conditions in the colony, as well as political 

and humanitarian considerations, led it to pressure Nairobi 

to change its policy on coffee growing by indigenous people. 

Clashes between the Colonial Secretary, Lord Passfield, and

1
ia
ig
i
i1
i1concern over
1

i

I■i
i
1
i
ft
1
i#:

Governor Grigg led to a stalemate, which subsequently ended

The Euro-
i

Iiwhen new persons were appointed to these positions, 

pean growers acquiesced since they were vitally interested in 

having a bill passed to establish the Coffee Board, although 

they fought hard to ensure thcst coffee cultivation by Africans

The outcome was a very restricted plan for

aR

iI
I

s
I
i would be limited.II

is 1I II
ft-
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1 sremote from European farms.coffee production in three 

in addition, the rules governing production by Africans then 

de jure stature to prohibit indigenous coffee growing

areas
1

! i
i
igave

in areas not designated by"government, 

the plan and rules were implemented rested upon the govern- 

Legal measures were provided to allow exten

sion of production areas, but their use depended upon the

:■

1
The manner in which 11

I
i
i
*

ment in Kenya. i
i

orientation of those in authority.

1
i
1i
I
S
I
Is
iI
I
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I
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I
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I
i
i
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CHAPTER 2i

EARLY STAGES OF COFFEE GROWING IN GUSIILANDTHE

in which coffee was permitted was

Although the
One of the areas

Gusiiland, called Kisii by the colonialists, 

region was not originally designated by Nairobi for coffee

The reasons for its

1

1iproduction, it subsequently was added, 

inclusion are assessed in this chapter, and economic condi-

iA detailed-discussion of coffee growingtions are studied, 
in Gusiiland aims at documenting the assumptions of officials 

administrators in regard to the implementation of the
I
5and S

3Sinceplan, and the processing and marketing of the crop, 

the project was 1-abelled as "experimental," technical as-

determine the degree to which produc- 

The technical questions, 

within Gusii society and those external 

related to the expansion of the industry.

pects are assessed to 

tion in Gusiiland was successful.

as well as factors

to it, are

Conditions in the District
under British control in July 

Only after the 

Province of Uganda to the East African

Gusiiland formally ceme

1894, as part of the Uganda Protectorate, 

transfer of the Eastern
Protectorate in 1902, were attempts made to establish effec-

The Gusii area contains an ex-tive control over the region, 
tension of the highlands, about 2,000 meters above sea-level

75
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in the northeast portion, which gradually declines in a south

westerly direction to a lower plains.level, 

rich in red laterized volcanic soils, consist of rounded, steep

sided hills intersected ^ narrow valleys.

ceive sufficient rainfall, and'the entire area is well served

The highlands.

They noirmally re-

by the tributaries of three main rivers which flow into Lake 

Gusiiland contains two main vegetation zones: 

Kikuyu grass at altitudes above 1800 meters and star grass

The fertile highland area was 

considered by Sir Charles Eliot and his successor. Sir Donald 

Stewart, as a potential area for European settlement.^

Victoria.

in the 1350-1800 meter zone.

In 1907 an administrative station was established among

the Gusii-at a site the Europeans called Kisii. 

the government had divided the region into eight locations. 

Although residential areas were not strictly along clan lines, 

the locations nevertheless were referred to by the name of the 

dominant clan, and a chief was selected for each location.

By early 1908,

Because of Gusii resistance to colonial rule, the district

headquarters was moved from Uganya to Kisii in March 1908.

The district, called South Kavirondo, covered an estimated 

2611 square miles, and was inhabited by approximately 274,000 

Luos, Kuria, and a few smaller ethnic groups, as well as about 

850,000 Gusii living within 539 square miles.^

^Robert Maxon, "British Rule in Gusiiland, 1907-1963," 
(Ph.D. thesis, Syracuse University, 1971), p. 35. Consult 
this source for details on the early colonial period.

2
These figures are approximately those estimated for 

1917. South Kavirondo District Annual Report (hereafter SKDAR) 
1917, KNA: DC/KSI/1/2.

^4
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Similar to the pattern followed throughout the pro

tectorate, the early stage of colonial administration over the
ii
I
Ip

2

ISi Gusii focused on establishment of control and new structures

Thereafter, while
If
Sii.

through which to maintain law Md order, 

strengthening efforts in administration and initiating a new
ft
ft
I?
ft
ftft
ft
1

judicial system, attention was turned to the collection of

As elsewhere, taxation implied 

a means of stimulating a supply of African labor for both in-

Also, taxation was utilized

taxes and related activities. ft

I
iside and outside the district. 

for encouraging trade, based on a money economy, in animals, 

animal hides, and agricultural produce. Bringing the indige- 

people into the money economy was also used as a strate

gy to encourage the purchase of imported goods.

g
i
«
i
i
!

anous
1
fti
i

The Gusii traditionally had combined agriculture with ianimal husbandry^ Their main crop was wimbi, a type of finger

By the turn of the i
millet, five varieties of which were grown, 

century, they cultivated at least two types of sorghum, three 

kinds of potatoes, seven varieties of beans, and pumpkins.

s
i
6
R
IIAgricultural activities, as well as hunting, cattle keeping, 

warfare, and hftiilding, were carried out on a cooperative basis. 

The cooperative unit was the amasaga (plural, risaga), or 

neighborhood, which had a clearly defined membership, 

size of the task to be performed determined whether persons

tI

I
The

IS’ iwithin a sub-area forming a small group or all units forming

Neither the
!

the large group would be called to participate, 

sub-groups nor the entire neighborhood operated on principles 

of formal organisation, nor did they contain institutionalized

s

1
I
I
Ii
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A person needing work to be done,positions of authority, 

such as clearing new land, notified members of the group who

They would be rewarded or thankedwould give their labor, 

by a beer party after the wprk was -Completed for the day.

The amount of drink given was not related to the size of the

it was not
■vij

task performed nor the hours spent working; thus,

A wealthy homestead mightpayment for the labor obtained, 

call work groups more frequently than others, since they could 

afford to provide the necessary rewards, but the right existed

equally for the poorer homesteads. .

At times only the women were called to work, but their 

husbands would come to enjoy the beer because they had some 

proprietory' rights over the labor of their wives, 

occasions men and women worked together.

was the men who would clear the land, while women prepared

and harvested. Men were also re-

On other

In principle, it

the land,, planted, weeded, 

sponsible for putting up the basic structure of houses and 

the thatching; women mudded the floors and plastered the walls.

were notThe designated roles for men in agriculture, however, 

rigid]^ maintained; when necessary they might perform or as,-

Men would assist in activities normally ascribed to women, 

pecially undertake more tasks on their own plot (emonga) which

they cultivated for personal profit.

Another form of cooperation in agricultural production 

carried out by daily work parties, divided into morning

These small
was

(egesangio) and afternoon (ekebosano) groups, 

daily work groups consisted of women either closely related
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For example, a morning groupor living near one another, 

might consist only of women within the same domestic vmit.

such as a woman, other wives of her husband, and their daugh- 

These groups were not formally constituted and

The

ters-in-law.

their membership could fluctuate from season to season, 

daily work parties operated on a strict rotational basis; 

one day working on member A's fields, the next day at member

1

B's and so forth until the group had performed tasks for each

In this way, dailymember, before it assisted member A again, 

agricultural work was carried out on the basis of reciprocity.

No additional hours of,labor input were gained, but such co-> 

operation provided a social means for accomplishing one's

work.

Trade of food products among £he Gusii was minimal

More common was the exchange of foodduring normal seasons, 

based on principles of reciprocity and social obligation.

Barter among the Gusii was based mainly on acquiring items

produced by specialists, such as ironmakers, potters, and

Trade with neighboring Luos and Kipsigissoapstone carvers, 

was conducted in the pre-colonial period both in times of

During normal agricultural seasons the Gusii 

mainly exchanged produce for animals, but when drought struck 

they relied on their neighbors for food, 

experienced prolonged drought and periods of famine, referred 

to Gusiiland as their "granary."^ During the colonial period

peace and war.

The Luos, who often

^William Ochieng, "Trade Contacts and Cultural Con
nexions Between the Gusii and the Luo in the 19th Century," 
paper presented at the Historical Association of Kenya, Annual

_ _
J- - 14- - 1 ““ _ . '■;j t... ::.r .t- T : ■ .
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a ■ this trade continued to be significant.

Prior to World War I a few trading centers were 

tablished in Gusii country to support bartering across the

collection points for produce and animals.

a iSI iI es- a?;
4 f

iI M
I'■i. borders, serve as ii
i£ and to function as centers for selling imported goods to

In spite of these
sI I

"stimulate the desire to earn money.
tE centers, the traders, consisting of Asians, Somalis, and

resided in Kisii town and made buying trips 

Trade in cattle to be exported from

!I
I Swahilis, usually 

through the countryside, 

the district was often prevented, however, because of quaran-

fEs
1

I1 Otherwise, commerce was largely detine due to diseases.
5

1Isuitable roads and paths, and adequate transport, 

transferred within the district by porters, bul- 

These means were also used to trans-

pendent upon S
I
1Produce was ss

lock carts and donkeys. I
i

fer loads from Gusiiland to Homa Bay, Karungu, and Kendu Bay

At these ports firms purchased goods and

Ki

I(opened in 1912). 

cattle and then shipped them by lake transport to Kisumu.
I
I
i

iThe volume of trade was aided by Gusii agricultural

As early as 1907, a colonial administrator recorded 
"as agriculturalists the Kisii are very industrious."^
A-

i
endeavors. I

I
1that
I
1

Conference 1972, Nairobi, Kenya, p. 6. A description of pre
colonial Gusii society and patterns of migration is contained 
in William Ochieng, A Pre-colonial History of the Gusii of 
Western Kenya C.A.D. 1500-1914 (Kampala;East African Litera- 

1974), although some of the conclusions narrowlyture Bureau, 
define the complexity of the processes.

^C. E. Spencer, "Notes Regarding Kisii District, 1913- 
14," KNA: DC/KSI/3/2.

^G.

KNA: DC/KSI/3/2.

i
I

"1907 Histories and Customs,"A. S. Northcote,

- -
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Two years later another official reported that the Gusii were 

"excellent cultivators" and "far ahead of the Kavirondo [Luo] 

in the use of cash and understand and appreciate the central 
coinage."^

administrators to Gusii agricultural pursuits, but must be 

understood in relation to the predominance of pastorialism in 

the rest of South Kavirondo.

I
I

'i
i1

I
i

These statements^document the awareness of some I
i5
I

'V

With a few exceptions, district officers largely ne-

Up to 1913 in Gusii-glected Gusii agricultural activities.

- land, action was taken in the distribution of new varieties

of seeds, such as beans and maize; the encouragement of new

crops, especially wheat; and the establishment of experimental 

Afforestation also received attention through the 

Revenue for these undertakings was

seed plots.

promotion of plantations.
mainly derived from the Kisii Captured Stock Funds.^

February 1913 an agricultural instructor, Mr. Wiley, arrived

In

His activitiesin the district and served for twelve months, 

centered on training thirty cattle for ploughing, 

also promoted wheat production among the Gusii and simsim 

growing^ throughout suitable parts of the district, 

his attention, however, was given to cotton growing in the

Mr. Wiley

Much of

The activities initiated by Mr. Wiley and the mar

keting of agricultural produce were disrupted by the outbreak 

of war.

Luo areas.

8

®SKDAR 1908-09, KNA; DC/KSI/1/1.

^Livestock seized in retaliation for Gusii resistance 
against the British were sold and the revenue placed in this 
special fund.

^Spencer, "Notes 1913-14."
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During World War I trade from the district in agricul

tural items was low, due mainly to a lack of transport and 

storage facilities outside. However, trade in cattle was 

■actively encouraged because of military needs. When a suffi

cient number of cattle was not marketed voluntarily, people 

were forced to sell their animals.’ According to the district 

commissioner's annual report for 1916-17, "the native has had

to pay high prices for everything he has bought and in many
g

cases he obtained low prices for what he sold." Moreover, 

in 1915 the hut and poll tax had been raised to Rs. 5.

s
li

li
i!

11

I£

E

Pf'
E

li

I
i
I

The war years were preceded in the protectorate by a 

period of depression, and famine and influenza struck through-

As elsewhere, South Kavirondo was affected.

il

out in early 1919.

Trade was so slow that shops temporarily closed and part of
ift
iP
»
JS

the time a quarantine on cattle prevented marketing outside 

the district. The depression did not prevent government from 

raising the hut and poll tax, which, in 1920 went up to RS. 8. 

However, in the next couple of years the colony underwent a 

change in its monetary system so that in 1922 the tax rate 

was Sh. 12/, which actually represented a reduction from the

I#
mm
»
if
Isi
IfS
i

previous years.

IIn order to ensure that tax obligations could be ful

filled, it was necessary to stimulate economic activities in 

the African reserves. Agricultural production and related 

activities in South Kavirondo began to receive greater atten

tion in the 1920s, following a shift in government policy.

Iff
s-
1I
I
I^SKDAR 1916-17, KNA: DC/KSI/1/2.

i
Bl
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In 1922 the agricultural supervisor stationed at Kisumu, Mr. 

Booth, toured the district and reported on its agricultural 

conditions and prospects. He described Gusiiland as "thickly 

populated" and its inhabitants as "good cultivators...[who] 

appear...a progressive race." Although they primarily grew

J
?;(

I
f

¥

I
wimbi and sorghum, he observed "several small but good" fields E

E-.of wheat in Kitutu and Bassi, and a "fair amount" of ground-
E

nuts and simsim grown in Wanjare. Very little native maize 

was grown, but the improved seed maize recently issued to 

chiefs and headmen was reported as "doing very well." Booth 

pointed out that Gusiiland's remoteness, with high transport 

costs to the railway, prevented maize from being an economic 

crop. Linseed, which was produced in small quantities and 

which had fetched low prices in previous years, he listed as 

"suitable for native cultivation." Booth also suggested that 

it would be profitable to grow wheat extensively in the high

lands and groundnuts in the lower regions, while onions could 

be produced throughout Gusiiland. To carry out a promotional

r
5
E

s
f

i
I
I
1

S

;
10 S:scheme, he urged the employment of African instructors.

The* district commissioner claimed that South Kavirondo needed

at least four or five more of them, for they were "essential
.,ii

if any progress is to be made. At this time there was only

i
^Agricultural Supervisor, Kisumu to DA, 23 October, 

1922, report on "Agricultural Conditions and Prospects of South 
Kavirondo District," KNA: Dept. Agric. AGR 4/3.

^^District Commissioner, South Kavirondo (hereafter 
DC) to Senior Commissioner, Nyanza, 12 December 1922, KNA: 
Dept. Agric. AGR 4/3.

5

I
i
t:

I
:V

I
E.;
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one African instructor, primarily occupied with starting ex

perimental rice fields outside Gusii country. The director 

of agriculture promised to station a European agricultural 

supervisor in South Kavirondo "as early as possible," rather 

than an African because "we have difficulty with native in-
r-;,. <•-

structors, not only their supply - there are but few - but 

their supervision.

The agriculturalist promised by the director of agri

culture was posted to South Kavirondo in 1924. Assisting him 

were an African agricultural instructor and two apprentices. 

Although they were primarily occupied with the extension of 

cotton growing in Luo areas, they promoted wheat, bean and 

maize production among the Gusii; encouraged the establish

ment of fifteen black wattle plantations, two to three acres

,.12

each, throughout the district; and established a ghee industry 

in Kisii. Mr. Spranger, the supervisor, found that the exist

ing small-scale wheat fields were planted with old seed which

resulted in inferior crops. Approximately 1,000 pounds of 

new wheat seed were distributed, and Mr. Spranger planned to 

supervise planting in the forthcoming seasons. 

was transferred in 1925 and not replaced.

However,, he

12DA to Sr. Commissioner, Nyanza, 27 December 1922, 
KNA: Dept. Agric. AGRI 4/3.

^^Agricultural Officer, South Kavirondo (hereafter 
AO) to Sr. Agric. Supervisor, Nyanza, 7 January, "Report for 
the year ending 31 December 1924," KNA: DC/KSI/1/3.
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The district commissioner, W. F. G. Campbell, record

ed his annoyance in the annual report for 1925; 

too strongly emphasize my disappointment that at the moment 

when ghee manufacture and wheat cultivation were commenced 

upon a large scale the Agricultural Supervisor should have 

been removed and not replaced." 

wheat production had "practically come to an end," while the 

ghee industry was in a "lethargic condition, 

year drought forced Campbell to decree an April to mid-July 

prohibition on the export of foodstuffs, as well as on the 

purchase of food for resale.

ft

I
» I"I cannot
I i
5 i

fi

i

As a result, he claimed.
,5

„14 That same i

Although the dairy industry received little business

Ghee hadin 1925, the following year production was good, 

many buyers, while butter was sold primarily to Europeans in 

Up to the fall in prices in the early 1930s, produc-

Moreover, there were several requests by Gusii

One was put into opera

tion in Kitutu in 1927, at a site about twelve miles from 

Kisii, and the following year one was established at Mukeru*^ 

Although there were several African-owned dairies operating 

in other parts of the district, the ones in Gusiiland were

Kisii.

tion was good, 

to establish dairies outside the town.

owned by and controlled by the local native council.

In 1928, an agricultural officer again was posted to

Among the Gusiithe district but stayed for only nine months, 

he supervised the local native council dairies, distributed 

seed, promoted the groundnut industry, gave demonstrations on

^^SKDAR 1925, KNA; DC/KSI/1/3.
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Ipreparation and drying of hides, and campaigned for eradica-

Although promotion of shade drying of 

hides was a national policy, by 1930 only three drying sheds

In the summer of 1929 an-

ii.1 IStion of striga weed.i
ii
i
i
ti

were functioning among the^usii. 

other European agricultural.officer was posted and two African
1S
1
i
II

instructors, recent graduates from Bukiira, joined him in gI
iErom this time onwards the district had the ser-September.

vices of a European agricultural officer on a continual basis.

S
fi
1
fIIIi
I

Not until the 1930s, however, was a veterinary officer sta

tioned in the district.

The internal economy was advanced in the last part of
I

the 1920s by an increase in power mills for grinding maize and

Although power mills

1I
i
Ithe establishment of more local markets.
t
ioperated in Gusiiland prior to this time, beginning in the lat

ter part of the 1920s, administration reserved this enterprise

By 1930, a significant number of ifor the indigenous people, 

licenses had been granted by the local native council for new 

The council also undertook measures to establish local

I
I■I
Imills.

markets and regulate centers already used in barter trade. 

Although the exchange at many markets was still largely out-
A-

side the.cash economy, thege centers began to gain prominance.

The Kisii-Bakoria Local Native Council, established 

in 1925, stimulated and regulated several economically related 

Starting in 1927, it levied a rate of Sh. 1/- per 

The revenue was spent on developments 

such as the construction of dairies and dispensaries, afforest

ation, road building, establishment of markets and a school

■s
I
I
IB
I

i
I
i
!

activities. i
i

head on adult males. I
a

a

I
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accumulation fund. Recurrent expenditures included mainten

ance of dairies, salaries of market staff, payment of border 

guards and subsidies for mission schools. In contrast, reve

nues paid into central government were not reflected by pro

vision of services and infrastructure in the district.

1
I

5

I
!

i

In 1925 W. F. G. Campbell, the district commissioner. I

explained: "To say that the strength of the Administration
C

is one District Commissioner and two Assistant District Com-
1missioners is merely to ignore two essential facts:

. ever increasing demands are made upon the Administration for

(1) That

betterment of the natives, and (2) the natives are themselves

beginning to demand that something be done for them in ex

change for their payments to Government. „15 Indeed the in

habitants of South Kavirondo, like Africans throughout Kenya,

ireceived few services and provisions in relation to the amount

of government revenues derived from the district. The actual
Iexpenditure on services to Africans in the district, from 1925 {
I

to 1930 was estimated to be £ 29,226, while the total revenue

from the hut and poll tax and other sources was -B 333,164. 

As Arable 4 shows, only £ 1,328 was spent on agriculture in 

this period.

i
t'
-S

Thus, up to 1930, while the local African inhabl-
f

tants of South Kavirondo contributed substantially to the cen-

tral revenues, only a small proportion, about nine percent of 

the revenue, was spent in the district on agriculture and 

other services for Africans. The ability to contribute to

1

5

i
I

15SKDAR 1925. i:

ia
1
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government revenue was dependent upon the cash economy.

The world economic crisis was felt in Gusiiland in
s
1

{

The drop in prices for agricultural commodities, 

pounded by heavy transport j^harges, led to a reduction in the

com-
I 19 30,

•I
ii
a

price, demand, and production of agricultural commodities ex-

Moreover, heavy rains hindered the iported from the district, 

normal production of all crops but finger millet, and yields 

the following year were affected by swarms of destructive

The subsequent shortage of .food within the district 

lessened by a prohibition on the export and sale of food

stuffs, except by permit; a famine relief program was set up

locusts.

was

in Gusiiland, but by October it was discontinued when produc-

Nevertheless, lowtion of food crops returned to normal, 

prices were still received for agricultural produce, 

ample, a 200 pound bag of maize sold for Sh. 2/ in September 

1932, and, although the price rose the following year.

For ex

in

16
July 1933 the prices dropped to Sh 3/50 a bag.

The depression was also reflected in a decrease in

Due to thenumbers of persons working outside the district. 

restrj-ctiQn on credit and the decrease in commodity prices,,

farmers drastically reduced the number of laborers

Previously large num- 

In 1926 and 1929,

the European

they employed and lowered the wage rates, 

bers of Gusii had left the district to work, 

for example, the recorded number of laborers contracted from

^^South Kavirondo District Intelligence Report (here-
KNA: PC Nzaafter SKDIR), September 1932 and July 1933, 

ADM 12/1/3.
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South Kavirondo rated second highest in the colony, 

shown in Table 5, the number of migrant workers from the dis-

As IB
S
i
i

trict fell sharply in 1931, none were contracted in 1932, 

few found outside employment in' 1933 and 1934.

ft
i! and very i
ft
i■:

iTABLE 5 i3 15 NUMBER OF LABORERS CONTRACTED IN SOUTH 
KAVIRONDO DISTRICT 1928-1933

1I
iS
iII i193319 321931193019291928 SI621,2366,399 none7,9106,710

1
I 1928-1931 from South Kavirondo District Annual 
Report, 1931; 1932 from South Kavirondo District 
Annual Report for that year; and 1933 from South 
Kavirondo District Annual Report for 1934, KNA; 
DC/KSI/1/3 and DC/KSI/1/4.

f
«

Source:

a'i
II

i
I

Despite such harsh conditions, government taxation

late 1920s, Sh. 12/ 

The need

re

mained at the high,rate of the prosperous

adult male, and tax collection became difficult, 

to increase the income-earning capacity of the indigenous

per
I
I

Iin order to assist them in fulfilling their tax obliga-people 11
I

and thus help the colony's revenues, was a major govern-

As discussed previously, the '

5
tions, is

Imental^and imperial concern.

Native Affairs Department circular of August 1931 called for 

economic output in the African reserves and formula- Igreater

tion of long-term planning to meet this goal.
I

^^ative Affairs Department Annual Report for 1926 
and for 1929, CO 544/20 and CO 544/28 respectively.

I
i
I
I
3.

j
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i
BThe Introduction of Coffee i
J;

In response to the circular of August 1931, a meeting

Attending were the acting

I
I

i
I

was held in Kisii on November 25th. 

provincial commissioner, the provincial agricultural officer. 8
iIdistrict level officers, prominent missionaries, and a resi- I

After discussing variousdent European businessman-trader, 

suggestions, it was unanimously agreed that "Coffee growing 

by the Kisii be encouraged provided that conditions are suit

able and that adequate supervision can be arranged for intro-

s
I

J
I
I
I
i

ducing the highest grade coffee which can be grown in South 

Kavirondo.
j
I

When forwarding the minutes of the meeting to the act

ing chief native commissioner, the Acting Provincial Commis- 

Mr. Thompson, claimed that he did not think it wassioner,

possible for such a meeting to accomplish very much, until the 

schemes contemplated by the government for the development of

In regard to coffee, he admit-the African areas were known.

ted, "This may seem rather a revolutionary proposal, but the 

meeting was unanimously in favour of some investigation being

Personally, I cannot help feeling'made of its possibilities, 

that if we continue to demand tax at present rates from the

native, we should put no obstacles in the way of his raising
..19

the money for it.

^^"Meeting held in Kisii on 25 November, 1931 to Discuss 
Proposals for the Development of South Kavirondo," KNA: PC Nza 
AGR 1/2/1 Vol. 1.

^^Ag. PC Nza to Ag. CNC, 9 December 
Nza AGR 1/2/1 Vol. 1.

1931, KNA: PC
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It appears that, after the meeting of November 25th, 

the local native council was approached for their views on

Many of the coun-coffee growing and their support obtained, 

cil members were well aware-^of the financial benefits which
£

I
awould accrue from coffee growing, as well as coffee husbandry

techniques. Several of these persons had become familiar with 

coffee production when they worked outside the district; others 

had worked on the coffee plantation at Nyabururu Mission, the 

Catholic mission located near Kisii town, while attending

I

s

I

S
s20school there.
t
Eistrong support for Gusii coffee growing came from the

He felt that the area I
District Commissioner, Clarence Buxton.

i.had been greatly neglected by the central goverrunent, assert- _ 

. ing that "the district has not had a fair chance of develop- I
fment agriculturally, owing to a lack of funds, absence of eco-

„21
ii

He enthusiastically-nomic objective, and lack of roads, 

fought for coffee growing in Gusiiland, together with other 

measures to develop the district.

;;
i;

I
Specific proposals were set forth in a "Development 

Scheme for South Kavirondo," forwarded to Nairobi in early. 

1932 and'submitted as evidence that year to the Kenya Land

I

I
J

S

r’oHiy two coffee fields in 
the district. Coffee was first planted at Ny.abururu:Mission 
in about 1912, and Richard Gethin, a resident businessman- 
trader, planted the crop on his Kisii township land around 1920.

^^Major C. E. V. Buxton, "Evidence before the Commis
sion at Kisii," in HMS, Kenya Land Commission Report; Evidence, 
Vol. Ill (London: HMS, 1934),

^®At this time, there were i

3

I
s

2346.P-
1
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I
I
I
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Commission. The document contained a discussion of the pos

sibilities for expanding the production of existing crops; 

advocated the introduction of coffee growing and a wattle 

bark industry among the GuSii; and called for the establish

ment of a district-level veterinary unit, regulation of the
22ghee industry, and institution of a piablic works program.

The paper concluded that little scope existed for in

creasing the Gusii's economic base by expanding the production 

of existing crops for export. Maize production, it pointed 

out, suffered from market fluctuations, and the region's dis

tance from the .railway led to costly transport charges.

Wheat was dismissed as a sound export crop because it had to 

compete with European production and interests. It was as

serted that the extension of English potato production was 

possible, but would not be profitable, since it would compete

wi<th the production on European farms which were usually near 

the railway. Other crops were also negatively assessed in re- 
23

gard to the market situation.

Coffee and wattle bark production were identified as 

the best economic activities for Gusiiland, since they were 

fairly high priced items which could stand costly transport 

charges. In addition, it was pointed out that the wattle bark 

industry did not compete with the settlers' vested interests.

22
Major B. W. Bond, "Development Scheme: South 

Kayirondo," 11 May 1932 in Kenya Land Commission, Vol. Ill, 
pp. 2377-95.

23Ibid pp. .2378-82.• r
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In justifying the request for coffee growing, it was emphasized 

that, although the Kisii highlands bordered the Sotik European 

settlement, the production area in Gusiiland would not be ad

jacent to European holdings,, so there would be little danger
24

of possible spread of coffee diseases and pests.

PI1
ii;#{

S

I
1s
i
i

IIdeas were also set forth on how coffee should be in

troduced among the Gusii, under strict supervision and initially

First, it would be necessary for the

1
i
i'

I
I

within a limited area, 

government to empower the district commissioner to exempt the
S:
ftGusii* coffee growers from payment of a plantation license, at

At the same time.
i
I
i

least until the plants were bearing a crop.

however, the license would be required in order to prevent per

sons from growing coffee on a site not approved by the district

Second, along motorable

B

I
commissioner or agricultural officer, 

roads, a number of small, individual plantations, perhaps with-
flI
isin a seven mile zone of Kisii town, would be established. At 

this stage, no special coffee-processing machinery would be 

necessary since Mr. Gethin, a local European, who had his own 

coffee plantation in the district, had indicated his willing

ness ,to purchase the fresh cherries from the growers and to 

take responsibility for processing and marketing.

i
1S
S

iii
11Third, should 1
ft:

the planting of coffee be extended outside the seven mile zone.

Ultimately the aim
f
ft
I
m

no plot away from a road would be allowed, 

was to have factories in each location, either on a cooperative
125 ior private enterprise basis. ft
»
1

^^Ibid., p. 2382. S
ft

^^Ibid. I
S
If
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Government was slow in reacting to the proposal from

Throughout 1932 and the first half of theSouth Kavirondo.

following year coffee growing by Africans and the rules under 

which it would be permitted v&xe being considered in London 

Meanwhile, the .District Commissioner of South, 

Kavirondo grew impatient, as did the Gusii, who wanted to be

gin planting. Not until June 1932 was an official reply re-

The deputy direc- 

"I know of no reason why coffee

and Nairobi.

ceived to the proposal for coffee growing, 

tor of agriculture responded: 

growing by natives in South Kavirondo should not be successful 

under the strict control and supervision that would be enforced.

but no decision can be made on this until the present discus

sion between Government and the Secretary of State is deter- 
..26mined.

When the provincial commissioner attended a local na

tive council meeting on September 16, 1932, he was asked if 

the government had replied to its request to be allowed to 

grow coffee. The official informed the coiincil that the areas 

in which Africans might be allowed to grow coffee had not yet 

been decided. Although the provincial commissioner supported
>■

the request, provided there were regulations which would easily . 

facilitate supervision, he did not favor exempting growers from 

As he stated before the Kenya Land Commission, "Solicensing.

far as I know, there is no legal means of stopping natives from

^®DA to PC, Nza, 21 June 1932, KNA: PC Nza AGR
1/5/1.
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a
any reason why they shouldgrowing coffee and I have never seen

,.27 i
lnot grow it, under supervision.

In December 1932 the provincial commissioner asked the 

director in the Department of Agriculture for his

if.
I
I

ideputy

"strongest support in gaining permission from the Government"
2 8

for coffee planting by the Gusii,
I

IFurthermore, he suggested

that a trial area be authorized while awaiting the major de- 

Responding, the deputy director reminded his subor

dinate that the rules governing coffee growing by Africans were

s
I
3ci'sion. i

1being considered and that until they were approved, and publish-

He promised that the senior of-
1

ed, no steps should be taken, 

ficer would be sent to Kisii in early 1933 to advise on sites
I

By then, the rules probably wouldsuitable for coffee growing, 

have been published, so that a definite scheme for Gusiiland

3
i

29could be submitted for approval.

The District Commissioner, Buxton, was discouraged by 

In December 1932 he requested enough seeds fromthe inaction.

the senior coffee officer for fifty acres; payment and trans

port charges were to be met by the local native council. When

^'^Minutes of the Meeting of 16 September, 1932, Gusii 
County Council (hereafter GCC); Minutes of the Local Native 
Council, September 1932 - July 1934, Vol. Ill; and "Comments 
by the Provincial Commissioner Nyanza on the Foregoing Memo- 

Development Scheme: South Kavirondo," in Kenya Land 
2397.

The Department of Agriculture was divided into two 
sections in 1931: the deputy director in agriculture to whom 
this study refers is the one in charge of plant industries.
AO Nza to DD{PI), 5 December 1932, KNA: PC Nza AGR. 1/2/9/2.

randum:
Commission, Vol. Ill, p.

28

^®DD(PI) to AO Nza, 9 December 1932, KNA: PC Nza
AGR 1/2/9/2.

. . . . . . . .
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informed, the director of agriculture reminded Mr. Buxton that, 

until rules were established, no steps were to be taken to 

plant coffee in Kisii, and he refused to approve the request.^® 

Nevertheless, evidence indicates that the district 

commissioner did plant a small coffee n,ursery in Kisii town, 

which he claimed as his own, but from which he intended to 

transfer seedlings to the development center. 

was upset, but unable to prohibit it since Mr. Gethin had cul-
'o 9

tivated a coffee plantation in Kisii township for many years. 

Nairobi was annoyed by the district commissioner's pressure;

Government

moreover, they did not like his statements, such as "growing

of coffee in this district can be made a success if we intend
„33that it should be so. It is apparent,, however, that it was 

through Mr. Buxton's sustained efforts that Gusiiland finally
>

was included as one-of the initial areas for African coffee

growing.

In late 1932 the government soil chemist, accompanied 

by the provincial agricultural officer and district agricul

tural officer, toured parts of the Kisii highlands, 

ed that the red lateritic soils within the highlands, of which 

there were 40,000 - 50,000 acres within a ten mile radius of

He report-

30DC to Senior Coffee Officer, Nairobi, 15 December 
1932; and DA to DC, 22 December 1932, KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/2.

31PC, Nza to CNC, 1 February 1933, KNA: PC Nza AGR
1/2/9/2.

32V. G. Glenday to DA, 23 December 1932, KNA: PC Nza
AGR 1/2/9/2.

33DC to PC, Nza, 5 June 1933, KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/2.
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iKisii town, were suitable for coffee production, 

cautioned against official encouragement of extensive coffee

However, he
i
I
I
Igrowing until sound methods had been established for the con-

The soil chemist and other
I
i34'

trol of coffee berry disease, 

officers also discussed the method by which the areas for cof-
1

I
They sluggested that blockfee growing should be organized.

of approximately twenty-five acres be designated for cof-
S'--

i
iareas »
J

fee, each sub-divided into plots of possibly one-half acre to

This idea was incorpo-
I

be cultivated on an individual basis, 

rated into the South Kavirondo agricultural development plan 

for 1933, together with the proposal that all blocks be within 

reach of a coffee pulping factory, several of which were to be

I

35established.

Final selection of coffee areas had to await an inspec

tion in spring 1933 by the senior coffee officer, 

fied eleven sites where extensive" planting of coffee, up to

He identi-

several hundred acres in some places, could take place under

He found the local nativeeasy supervision along major roads, 

council seed farm satisfactory for coffee growing, and suitable

locations'within the eleven selected areas were chosen for cof- 

In his view, "if one object of native coffee 

growing is to enrich the natives in the reserves, it appears

fee nurseries.

^^"Notes of Some of the Soils of South Kavirondo," by 
Soil Chemist, distributed by DD(PI) to AO, Nza, 8 February 
1933, KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/5/1.

^^AO, Nza to DC, 5 December, 1932; and "Memo on Sug
gested Policy of Agricultural Development, South Kavirondo, 
1933," in AO, Kisii to DC, 29 December 1932, KNA; PC Nza
AGR 1/5/1.
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to me that initial planting should be made in numerous suit- 

Cultivation should not initially be under

taken where the potential of suitable land was less than 200 

acres, and initially each area should include no less than

able locations."

twenty to twenty-five acres, composed,of smaller dispersed 

parcels of land; planting could be extended as the results 

warranted, he stated. In addition, the senior coffee officer

advocated that cultivation should be extensive enough to jus- 

tify building a pulping station in each area. In regard to

the likelihood of diseases, he claimed that the incidence of -

coffee berry disease might "not occur in any severity, if at 

all, owing to favourable environment.

Prom the areas identified by the. senior coffee officer, 

the district agricultural officer designated three blocks of

„36

land for coffee growing where Gusii farmers could have their 

own coffee plots. Two were in Nyaribari location:

Nyosia, near Chief Musa Nyandusi's home, and the other a few 

miles away from Nyosia, at Nyankororo. 

situated at Mogunga in Bassi location, near the Majoge Tbca-

one at

The third block was

tionar boundary (see Figure 2). To facilitate easy supervision 

and accessibility for officers, each block was close to a main 

road.

Meetings were held in each area to encourage people to 

cultivate on the block farms. The district commissioner, the

36„Report on the Highlands of South Kavirondo for Coffee 
Growing by Natives," by Senior Coffee ,Officer, 9 May 1933, KNA: 
PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/2. .
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district agricultural officer, and the senior agricultural in

structor took part in the campaign, and in Nyarifaari Chief 

Musa also actively appealed to farmers to become coffee grow

ers. The Gusii were told that licenses and seedlings would be

provided free by the local native council, and that they could 

expect cash profits from coffee production, but they were also 

warned that they must follow certain husbandry regulations or 

be fined.

Initially the names of 100 prospective coffee cultiva

tors were collected for the Mogunga block farm, but at subse

quent meetings in late December 1933, it was discovered that

these farmers thought they were to work for wages on a govern

ment coffee planting scheme. When a new list was made, only 

More people were enlisted at 

a meeting in March 1934, but, although by April more than

37
eleven names were collected.

eighty-five persons were reported to- be preparing land on the 

Mogunga block farm, less than twenty eventually became coffee 

The number of cultivators on the other two block38
growers. 

farms was equally small.

»In charge of the campaign was the District Agricultural 

Officer, Mr'. Gaddum, who had some experience with coffee. 

Government intended that he would oversee routine work, but at 

the time of transplanting and pruning a coffee expert would be

37
AO, Kisii to DC, 19 January 1934, KNA: PC Nza AGR.

1/2/9.
38
Monthly Crop Report, SK, March and April 1934, KNA: 

PC Nza AGR 3/2/4; List of Coffee Growers, South Kavirondo,
30 November 1937, KNA; Agric. Kisumu Coff/1.
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i

I39 Mr.Gaddum was scheduled to attend Scott Agriculturalneeded. i

ILaboratory to learn more about coffee, but since no specialist 

available during the crucial time for transplanting the

To assist with cof-

i
i
iwas

^ 40seedlings, he remained in the district.
I
Ii
s
s

fee work, an African Senior Agricultural Instructor, Mr. 

Zedekia Oyondo, was posted to the district in 1934. 

year of field experience and five years of training, two at 

Scott Agricultural Laboratory specializing in coffee, 

tially Mr. Oyondo was primarily responsible for managing the 

coffee' nursery.

I
I
iHe had one i

« Sia
i
iiIni- I

iI
€

From the nursery established at Kisii town during 1933,

the first seedlings were planted on Chief Musa's plot at Nyosia

Slightly more than three-and-a-half
Is

in March and April 1934.

planted in order to 'btimulate interest in coffee 

The following month four acres were planted in 

coffee'at Mogunga on Chief Alexis's plot, and later in the year

On the

acres were s
I..41growing. i
I

an additional five acres were planted by Chief Musa, 

other fields, the local native council's ox-plough was hired
I

to prepare the land, the boundaries of plots were marked, holes 

were dug, and temporary shade trees planted.

^^DC to DD(PI), 19 March 1934; and AO, Nza to DD(PI), 
19 March, 1934, KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/2/9.

^®A0, Nza to DD{PI), 19 March, 1934; and DD(PI) to AO, 
Nza, 14 May 19,34, KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/2/9.

^^AO, Kisii to DD(PI), 18 July 1934, KNA; Agric.
Kisxunu Goff/I.
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i'll! July 1934, a European plantation inspector from 

Sotik, an adjacent settler area, gave demonstrations to Gusii 

farmers on how to plant coffee. Only twenty-two farmers at

tended, apparently since only those already signed up to plant 

coffee were invited. Almost all-the designated cultivators

Si
if
i
ifi
i
i
i
i
isat the two Nyaribari block farms attended, but only four at-
i•-I42 another indication that there was lesstended at Mogunga, 

interest in coffee growing in that area.

The same summer a group of local native council members 

and other leaders from South Kavirondo toured parts.of Uganda, 

a visit intended to stimulate interest in district development 

projects, including coffee growing. The district commissioner 

explained that those chosen to tour Uganda "are capable of ex

plaining to their people the objectives which they should 

strive to reach and are sufficiently intelligent and educated 

to understand the ways and means by which such objectives had 

been reached elsewhere. They will see in Uganda districts in 

various stages of development and should obtain much useful

'V

I
III
i
1
II
i
i
I

1
i
*

I

information in regard to cotton, coffee, bee wax and general
„43

i
i
IIndeed, the trip did .working of^the native administration, 

achieve its purpose and support was obtained for encouraging
I

coffee production.

In 1935 the first coffee was planted at Nyankororo, 

additional coffee was planted at Mogunga and Nyosia, and a

42AO, Nza to AO, Kisii, 27 June 1934, KNA: PC Nza 
AGR 1/2/9; and AO, Kisii to SAO, Nza, 1 September, 1934, KNA; 
Agric. Kisumu Coff/1.

for May 1934, KNA: PC NZA 4/5.
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number of replacements were made on Chief Musa's plot, 

lings were carried to the three sites from the nursery at Kisii, 

but preparations were made for the establishment of nurseries 

near each block farm.By the end of 1935, thirty-eight 

were planted in coffee, with an additional seven-and-a-half 

acres in Kisii nursery (Table 6).

Local persons were hired as coffee nursery laborers.

Seed-

s

:! acres
5

2

inspectors and field staff; their salaries were paid by the 

Kisii-Bakoria Local Native Council, but they were under the

supervision of the district agricultural department, 

early years of the industry, because of the small ntimber of

In the

growers and the experimental nature of the project, each culti

vator received a remarkably high level of 'staff supervision, 

advice and assistance. In 1935 the coffee development staff 

numbered between eleven and twenty-two, and by January 1936,

twenty-three were employed, a number of whom were probably 

laborers in the nursery.^® 

assisted only fifteen growers, with an additional sixteen farm

ers preparing their land.'^^

As of December 1935, this staff

44
Zedekiah Oyando, 01: Masena area, Siaya District, 

July 1973; and Monthly Report, SK, April 1935, KNA: Agric. 
Kisumu REPT/4.

45
See Statement of LNC Expenditure in SKDARs for 1936- 
DC/KSl/1/4; and LNC Estimates of Expenditure for 

Minute Book, S. K. LNC, November 1938 - June
39, KNA; 
1940-43, GCC; 
1940, Vol IX.

46
Monthly Report South Kavirondo (hereafter SK) for 

June 1935 - January 1936, KNA: Agric. Kisumu REPT/4.
47
AO, Kisii to AO, Nza, 16 December 1935, KNA: Agric, 

Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.
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i !
By inid-1936 the block-farm strategy was labeled a fail- 

Farmers found it difficult to plant on the block farms, 

and many of those who did lived too far away from their fields 

to care for them properly.

I,

ure.

:
Of the eleven growers at Mogunga, 

for example, it was reported that only three lived within two 

miles of their coffee plots.

J,
4 5

{
f

The agricultural officer admit

ted that "too much thought was given to having the coffee ac-
ii
5

i

cessible easily for officers to visit it and too little thought
..48 ,
" AsVas given to the accessibility for the grower himself, 

early as mid-1935, the director of agriculture explained to

the colonial secretary that "natives are always suspicious of 

ulterior motives on the part of government in regard to their 

Such suspicions are doubled when the crop can only be 

grown in small defined areas and under severe restrictions."^^ 

Nairobi therefore decided to utilize a neighborhood 

concentration scheme whereby farmers could plant coffee on 

their own land, but in clusters of neighboring farms, rather 

than scattered over a large area, to facilitate supervision.

land.

Evidently Assistant-Chief Aoga of Kitutu had been advocating 

this system in the district. Moreover, in 1936 the district 

commissioner and agricultural officer decided to extend coffee 

growing to Kitutu location where, according to the agricultural

48
AO, Kisii to AO, Nyanza 12 September 

Agric. Kisumu Coff/1.
1936, KNA:

49
DA to Colonial Secretary, 20 June 1935, KNA: Agric.

Kisumu Coff/1.
50„

Zedekiah Oyando, 01.
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officer, the people were "keener" to grow coffee. 

was selected at Muruniba and planting took place a year later. 

Meanwhile additional areas in Kitutu, based on the neighbor- 

hood concentration system, were identified and approved by the 

senior officer.

A site

In December 1936 the district chiefs, including Aoga of 

Kitutu and Chief Musa of Nyaribari, together with those of 

Central Kavirondo, toured Uganda. They visited a big coffee

factory, local pulping stations, nurseries, and several small 

African-owned coffee plantations. At the Bugusege Coffee Ex

perimental Station they saw pruning and mulching experiments. 

What they learned they reported back to their people,

The support of the chiefs, combined with the neighbor

hood concentration system, stimulated the adoption process.

The new system was initiated in Kitutu during the last part of 

1936, and extended to other areas a year later. In fact, the 

cluster plan was not strictly followed: by the end of 1937 

four clusters of coffee growers consisted of only two farmers 

each, and one person was allowed to grow coffee on his farm

approximately three miles away from his nearest coffee grow

ing neighbor. It appears the agricultural officers paid more 

attention to the willingness of the farmers rather than their

location. This disposition helped considerably in advancing

51
Arabica Coffee Quarterly Report (hereafter ACQR) for 

October-December 1935, SK, KNA: Agric, Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.

Report on Chiefs Tour to Uganda," AO, Kisii to AO, 
Nza, 21 December 1936, KNA: PC NZA 4/5/8.

52„
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iiiBy the end of 1937, therethe extension of coffee growing.

ninety-five Gusii growers with a total of seventy-three i
ft-were
i
i®acres under coffee (Table 6). isIBy mid-1937, to assist^the growers, there were five

One of them, JMr. Gabriel Nyamweya, i?African coffee inspectors, 

explained his background and training for the position;
s
1
IS
1■mWhen I left teaching I went to Chief Musa 

for a job. He gave me a letter to take to 
Oyando who interviewed me. After a success
ful interview, I was sent to Kabete where I 
stayed for six months. I was taught how to 

. plant coffee, spray DDT, pick berries and 
weed. Also I was taught how to^wa-sli^Ke 

- coffee after picking. 53 ^ -

1Ii
1Si
i
i
ii

In addition, he learned preventative soil erosion techniques. 

The coffee inspectors, as well as other field staff, assisted 

with preparing the land and planting spaced shade trees and 

coffee seedlings, 
mulching, pruning and preventing soil erosion, and the inspec'-^ 

tors examined the fields for disease and standards of husband- • 

The supervision and instruction consisted of demonstra

tions and actual participation in the labor.

By mid-1939 the coffe^ field staff was reorganized so ^ 

that each inspector became responsible for all the work in his 

designated area, including field work, nurseries and pulping 

stations, and assumed direct control of the field staff, 

ures were taken, such as abolishing the pruning squad, to re

duce the actual labor done by the field staff on the coffee

1
i

1IThey taught the farmers techniques for ia
Iss
1
!ry.
I-
IK
II

1
ifaa
I

Meas- I
3
I

i
I
i^^Gabriel Nyamweya, 01; Keiunbu area, Nyaribari Chache,
!March 1971.
I
I
i
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t

plots, but it remained responsible for spraying the trees to 

control diseases and pests.
i!

Technical Aspects and Marketing

Although initially it was’assumed that the coffee would 

be processed into parchment at a pulping station in each grow

ing area-, a review of the preparation and marketing of African

i
1

I

grown coffee was undertaken at the request of government by Mr. 

Oates, a marketing officer. In setting forth alternatives, he 

recommended that, if a pulping factory system were established.

costs would be borne by the local native councils, which would 

-hire agents to manage the factories, to sell coffee on commis

sion, to keep records and so forth, under government supervi-

The other possibility, Mr. Oates explained, was the pro

duction of mbuni, that is, sun-dried cherries, on individual 

farms'for outright sale to an approved buyer at a price agreed 

upon by the Department of Agriculture.^^

Although the deputy director of agriculture supported 

the mb uni system,, the provincial administrator and agricultural 

officer favored the pulping method for Kisii, because the wet 

climate would probably endanger mbuni production.

0. ■>e»

Sion.

At their

54Quarterly Report, SK, July 1939, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
REPT 4/1.

O. Oates, Marketing Officer, report on "Native 
Coffee Growing: The Preparation and Marketing of the Crop," 
n.d., KNA: Agric. Kisumu Coff/I.

^^DD(PI) to PAOs Central and Nyanza Provinces, 18 
February 1937; and PC, Nza to DC, 7 April 1937, KNA: Agric. 
Kisumu Coff/1.
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no

E
Isuggestion, the pulping system was instituted in Nyosia. 

though the first crop from Chief Musa's fields had to be work

ed by hand, the pulping station was ready to process the main 

harvest.

Al-

I
s
I
S
I
I

The district agricultural officer favored Mr. Gethin 

as agent, to deliver and sell the parchment in Nairobi, but 

upon the deputy director's recommendation, the coffee was to 

remain the property of the Gusii growers iintil it was sold in 

Nairobi, thus realizing the maximum profit for the growers. 

Gethin agreed "to take delivery of coffee at Kisii, pay the 

owner, there and then, a sirni of about one-half pound values"; 

he then would despatch the produce to Nairobi where it was 

recommended that he deal with the Kenya Planters Coffee Union. 

These arrangements were based on the assumption that a prompt 

and high first payment to growers would help to encourage pro-

After sale; the agricultural officer would

e

i

i
I

58 -i

s
s..59

3

i
s

i

i

f
iduction of coffee.
I
Jbe responsible for calculating the amount still due to growers, 

after deduction of a five percent commission for Gethin and 

Under these terms, the first parchment from

I
£

a
other expenses.

Kisii, approximately 2900 poiands, was sent to Nairobi in
I

Decern-
I

^0
ber 1937.

*

^^SKDIR, January 1937 and September 1937, KNA: PC
3NZA 4/5/8.

58 24 August 1936; DD(PI) to 
Agric. Kisumu Coff/1.

AO, Kisii to AO, Nza,
PAO, Nza, 31 May 1937, KNA:

^®AO, Kisii to AO, Nza, 20 July 1937, KNA; Agric. Kisumu
I
3
If
I

3
!

Coff/1.

60Ibid.

s

I
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i»»•sWhen marketing was being considered, an interesting

The director of
a
I

How would the bags be marked? Iissue arose;
I

agriculture asked if there were any objections to the com- 

of the term "native arabica," wit^ possibly the
i2

i ;!
pulsory use

letters from the district or province added. He claimed that
I1 .

I
?

I
i
j

"whatever mark the coffee bears on reaching the Nairobi market.i
3

its price will probably not differ from that of European grown
..61 The mark would be retained incoffee, quality for quality, 

exportation.

plied that "some name less pointed might suit the purpose."

The senior agricultural officer of Nyanza re-

As he explained, "there is still a strong feeling in Kenya 

settled areas that anything produced by natives is bound to 

be inferior quality and I should like to recommend a name which 

will not cause deflation of price and yet be fair to the estab-

The agricultural officer and district 

commissioner for South Kavirondo, however, did not object to 

the term "native" as a mark for the Gusii grown coffee. 

term was adopted, particularly because government felt obliged 

to the settlers to make a clear distinction between European

..62
lished producers.

The

64
and African grown coffee.

®^DA to SAOs Kisumu and Nyeri, 2 November 
Agric. Kisumu Goff/I.

1937, KNA:

®^SAO, Nza to AO, Kisii, 4 November 1937, KNA: Agric.
Kisumu Goff/I.

Kisii to SAO, Nza, 8 November 1937, KNA: Agric.

Kisumu Goff/I.
^'^Monthly Bulletin of the Goffee Board of Kenya, iii, 

35 (November 1937), 199; and DA to SAO, Nza, 9 December 1937, 
KNA: Agric. Kisumu Goff/I.
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M
with the marketing issue mainly settled, the district 

turned their attention to coffee processing.

11SP
itThe

officers

Mogunga pulping station was completed early in 1938, by mid-
I®
ftliif

one was ready at Kisii town, and another began operation ft
ftliyear

The following two years factories Ifat Nyankororo in late 1938. 

opened in Kitutu at Murumba and at Marani, and in 1942 a pul-
b:
»
IS
ftinstalled temporarily at Nyankegogi and a site was se-

Meanwhile, new semi-rotary
ftper was

lected for a station at Gesarara. 

puiftps were installed in place of the hand-operated machines in

Thus by- the end of

i
li-Mm.
iiSthe older stations at Nyosia and Mogunga.

1942, seven pulping stations were operating in Gusiiland with
1Iftsiaan additional one planned.

At first Mogunga factory pulped coffee berries to- 

but later each grower’s harvest was processed sepa-

i

igether,

rately at both Mogunga and Nyaribari so that payment could be
aS"
ft
i
i

By mid-1938 this practice hadmade according to crop quality. 

led to poor results in fermentation, so that, in line with a 

suggestion from an officer at Scott Agricultural Laboratory,

processed in large quanti-

iaa
i
■i

1
1tthe coffee at each factory again was

- This practice immediately led to an improvement in the

i

ities.
I

66 iliquoring results. i
5ft
I

IAgric. Kisumu A/Coff/®^ACQR, First Qter 1938..SK, KNA:
S1/1.

®®A0 and Experimentalist, Scott Agric. Laborato^ to

Coff/1.

I
ig
!

I
I
I
i
III
I& 3-
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3IIn 1939, the marketing responsibility was transferred

the five percent commission
S

■s

3:
to the agricultural officer to save 

paid to Mr. Gethin, although his firm continued to provide

This action came as”^part of the measures taken to

Ii
V

i
transport.

streamline the industry and provide greater.return to the grow-
f

ii sThe new system provided for monthly payments to growers 

at approximately two-thirds of the value of the cherries de-

made from funds advanced by the local

jers.

livered. Payment was

After the coffee was sold in Nairobi, the money wascouncil.

sent to the council, and every six months or so the remainder

This schedule was changed dur-67
due to farmers was paid out. 

ing the 1940-41 season when sales were made through the war

time supply board, and only a small initial payment was made to 

Although information is scanty, between 1938 and68growers.

early 1940, it appears-that growers normally received between

pound of coffee cherry, and payment forfive to six cents per
6 9

the 1940-41 season dropped to four cents.

Before the first pulping station was built, questions 

raised about the finance and management of the factories. 

Although there was talk of placing a European in charge, the

were

Kisii to Ag. SAO, Nza, 11 August, 1939, KNA: 
Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

®®ACQR, Fourth Qter 1940,SK. KNA; Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/

^^This study refers to East African currency units, 
less otherwise specified. From data on parchment, the price 
per pound of cherry was computed at a ratio of cherry to parch 
ment at 5:1. ACQR for Third Qter 1938, Second Qter and Fourth 
Qter 1940, First and Third Qter 1941, KNA: Agric. Kisimiu A/ 
Goff/1/1.

1/1.
un-
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factories always were managed by Gusii. Until 1943 when a re

organization took place, the Kisii-Bakoria Local Native Council 

paid for the growers annual licenses until their coffee came in

to bearing, the building of pulping stations, the purchase of 

pulping machines, and for services, including the extension 

staff.

a cess on the coffee pulped.

missioner maintained that these responsibilities should even

tually be borne by an association of coffee growers, but the 

local council should continue to help finance the industry un

til an association was formed.

Since coffee production by Africans was considered ex

perimental in terms of the suitability of coffee varieties to 

the local environment and the cultivators' use of proper hus-

I

!
i

i

A small part of this expenditure was recovered through

In 1938 the provincial com-

bandry practices, it is important to assess the extent of the 

success reached in Gusiiland during this first stage of coffee

Three varieties of arabica coffee - Kent's, Gethin'sproduction.

and Blue Mountain - were tested for the suitability to the local

environment and resistance to infestations. Although initially 

the district agricultural officer suggested planting one variety 

on each of the three block farms, the senior coffee officer ad

vised that Blue Mountain be planted most widely because it was

"^^Expenditure Estimates 1941, Notes, GCC: Minutes 
Book S. K. LNC November 1938 - June 1940, Vol. IX; and State
ment of LNC Revenue, 1938, KNA: DC/KSI/1/4.

^^PC, Nza to Chief Secretary, 21 December 1938, KNA:
Agric. Kisiamu LNC/1.
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known to be resistant to leaf rust and appeared resistant to

However, during the first two years

By spring

coffee berry disease.

only Gethin's and Kent's varieties were available.

1936, the twenty-one acres of Kent's variety planted at Nyosia

A"

I
i
I

and Nyankororo had proved unsuitable for local conditions; at
!
IMogunga, the eighteen acres of Gethin's also proved highly

That fall. Blue Mountainsusceptible to diseases and pests.
I

was planted in the nursery and, when cultivation began in

Future plantings

!?

Kit'ttu in 1937, Blue Mountain was used.

almost entirely of Blue Mountain, and in some cases fields 

of Kent's and Gethin's were uprooted and replanted with Blue

1
were

i

Mountain.

An outbreak of leaf rust occurred in 1937 in the 

Mogunga area, but it was brought under control by spraying. 

The following year a form of coffee berry disease attacked

fields planted in Kent's variety on Chief Musa's plot spread-

However, the Blue Moun-ing rapidly at Nyosia and Nyankororo. 

tain plants in the same areas proved highly resistant to the 

By April 1939 the agricultural officer reported76attack.

^^A0„ Kisii to Senior Coffee Officer, 26 January 
and Senior Coffee Officer to AO, Nza, 14 February 1935, KNA; 
Agric. Kisumu Coff/1.

1935;

"^^Telegram Agricola, Nairobi to Agricola Kisumu, n.d 
Agric. Kisumu Coff/1; and ACQR, April - June 1936, SK,

• t

KNA:
KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.

^^ACQR, Second Qter 1937, SK, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
A/Coff/1/1.

"^^ACOR, Fourth Qter 1937, SK, KNA: Agric. Kisvimu
A/Coff/1/1.

^®Monthly Report for August 1938, KNA: Agric. Kisvunu
REPT/4. .
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that four acres of Kent's had been uprooted because of coffee 

berry disease, and by August an increase in the disease had 

caused growers at Nyankororo "to become dis-spirited [sic]. 

Again in 1940, coffee berry disease attacked fields planted

Minor outbreaks of various other coffee

n77

in Kent's variety.

diseases and pests also occurred in this period, but they

were controlled by the spraying.

plantings revealed a disease which was identified at Scott

Agricultural Laboratory as brown blight, which did not nor-
7 8 The samples were taken

In late 1941 Blue Mountain

mally attack Blue Mountain coffee.

from trees planted at an altitude of about 6,500 feet, so

eventually a limit was set on the altitude at which coffee 

could be planted.

With the initial stage plagued by unsuitable varieties 

of coffee and in light of the fears frequently voiced by 

European planters, the question of how well the Gusii farmers 

took care of their coffee plots is particularly interesting. 

The information available on the level of coffee husbandry in

South Kavirondo is insufficient for precise evaluation, but 

a general description may be extrapolated, 

quarterly reports ranging from "husbandry good," "husbandry

Comments in the

^^Quarterly Report, SK, August 1939, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
Rept/4.

78ACQR, Third Qter 1940, SK, KNA; Agric. Kisvimu 
A/Goff/1/1; AAO, Kisii to AO and Experimentalist, Scott, Agric. 
Laboratory 2 December 1941; and Plant Pathologist, Scott 
Agric. Laboratory to AAO, Kisii, 11 December 1941, KNA;
Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/3.
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poor," to "husbandry improving" with very little actual evi

dence do not provide a sound basis for analysis. Better in

dicators would be the amount of coffee delivered for sale, 

for which data are insufficient, and the quality of the mar

keted coffee, but this depended very much^on the drying and 

fermenting process carried out at the pulping stations. The 

level of husbandry, though, may be inferred from the general 

attitude of government officers and the extent to which threats 

and prosecutions were necessary under the Native Grown Coffee 

Rules. The district officers consistently considered the ex

periment a success, and the initial cases of poor husbandry 

were rightly attributed to the difficulties of the block farm 

system. A few local leaders were identified as uncooperative 

or apathetic, but the farmers as a whole never were described 

in this way. Chief Musa's coffee fields in particular were 

a source of official pride.

The officers' efforts to extend the acreage under 

coffee and to gazette new areas indicate their faith in the 

Gusii farmer's adoption of proper husbandry practices. In 

1937 the South Kavirondo agricultural officer wrote with great 

irony, "It is comforting to know that the Kenya Coffee Board

is alive to the danger of allowing native plantations to be

sited too close to European estates. It was most encouraging

to see these well tended native patches after passing through
.,79so many derelict [European] coffee estates.

79
Monthly Report, SK, November, 1937, KNA: Agric.

Kisumu Rept/19.
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3!f# tIIITo what extent did the generally satisfactory level 

of husbandry depend on the threat of prosecution? Certainly 

growers were aware that they could be fined if their fields 

neglected, but one would assume that the officers would 

be reluctant to carry out prosecutions because the success of 

the experiment depended on the cooperation of growers. In 

addition, since many of the growers were government workers

f

i II!
I!
II Ii I
1were

5! IJ II3
I aii Ii1 II Ithey could be pressured by their employers rather than through

Between 1933 and 1942, it seems few

I f
5 iresorting to prosecution, 

warnings were issued and even fewer prosecutions carried put, 

with fines ranging from Shs. 5/ to 10/.

fined at Nyankororo for failing to keep their plots on 

the block farm clean, and in 1941 one grower in Kitutu was

i

80 In 1937 six growers 3

i
iiwere

1
ii

warned to decouch his field, but evidently he complied since

In 1942, four growers
i

there is no evidence of prosecution, 

at Mogunga and three in Kitutu were given written warnings to

Those at Mogunga complied, but those in 

If one considers that by

clean their fields.

Kitutu were prosecuted and fined, 

the end of 1942 there were 222 growers, the number who re

ceived warnings or were fined seems quite small.

80Absolom Ondara, 01: 
and G. Nyamweya, 01.

®^ACQR, Third Qter 1937, SK, KNA:
1/1; and Monthly Report, SK, December 1941, KNA: 
DIAR/4/1.

Ogembo area, Bassi, March 1971;

Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/ 
Agric. Kisumu

®^Monthly Report, SK, March 1942, KNA: 
DIAR/4/1; ACQR, Second Qter 1942, SK, KNA: , _ 
A/Coff/1/1.

Agric. Kisumu 
Agric. Kisumu
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I
»The quality'of the coffee produced, partially a re- isflaflection of proper husbandry, seems to have been high during

The first harvest from Gusii-
i
i
ithis period, except for 1942.

-X 83land received the high grade iC"classification.
i
iIn 1939, ii ieighty-five percent of the coffee in thre^e.despatches placed 

in the upper classes, while the following year seventy-five

It appears that of

i
i
1
II
s84

percent in one despatch was so evaluated, 

the total coffee marketed for 1941, fifty-seven percent was

; 1
IHowever, the following yearclassified in the higher grades. «
ft

the quality of the clean coffee dropped, so that only thirty-

This decline in the
II

85 iseven percent was in the better grades, 

quality of coffee was attributed to insufficient fermenting
I
S
}

i

and drying accommodation during the heavy picking seasons, and 

apparently was aggravated by continual heavy rains.

S
86 I

i

i
iExpansion of Production I

When coffee was limited to the block farms, a nearby 

farmer only had to siabmit his name to be accepted as a grower. 

After the neighborhood concentration scheme was initiated, it 

seems that any farmer could plant coffee as long as he lived in

1

3

®^DD(PI) to SAG, Nza, 21 January 1938, KNA: Agric.
Kisumu Coff/1. f

®'^Compiled from ACQR, Third and Fourth Qters 1939 and 
Fourth Qter 1940, SK, KNA: Agri. Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.

®^Compiled from quarterly reports for 1941 and 1942, 
ACQR, SK, KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.

86 Agric. Kisumu A/ACQR, Third Qter 1942, SK, KNA:
Coff/1/1.
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87
a gazetted location and had at least one willing neighbor. 

Although the land of a prospective grower had to be inspected 

for its suitability, an appropriate site was usually found. 

Expansion of coffee production initially was limited by the

88
■j

unwillingness of Gusii farmers to grow the -^crop and by govern-

Why were so few of the Gusii farmers will- 

The reason most often given was

I
ment restrictions, 

ing to start growing coffee? 

that, since coffee was a European crop, the farmers feared

5
j-

that if they grew the crop successfully the settlers would

take their land, just as they had confiscated the land of-

Other reasons, mentioned less frequently, wereother Kenyans.

that people did not realize coffee's potential financial value.

and the crop was difficult to care for and the farmers were 

of the strict government regulations concerning properaware

husbandry.

Since most Gusii were unwilling to adopt coffee at

this early stage, the motives of those who did grow the crop

A special case existed in 

One informant remembered that since so few

are particularly significant.

Mogunga area.

volunteered for the Mogunga block farm, the district commis

sioner announced that government employees should be the first

Evidently he did not impose this decision, however.89to plant.

®^This meant male farmer. Female widows in charge of 
farms were not allowed to grow coffee until the 1950s. Onyiego 
Ogonira, 01: Jogoo area, Kitutu Central^ June 1973.

M. Otwori Atambo, 01; Ekerubo area, Kitutu Cen
tral, February 1971.

. 89 Sengera area, Majoge, JanuaryMikael Mbera, 01;
1971.
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I
since not all the government workers in the area complied. 

Another informant said that he and a few other persq^ were 

told to grow coffee and were assigned plots by their chief. 

Those told to grow coffee did not have to contribute much

I
I

labor in the beginning since most of the work, such as the 

preparation of the land and planting of seedlings, was done

However, some of thoseby agricultural department laborers.
90

who did not maintain their fields, were later prosecuted.

A number of farmers at Mogunga eventually abandoned their

plots or sold their trees, occurrences much rarer oh the other 

Thus, it appears that three categories of farm- 

the volunteers, those persuaded to

block farms.

ers planted at Mogunga: 

do so since they worked for government, and those designated

by the chief.

In other areas >■ no clear distinction appears between 

those who planted on the block farms and those who planted on 

Three general reasons are given by those whotheir own land.

adopted coffee production prior to 1939, but these are not ex-

Freque'ntly a combination of reasons conclusive categories, 

tributed to the decision, while the sustaining aim was to in-

There were those persons working for 

government, who, not mistrustful of its motives, were willing 

to serve as examples to others in their community, 

person explained, "People like myself who worked for the gov

ernment decided to plant and show others that this [land

crease cash incomes.

As one

^°John Oseko, 01: Mogunga area, Bassi, June 1973.
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..91expropriation] was not true about the Europeans, 

man at that time asserted, "We were government people so we

A head-

were not afraid, 

take the land."^^
We were sure that the government would not

Other persons decided to risk land .confiscation against

the prospect of earning a greater income. The financial bene-

fits to be gained from coffee growing had always been empha

sized in the campaigns to register prospective growers. Those

who had seen coffee growing were already aware of the economic
i:

benefits. As one pioneer put it, "I risked it, saying let come
93what may," because coffee was known to be a good income earner.

Another pioneer adopter had been imprisoned for anti-European 

religious activities; when he returned to tl>e district, most 

of the land and all the animals belonging to his family had been 

taken, so that he had-"nothing...to sell to get money." 

he had heard of the money acquired from coffee growing in

Since

9 4Kiambu, he decided to plant it at the risk of losing his land.

as did his brother and father.

For most of the Gusii pioneers, coffee was not an un

known 'crop, they considered it as a good way to earn money, and 

they were quite eager to plant it. One person recalled that he

^^yakundi Monyoncho, 01; Tinga area, Kitutu Central,
February 1971.

92Mariera Angwenyi, 01; Nyagiti area, Kitutu West,
March 1971.

93
Leonardo Mayaka, 01; Marani area, Kitutu West, June

1973.

94Marita Ongwora, 01; Onsungus area, Kitutu West, March
1971.
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had been impressed by Mr. Gethin's coffee field in the district, 

while several others mentioned working on European coffee plan

tations or seeing it while working outside South Kavirondo. 

Another pioneer cultivator explained:

I had lived in Uganda where I was"^ able to 
witness coffee being grown by the Eagandans....
I had also heard of the [Africans] in Tangan
yika and the progress they had made as a re
sult of coffee growing. As a result, when 
coffee was- first allowed to be grown by Afri
cans [here], I wasted no time in seeing that 
I planted it. Indeed, I had been anxious to 
do so for a long time.95

The desire to earn a greater cash income was frequently 

mentioned by the earliest growers as a reason for accepting 

coffee, as illustrated in some of the above quotations. Why 

the money was wanted is difficult to ascertain; although many 

mentioned the need to pay school fees, this seems to be more a 

contemporary explanation for past behavior, 

the late 1930s do not appear to have required fees, although 

students needed to provide their own maize flour and blankets. 

Several others mentioned wanting money to buy cattle to be used 

For example, one early pioneer grower had no

tt
!

3 i
II sI
55 «
I
i
i!
i

i
V

r

V

The schools in

as bridewealth.

uterine*sister, so that no bridewealth cattle would accrue to

He was forced to look for another way

With profits
his maternal homestead, 

to obtain cattle and thus began growing coffee.

from coffee growing, he was able to buy twelve cows and twelve

Those alreadygoats necessary to marry his first wife.

^^Kasimir Orwenyo, 01; Marani area, Kitutu West, May
1973.

Qg
Nyamari Nyatome, 01; Keumbu area, Nyaribari Chache,

May 1973.
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I married saw coffee growing as a means to acquire additional Ii e3 5
■

wives.I

I)
i
i since the desire for money was probably common through- 

out Gusiiland, it is significant that some pioneer growers 

were not fearful of government's motiveswhile others, al

though hesitant, were motivated enough to risk having their 

land confiscated. One informant provided an interesting analy-

5 Y

\i
I

I *:»

I

sis of the pioneer growers, which is substantiated in Chapter 

"Those of us who first planted coffee [in this area] had

At the same time, we had

4:

already learned to read and write, 

already been converted to Christianity and, as such, we were

Thus,slightly different from the majority of our people.
«97 Their de-there was this outside influence on our lives.

i
cision to adopt the cash crop was also influenced by the sup

port and encouragement given to coffee production by Chief .

Musa and Chief Aoga.

Throughout the initial stage of coffee growing, the 

district officers ignored the director of agriculture's 1933 

stipulation that individual ownership be limited to 100 trees, 

unless he had been assured that the indigenous grower had suf

ficient experience, ability and capital to justify a larger

Up to November 1937, the nvimber of trees per grower

I

i%
V
ti

I

ownership.
a

ranged from 134 to 7,632, (as shown in Table 7), but fifty-one

When imple- 3
percent of the coffee was owned by six growers, 

menting the neighborhood concentration strategy, the staff
fi

i^^Mariko Nyansinga, 01: Nyaguta area, Nyaribari Chache,
June 1973.

I
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i TABLE 7

NUMBER OF COFFEE TREES PER GROWER 
TN GUSIILAND, NOVEMBER 1937

3

I
■!

Number of 
GrowersNumber of 

Trees
!

1 17,632
5,370
2,148
1,074

1
2
2
1671

12537 1402 18268 . 48134

8638,219

compiled from List of Coffee Growers South Kavirondo, 
30 Lvember 1937, KNA: Agriculture Kisumu Coff/1.

Total

Source;

-fourth an acre, which was equiva- 

proved competent, he annually
limited most plantings to 

lent to 134 trees; if a grower 

could request to 

of seedlings.

one

receive an additional one-quarter of an acre 

the acting director of agri-In late 1937, when
the plantings exceeded the 100 tree 

j criticized the Kisii agricultural offi-
culture took notice that

maximum, he severely -

98' Although he protested, the officer succumbed and
cers.

-eighth of an acre, equivalent to

easily measurable
limited plantings to 

seventy trees, to

one

keep plantings within an

99unit.

Agric. Kisumu1937, KNA:98dA to SAG, Nza, 8 November

99ao, Kisii to SAG, Nza, 30 November 193^ and AO^ 
Kisii to SAG, Nza, n.d. rec'd 22 December 1937, KNA. Agrxc 
Kisumu Coff/1.

Coff/1.
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There were no sound economic or technical reasons for 

preventing the extension of African coffee growing in Kisii.

The policy of limiting indigenous production was bound up with 

the idea that African coffee growing was only an experiment,

after production had been successful for a number of years. 

When the Gusii coffee growers were restricted to one-eighth 

plantings, the deputy director of agriculture reminded 

the South Kavirondo agricultural officer, "The policy is to 

experiment with native coffee growing, to judge whether na

tives will take to the crop, care for it properly, etc, 

make this experiment a true one, it must be representative of 

the large niimbers of natives who would grow coffee in the fu-

I
1
I
!
5

even

acre

To

i

ture, and not merely representative of a few.who are able to
nlOO The real reasons, of course.plant large numbers of trees, 

that this notion of experimentation was maintained for such, a

long time derived from the pressures put on government by the 

European coffee growers and the lack of commitment by government.

For example, when opening the 1934 annual meeting of 

the Coffee Board of Kenya, which only represented European plant- 

tfie governor remarked that he was aware of the planters'ers.

anxiety concerning government's steps to initiate African cof- 

He assured them that the European coffee infee production.

dustry "must on no account be jeopardised by indiscriminate.

Also, when discontinuance101
uncontrolled planting" by Africans.

100DD(PI) to SAO, Nza, 29 December 1937, KNA: Agric.
Kisumu Coff/1.

^°^"His Excellency and the Coffee Planters," East African 
Standard (4 August, 1934), p. 14.

*
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isof the block system was considered at a meeting in the fall 

of 1935f attended by the Colonial Secretary, Cunliffe-Lister, 

director of agriculture the former reaffirmed his

is
Ii
It

Band the a
iscoffee growing by indigenous Kenyans should proceed 

102

ifview that
The 1936 shift in policy to allow coffee pro-very slowly.

duction on individual African-owned plots did not signify
i
i:

-^i

that the concept of experimentation had been altered or that 

substantial increases in acreage would be allowed.

In November, 19-37, government confirmed its position 

on the experimental nature of African coffee growing to the

B
i1
i
1
1
i1
i
i
1

Coffee Board, which complained that there was a serious lack 

of labor, especially during harvest season, because Africans

The Board

i
1i
i
is

Ihad become reluctant to work on European farms.

due to the increased prosperity in i1asserted this shortage was 

the African areas caused by rising produce prices and the gov- Is
t
1ernment policy of initiating cash crops in the reserves.

The Board claimed

pur-

1i
sued with "rather too great an enthusiasm."

the situation did not really benefit the Africans because
i
Ithat i£!Ithe cash, they were earning in the reserves was no greater than

and serious
i
Iwhat they could earn by working for Europeans, 

losses were being inflicted on the European agricultural sec-
J

3
?
Itor, and, ipso facto, on "the prosperity of the colony as a 

.,103
i
3whole. I
I

Notes of a Meeting held in the Secretariat on 23 
October 1935," KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/2. i

i
^°^Coffee Board of Kenya, "Memorandum on the Labour

Dept. Agric. C/Coff/1/3/8 Vol. m. I
s

Position," 6 May 1938, KNA:

I

I
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Although the Coffee Board claims were greatly exag- 
, in South Kavirondo the increasing interest in cofflS^ 

caused the agricultural officer to report in 1938 that 

seedlings had been available, the total limit of 

established by the administration would have been 

Land was being prepared for coffee which would bring

S
IIiillgerated 

growing 

if enough

3
3 s
I I?
3 II
I i100 acres

i!reached.
SsI

the total acreage up to the limit, and new applicants were

In July 1938 the district requested per-
II

104i’.

being turned away. 1I

1I

mission to increase the limit on coffee growing to 200 acres

The provincial commissioner delayed
V S

1; in the gazetted areas. 

forwarding the request to the director of agriculture because 

of reported coffee berry disease in South Kavirondo, but after

I
i

I
Ia month he admitted that the rumors were unfounded, 

ported the request for extension on the grounds that the in

dustry was making satisfactory progress and the local native

He sup-

i
I
I
i
I
Icouncil was spending considerable funds to advance the industry

105 iHowever, the director ofbeyond the experimental stage, 

agriculture refused to grant permission to extend the 100 acre 

that all varieties of coffee had been found un-

I
I
II
!
a
Ilimit, claiming

suitable to South Kavirondo, except the Blue Mountain variety, S
i

106
and this variety had not yet proved successful. I

I
I

^®^ACQR, Second Qter 1939, SK, KNA: Agric. Kisumu I
A/Coff/1/1. I

i

^°^SAO, Nza to DA, 18 July, 1938; and PC to DA, 17 
August 1938, KNA; Agric. Kisumu 1/2/9/2.

I
i

^°®DA to PC, Nza, 17 September 1938, KNA: Agric. !
iKisumu Coff/1.
I
i
I
I

J I
I
I

.4,-.-.,-.-
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ii
I3 IIIn April, 1940, the chief native coiranissioner urged
i
I

■1

I that the African coffee growing experiment be recognized as a

Isuccess and that wider plantings be allowed, pointing out
I

that the experiment in South Kavirondo had been successful

for seven years. He reported that;

A letter from the Director of Agriculture 
written in 1933 clearly shows that he en
visaged that in such circumstances thousands 
of natives would be able to plant, subject 
to certain not arduous conditions which he 
described. If the experimental period is 
npt declared to be at an end, at some time 
the natives can very well complain, with 
reason, of Government's insincerity. As 
far as South Kavirondo is concerned, my 
belief is that the experiment has only proved 
the suitability of a fairly restricted area 
(part of the Kisii highlands) and not a tre
mendous niomber of nativ^ would ask for li
censes. The amount of inspection would prob
ably put most of them off and I doubt whether 
in the second year, as many as 100 would be 
planting in addition to the 179 who are now 
doing so. -It appears that by refusing this 
permission, we do the European coffee indus
try no good, we give the natives an oppor
tunity to accuse us of breach of faith, and 
our own consciences are uncomfortable.

I; I
I
I

i
iI
!

I
Si

s
I

:«

I
'1

I
I
5

■i

=1
Finally, in early 1941, government authorized the ex

tension- of coffee growing in South Kavirondo to 200 acres.

New planting was to be strictly limited by the capacity of 

the agricultural department staff to ensure sovmd husbandry 

methods, prevent soil erosion, and control pests and diseases.

I
I
I

108 ::

107Copy from CNC, 30 April 1940, KNA: PC Nza AGR
5.1/2/9/2.

108DA to AO, Nza, 7 February 1941, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
A/Coff/l/l. 5

I

i
I
i
I
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The provincial commissioner cautioned the South Kavirondo of

ficers gradually to expand cultivation and recommended that
109 The districtonly twenty-five new acres be planted in 1941. 

commissioner retorted that since- the permission to expand had

taken South Kavirondo "by surprise," there were very few seed

lings in the nurseries for additional planting, 

that plans be made immediately for expansion in 1942.

When permission was granted to extend coffee growing 

to 200 acres, there were 184 growers cultivating a total of 

about ninety-four acres, with an additional five acres planted 

The largest annual increase in number of grow

ers and acres had taken place in 1937' when the neighborhood 

concentration scheme was introduced, as shown in Table 6, 

after which the rate dropped primarily because government re-

He suggested 
110

in nurseries.

fused_,to increase the acreage limit and because there was a

In 1942 thirty-war-time emphasis on cereal crop production, 

seven new acres of coffee were planted, the largest annual in

crease, but only twenty-eight new growers were added; this in

dicates that a number of former adopters extended their fields , 

since growers' were usually allowed only one-eighth of an acre 

of seedlings.

109 PC NzaPC, Nza to DC, 15 February 1941, KNA:
AGR 1/2/9/2.

110.DC to PC, Nza, 24 February 1941, KNA: Agric.
Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.
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Summary

the initiation and development of the GusiiDuring

coffee industry, all important decisions were resolved by

A few Gusii leaders helpedofficials and officers.European

to promote coffee growing and many farmers were familiar with

tended to be unaware of pos-However, the growersthe crop, 

sible

less to enunciate ideas gained from Uganda, 

instances, the officers, never consulted the growers

alternatives to decisions made by officials or power-

Except in a few 

or their

formal leaders in the decision-making process.

The issue of expansion, as well as on other questions 

during this period, the government officers at the 

district and provincial level tended to be supportive of the
which arose

Gusii coffee-growing program, although frequently in a pa

In contrast, national-level officials-were 

the actual situation in Gusiiland, but keenly 

and fears of the European settler

ternalistic manner.

out of touch with

attentive to the interests
Once the Gusii farmers no longer felt afraid that

more applicants

than could be accommodated; the Gusii,

population.

government would take their land, there were 

to take up coffee growing
traditionally combined agriculture with cattle raising.who

readily disposed to producing this non-edible cash crop.

the rate of adoption was the result of gov-
were

The limitation on
ernment policy, strongly influenced by European settlers.

officials tended to make decisions which 

coffee industry wholly in the hands of
The European 

would keep the Gusii

- - - v"->, ! *5;
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i

0,
the Africans and under the control of government. For example,

be employed to supervise the 

Rather, the stations

■ "I!
1

the suggestion that a European I
I
Ipulping stations never gained support.

managed by experienced local people, under the super

field staff and ultimately .the district

B
Iwere

vision of the coffee 

agricultural officer, 

businessman-trader was used as an

I

In the same way, initially a European 

agent to sell the coffee, 

taken over by the agricul- 

decisions led to the eventual 

cooperative basis under Gusii

ti

f
s

but eventually this function’ was 

tural officer himself, 

formation of the industry on a 

leadership.

fThese

I
I
i;

i
I
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CHAPTER 35

!
THE GUSH COFFEE INDUSTRY 1943 - 1950.

•xwith an increasing number of Gusii cultivators and 

greater production, the district officers focused on reorganiz

ing the local industry. Analysis of different suggestions 

show the assumptions of colonial administrators and officers 

in regard to the structure and control of the industry in 

African areas. Also, an assessment of the factors influencing 

the growth and expansion of production indicate elements with

in and without Gusii society which affected the South Kavirondo 

coffee industry.

Organizational Aspects of the Industry

In July 1943 a special meeting of all Gusii coffee 

growers was called by the District Commissioner, Mr. H. Carr, 

to discuss the coffee industry and its future. He proposed

that the industry be separated from the local native council, 

which over the past nine years had expended approximately Sh.

Because of a rise in the price40,000/- on its development, 

received for coffee and increased sales the previous season, a

balance of over Sh. 17,000/- remained in the council's coffee 

fund, which, the commissioner suggested, was sufficient for the 

industry to be independently organized. Mr. Carr recommended

133
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that the growers appoint a board under the supervision of the 

district agricultural officer, to administer the current reve

nue, future finances, and the welfare of the entire industry.

The growers felt, however, that ^he balance-in-hand should 

be paid out as a bonus. Although the district commissioner 

was opposed, he finally agreed to a one .cent bonus for each 

pound of coffee cherries delivered the previous season. 

Thereupon, the cultivators endorsed the proposal to form a 

board composed of eight members, with each representing a 

particular pulping station, with the agricultural officer as 
chairman.^ Except for one individual, 

were pioneer coffee growers, those who had adopted the crop 

before 1938. All the machinery, buildings, p;Lants and im

plements in use by the industry were transferred to the board by 

the local native council for a token sum of B 50.

selected board members

Even after the Kisii Coffee Board was initiated, the 

administration still contemplated the form which the industry 

should take since, although the board members were to be re

sponsible for the management of the industry, the ultimate 

liability rested with the district agricultural officer and 

the provincial commissioner. The South Kavirondo agricul

tural officer suggested that the industry be constituted as 

a cooperative, similar to the Teita vegetable growers cooper- 

ative and sought a copy of its regulations. Acting upon this

^Minutes of the Meeting of Coffee Growers held in Kisii, 
6 July 1943, KNA; Agric. Kisvimu A/Coff/1.

2
PC, Nza to DA, 8 October 1943, KNA: Agric. Kisumu

A/Coff/1.
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IIrequest, the director of agriculture cautioned the officer 

about the position of officials vis a vis local representa- 

"It will need some consideration, particularly if 

he [the district agricultural officer] is to be the official 

representative and if there are eight native menders of the

II3
1tives: I
I
I
1

I

Management Committee. We shall have to consider safeguards
, in the majority of one."^

as he may find himself, on occasions 

In comparison, the Teita managing committee consisted of the 

district commissioner, the senior agricultural officer, and 

three elected members; although government representatives

f
I
S
i

were still in a minority, it seems the director considered 

this situation more manageable.

Further discussions among officers in Nyanza led to 

the decision that the Teita regulations were inappropriate 

for the Gusii coffee cultivators, so the agricultural officer 

of South Kavirondo was asked to draw up a suitable document.

By early 1944 a draft, similar to the Kilimanjaro Native Co

operative Union regulations, was sent to the provincial commis

sioner.^ However, the provincial commissioner and chief secre

tary decided to defer any decision until the arrival of an expert 

on cooperative societies, who was scheduled to investigate the 

possibilities of introducing the movement among Kenyan Africans, 

the Nyanza commissioner formally recognized

i
I

s
I
i
i

I

f
i!

I

\

Meanwhile,

^DA to PC, Nza, 20 October 19^43, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
A/Coff/1.

SAO, Nza to DA, 2 November 1943; and SAAO, Kisii to
Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.Pc, Nza, 2 February 1944, KNA;

'ii.; ■ "■
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the Kisii Coffee Board; it was given the authority to meet 

ordinary recurrent expenditures, including payment to growers, 

and could draw checks against a current bank account, signed 

jointly by the agricultural officer and a designated board 
member.^

«; »

Within a few months, the secretariat changed its posi

tion and decided that a temporary constitution be used to en

able the board to carry on "until the society can be register

ed under an Ordinance yet to be framed and passed."^ Although 

cooperative societies among Europeans and Asians were-regulated 

under the Co-operative Society Rules (19 31) , government con

sidered the ordinance ill-suited to the development of coopera

tives among Africans and planned to frame new regulations 

which contained more detailed provisions on the conduct and 

guidance of societies. N.evertheless, government was, in the 

chief native commissioner's words, "anxious to see Co-operation 

hamassed to meet the needs of the local inhabitants, particu

larly the Africans and believes that there is ample scope for 
it."”^

V

The establishment of coopera

tives among indigenous farmers in Kenya had been discussed in 

London and Nairobi in the early 1930s, while the Labour Party

The idea was not new.

^PC, Nza to DC, 3 March 1944, KNA: Agric. Kisiimu
A/Coff/1.

^Secretariat to SAO, Nza, 30 May 1944, KNA: Agric. 
Kisurau A/Coff/1.

"^CNC to PC, Nza, 17 May 1944, KNA: PC Nza T & C
' C/1.

•V."- -
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iISome members of the Colonial Office had favoredwas in power.

developing cooperative marketing for African-produced coffee. I
I I

Ibut they held back because of the many conflicts between 

London and Nairobi over the coffee-growing issue. iCoopera

tives among indigenous peoples existed in other British de

pendencies, such as India and Ceylon, with government support. 

In Kenya cooperatives among Europeans operated from 1908 

wards, even though there was no official ordinance to regu-

And, in 1932 with the formation of the 

Kenya Planters Union, European coffee growers gradually became 

organized on a cooperative basis.

A cooperative expert, W. K. H. Campbell, arrived in 

Kenya in May 1944, and visited Kisii and other areas, 

who had formerly served as Register of Co-operative Societies 

in Ceylon and Advisor on Co-operation to the Government of . 

China, was deeply committed to the idea of cooperative socie

ties and had well-formulated proposals on the procedures for

■

I
on- I

1
Slate them until 1931.

Campbell,

beginning such a movement, which entailed a central role for

Campbell'sgovernment in encouraging and directing cooperatives, 

report, the concern over returning African veterans of World

War II and de facto cooperative organizations among Kenya

together with the policy of the Labour Party, which 

had come to power in 1945, coalesced to contribute to initiat

ing a definite policy for the development of cooperatives.

Africans

8

®See Edward Karanja, "The Development of the Coopera
tive Movement in Kenya," (Ph. D. thesis. University of 
Pittsburgh, 1973), pp. 44-49. -
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Europeans in Kenya were worried about the reabsorption 

of African ex-servicemen into the colonial structure after the 

This concern compelled policy makers to think that co-

ii
8i

I
I

!
i
■!

war.
i?operatives would be ideal organizations for demobilized sol-

new jobs, open hew leader- I
diers; cooperatives would provide 

ship positions for ambitious people, and serve as a general

The Campbell report dis-

ff
8I
8
sgchannel for econo^iic advancement, 

cussed the possible role of cooperatives for veterans and 

highlighted existing efforts among indigenous people, espe-

8

is
I
I
s;daily traders, to operate both locally and nationally on a

Campbell pointed out some of the manage-
it
B-

cooperative basis.

problems confronting trading cooperatives and explained Iment

ways in which an organized cooperative movement, with govem-
9

, could assist these local efforts.

II
i
a

ment involvement
IAlthough Campbell,was more interested in market, rather

optimistic about the pros- 

He report-

I
I
1than producer, cooperatives, he

pacts of a society among the Gusii coffee growers, 

ed that "this group enjoys comparative immunity from the main 

difficulty of all co-operative marketing, because there is

was

I
I
3
i
I
Ihardly any practical alternative to them for the manufacture

At his suggestion, the secre-„10
and disposal of their coffee, 

tariat agreed that the Gusii coffee growers' organization be 

registered under the existing cooperative ordinance for 

hardly...[seemed] safe to let it continue to be attached to

S

"it
i

®CPK, W. K. H. Campbell, Report on an Investigation 
of Co-operative Possibilities in Kenya (Nairobi: Government
Printer, 1944).

10^, p. 7.'Ibid • t
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..11the posts of PC, Nyanza and AO, Kisii, 

change, the regulations had to be approved.

To expedite thisI a
■! IIThe draft previ-

I,4

ously drawn up underwent changes by the director of agricul

ture, which were accepted by secretariat. Then the regu

lations were discussed and approved^at a meeting of the Kisii 

Coffee Board on June 26th, 1944.

!
8
1:
E! i
I

}

In October, the application 

for registration of the Kisii Coffee Growers Co-operative I

iSociety was sent to Nairobi. 8
IUnlike the Kilimanjaro Native Co-operative Union, 

membership in the Kisii society was not compulsory although, 

in fact, it was the only way to export coffee from South

Licensed growers, who had been approved by the 

society's board of directors, could become members by obtain

ing a share for Sh. 15/-. 

only through the society/-otherwise a fine would be imposed..

§
i

i
Kavirondo. II

•fi

I
IA member could sell his coffee
I

IThe board of directors was to be composed of one member from 

each area served by a pulping station, and he would be elected 

by the area's coffee cultivators.
I

The agricultural officer 

of South Kavirondo District, an ex officio member, was to
?:

I
I
S
I

serve as chairman of the board. The first board members would

K. H. Campbell to PC, Nza, 7 
PC Nza AGR 1/9/2; and Secretariat to SAG, 
KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

7 June 1944, KNA; 
Nza, 7 June 1944, 8

I
"Notes on the Regulations of the Kisii Coffee Growers 

Co-operative Society, Ltd.," as received from DA by PC, Nza, 
n.d.; Secretariat to PC, Nza, 30 May 1944; Minutes of a Meet
ing of the Kisii Coffee Board [hereafter Minutes of KCB], 26 
June 1944; and AO, Kisii to DC, 21 October 1944, KNA: PC 
Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.

8

I
ii

1
1;
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serve until 1947, when at the annual general meeting four of 

the members would retire and four new members be elected, 

every subsequent annual general meeting, one-half of the mem

bers would retire in rotation and new members be elected.

It was assumed that the board would have eight members, since, 

at that time, eight pulping stations existed.

At

'V

Soon after the accounts had been audited, a general 

meeting would be convened, where the audit would be 

and the net profit allocated, 

profits had to be allocated to

approved 

Twenty-five percent of the net

a reserve fund; other catego

ries, such as building and price stabilization. also could
receive allocations; and the remainder would be distributed

as a bonus among the members in proportion to their marketed 

coffee. A quorum would consist of one-quarter of the members,. 

A special general meeting-could be'called, particularly for- 

amending regulations; the presence of one-half of the members 

was required, and successful proposals required a two-thirds 

majority.

Within the framework described above, the society's 

objectives were to:

(a) purchase, treat and prepare members' coffee 
for market;

(b) dispose of the members' coffee in the most 
profitable manner;

(c) ; purchase agricultural supplies for the bene
fit of members;

13„
Regulations of the Kisii Coffee Growers Co-operative 

PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.Society," n.d KNA:• t

14
Ibid.
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(d) acquire by lease, purchase or donation, 
and hold any movable and immovable property, 
in order to better carry out the objectives;

(e) raise money on loan;

(f) provide for collective, measures against 
coffee diseases and pests;

(g) erect coffee pulpers or other machineiry 
which might be necessary;

(h) assist in the amicable settlement of dis
putes between members and discourage liti
gation;

(i) and everything necessary to facilitate at
tainment of the above goals.

In spite of the establishment of the society with its 

indigenous board of directors, until mid-1946 most of the re

sponsibilities of the society were kept strictly under the 

control of the district agricultural officers. The Senior 

Agricultural Instructor, Zedekiah Oyando, made payments to 

growers, and supervised the society's employees, as well as 

the department's African agricultural instructors who concen-

The European agriculturalist, who 

was busy with food crop production in the entire district, 

claimed he had little time to supervise the industry. When- 

preparation of'the coffee crop in 1944 resulted in poor qual

ity parchment, the officer insisted, "Owing to the pressure 

of other work, I only managed to visit each pulping station 

(except Kisii) once, for a few minutes, during the picking

S.>

trated on coffee work.

15Ibid.

^^Zedekiah Oyando, 01; and SAAO, Kisii to Marketing 
Officer, Kisii, n.d. rec'd 7 May 1946, KNA: Agric. Kisumu 
A/Coff/1.
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and these visits were only possible because other ac-
..17

1season

tivities took me to the vicinity, 

cultural officer played a key role in controlling the society, 

in the minutes of the meetings and substantiated by

it
Nonetheless, the agri-i

i3
i
1
3sas shown 1sV:.- >■board members- i
i=

The Kisii Coffee Growers Co-operative Society was 1

i
registered under the new cooperative ordinance of 1945, which

Although there had been talk of

the new 

To foster

1,1
Isrepealed the 1931 ordinance, 

a special set of regulations for African societies. I
■I

ordinance applied equally to all races in Kenya, 

development of cooperatives among Africans a registrar of

1946 to serve directly

S
s
S

cooperative societies was appointed in 

under the Chief native commissioner. The first registrar was

WhenCaptain J. H. Clive, a former provincial commissioner, 

he took office, there were eleven European, eight Asian and

under the ordinance of
i

five African cooperatives which came 

1945; of the five indigenous societies, he claimed that three 

would be more properly registered as public companies, 

assist the registrar were four African inspectors and two 

clerks on a modest department budget of & 2,050. 

paired over his small staff and limited funds, which hindered

9

1
To

j

I

Clive des-

Moreover, the departmentthe extent of their activities, 

found itself in the awkward position of being called upon to 

help African traders, as well as producers and consumers who

^^SAAO, Kisii to SAO, Scott Agric. Laboratory, 17 
February 1945, KNA; Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.
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wished to avoid middlemen. Clive unsuccessfully proposed that
18government appoint a special adviser for traders.

i

The situa-
j
1 tion which the registrar found himself in seemed to have been 

fostered purposely by the Nairobi legislative council, which 

did not favor creating institutions to cater for the economic 

needs of the indigenous people. Clive later wrote, "I have 
often wondered if the Kenya Government ever^j3t^ded it [the 

African cooperative movement] to succeed, or whether it pre-

i

i

tended to do so as a sop of the Labour Government, which had 
..19come into power.

The registrar did take an active interest in the Kisii

society. In 1946, upon his suggestion, the society amended 

its regulations to make the marketing officer for South 

Kavirondo, instead of the agricultural officer, its supervisor.

and the officer held the ppsition of patron, rather than
20chairman,-' of the society, 

the elected Gusii board members more actively to participate 

in the daily management of the society's affairs, 

chose Chief Musa as the chairman of the board.

This provision opened the way for

The Gusii

The following

month the responsibilities of the agricultural department

staff were changed so that they "be in no way concerned with 

any operation which should come within' the scope of the

18
Registrar of Co-operative Societies Annual Report 

for 1946, MOA Library, p. 11.

19
‘ J. H. Clive, "A Cure for Insomnia," n.d., Rhodes 

House, Oxford: MSS Afr s675, p. 192.
20Minutes of KCB, 9 April 1946, KNA: PC Nza AGR 
The minutes of the Kisii Coffee Growers Co-operative1/2/9/3.

Society Managing Board were sometimes designated by the name

■
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I
I Board...generally speaking the Agricultural staff will be ad-

visory only, except in so far as the implementing of the Na

tive Grown Coffee Rules is concerned.■j In particular, they 

will not participate manually in nursery work, except for
I

I seed selection; in the actual planting or pruning of coffee 

trees; in pest control; in the harvesting and processing of 

the crop; nor in the maintenance of machinery and plant.

These intentions were enacted to a considerable ex- 

The society's special coffee instructors advised 

growers on weeding, pruning, spraying and picking. Society 

employees at the coffee factories were responsible for weigh-

5
i

tent.

i

ing the cherries delivered by growers, issuing receipts, dry

ing the coffee, and processing it into parchment. During the

off-season, the factory employees advised local growers on
[i

management and husbandry techniques. The society also con

trolled the coffee nurseries and their employees, 

standing this devolution of responsibilities, general advisory 

functions were performed by the agricultural department staff.

Notwith-

who could report through the senior agricultural instructor 

to the agricultural officer, who, in turn, could exercise power 

over the society's employees if they were not performing their 

work properly.

i

of the dissolved Kisii Coffee Board, 
follow the exact title used.

The footnotes herein

21
SAAO, Kisii to Marketing Officer, Kisii, n.d 

received 7 May 1946.

22
Zedekiah Oyando, 01; and Mariko Nyansinga, 01.

• t
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A further boost to indigenous control of the industry 

came with the hiring of a full-time society manager. The posi

tion was filled in April 1946 by Barnabus Omae, who had 

previously worked in the district-Commissioner's office. He 

had been dismissed from his government job supposedly because

I
I

I
Vi..

he was a key local leader in the general national African 

workers strike in 1946, which had lasted one day in the dis

trict.

1

5

3

Problems beset the society soon after this fundamental 

transfer of responsibilities.

i

t Only a few months after the 

marketing officer assumed the position of society patron, he 

His replacement had just taken over, when 

the agricultural officer also left the district, without ade-

■<

was transferred.

quately informing the newcomer of the intricacies of the coffee 

industry. Moreover, during this period the account books for

The former European chairman of the society 

had also neglected to empower anyone else to co-sign checks,

1945-46 were lost.

so

that between October and December 1946, wages and other debts 

went unpaid; in late December, upon the patron's approval, the

board finally empowered its chairman and treasurer to sign 

checks. By mid-February the board reluctantly concluded that 

the payout sheets for the 1945-46 crop, made by the former
5

European chairman, probably could not be traced and that some 

explanation had to be made to the members. At the same meeting

23
Christanus Otundo, 01: Nyabururu Mission, Kisii,

July 1971.
24
Minutes KCB, 30 December 1936, KNA: PC Nza AGR

1/2/9/3.
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the Inspector of Co-operative Societies for Nyanza, Daniel 

Nyanjom, criticized the sloppiness of the society's financial 

records and files.

I
i
I

The secretary and treasurer claimed that 

since they were not employed for" such functions, but only help-

!

■?

ed in their spare time, they could not be expected to keep the 

books up-to-date.

and records could not be correct, because when the former

7
3

Moreover, they admitted that the accounts

European chairman, "who since the beginning of the Society had 

been all Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer left,^^ he only hand

ed over roughly to...the Marketing Officer, who hardly handed

over to his reliever...who eventually handed over cash in hand 

with cash books, but gave no information on the other books. 

The members blamed the former chairman for th,e lost books.

By June 1947 the registrar of cooperative societies 

complained bitterly about the "extremely unsatisfactory state" 

of the society's affairs. The accounts for 1946 had not been 

audited and, consequently, no general meeting had been held. 

Despite this, payments to growers for 1946-47 had taken place, 

but no provision had been made for the reserve fund. Accord

ing to the registrar, the board members "excuse themselves by 

pleading ignorance" and claim that the new marketing officer

:

25
The agricultural officer is described as performing 

almost 100 percent of the work of secretary and treasurer in; 
SAO, Nza to Officer in Charge, Soil Conservation Service, 
Kitale, 22 May 1946, KNA; Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

26
Minutes of a Meeting of the Kisii Coffee Growers 

Co-operative Society Board (hereafter Minutes of KCGCS Board), 
19 February 1947, KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.

P
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handed over the books to the society representatives saying 

"he had not the necessary knowledge to assist them with their 

accounts." The registrar lamented the lack of technical staff 

available to assist the society; "The AO says he cannot spare 

the time to assist the Society. Most certainly I and my staff 

of one trained Inspector and 3 iintrain’ed sub-inspectors of 

Nyanza Province cannot sit in Kisii to 'hold the Society's 

hand.' If I cancel the Society's registration and liquidate, 

what happens to the Kisii Coffee Crop?" A partial solution, 

the registrar thought, would be to have the auditors' instruct 

the manager in keeping accounts and making expenditures. He 

also felt that the supervision of the society should be part 

of the marketing officer's duties, although he believed that 

"the Africans should run their own society," even if they 

presently were "incapable of doing so without constant super-

The management and bookkeeping problems encountered 

by the Kisii society were common throughout the African cooper

ative movement; without any special training, indigenous peoples 

were expected to fulfill various responsibilities in an alien 

institution. Although most who held positions had received 

some formal education, ignorance about bookkeeping was particu

larly evident. To complicate matters, the demands for assist

ance far exceeded the cooperative staff's capacity, and the
2 8

low-salary scale did not attract high-quality applicants.

5

i

]

..27vision.

27Registrar for Co-operative Societies {hereafter RCS) 
to KCGCS, 20 June 1947, KNA: Agric. Kisiamu A/COOP/1.

28Registrar for Co-operative Societies Annual Report 
for the Years 1947 and 1948, MOA Library, pp. 1-3.

:>■
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A conflict emerged when the former European Chairman 

of the Kisii Coffee Growers Co-operative Society returned to 

reassume the position of agricultural officer.

November 1947, he was designated as the. society patron, 

parently at the suggestion of the newly appointed registrar.

I

I
i

In latei
5

i
ap-

J. Leslie, because the marketing officer in South Kavirondo 

did not wish to serve. 

ment in a letter phrased this way:

The board acknowledged the appoint- 

"The board...conveys its 

thanks to you for your acceptance to reassume Patronage to 

its society from the beginning of our next financia'l year r • • •

they would prefer you to have the opportunity to act

adviser only when the Board and its Manager makes any refer- 
..30

as an

A few days after receiving the letter, the 

agricultural officer visited the provincial commissioner and 

claimed that under such, conditions, as stated by the board, 

he wbilld not accept the position. The commissioner concurred

ence to you.

5

=

and informed the board that it was necessary for the society

to be under the guidance of the agricultural officer "without
..31

8

any restrictions as you proposed in your letter.

A special meeting to discuss the patron issue was held
I
I

on April 4, 1948. The registrar presided over the meeting 

which was attended by the provincial commissioner, the senior

29
Minutes KCB, 24 November 1947, KNA: Pc Nza AGR

^^Secretary of KCGCS to AO, Kisii, 27 January 1948, 
KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.

^^PC, Nyanza to Secretary of KCGCS, 31 January 1948, 
KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

cl1/2/9/3.
t-
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Iagricultural officer of Nyanza, the district commissioner, 

district officers, the inspector of cooperative societies for

The Chairman of the Board, Chief 

"This was due to

two

f
I
I
I5 Nyanza and board members.

Musa, explained the reason for the letter:
I I

iI
!

«
tithe ill feeling the Society had towards the AO ,^hey were ap-

This was caused by the loss of the pay- 1pointing as Patron, 

ment sheet for the 1945-46 crop before...[the former European 

chainoanl^went on leave and his refusing new coffee shambas

1
i

{ i
,5
I

[fields] to be planted when he returned to the district."

Then some of the European officials gave reasons why the agri

cultural officer should act as patron. In the end, the board 

members reluctantly agreed that the agricultural officer be 

patron "with full supervisory powers. ,.32

dislike of the manner in which theIThe board members

agricultural officer previously controlled the society was

One member recalled, "he always looked down uponvery strong.

our ideas and had a strong belief that his ideas were much su-

In most cases in the board meetings, we rep-perior to ours.

resentatives of the growers acted as rubber stamps, always 

passing any resolutions without questioning, as to question

When the members did pass a resolution which„33was useless.

. they had initiated, then "the European agricultural officer

In most cases.never took the Board's resolutions seriously.

^^Minutes of a Special Meeting of the KCB, 15 April 
1948, KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

^^Onyiego Ongwora, 01.

. ■■
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I
he looked down upon our resolutions and ignored whatever was 

This greatly irritated the board members, and, thus. 

Other evidence supports the general ill- 

feeling in the district towards the“agricultural specialist. 

When they heard in the fall of 1947, that he was- to be reposted 

to the district, the South Kavirondo Chapiber of Commerce fu- 

tilely stated their grievances against the agricultural of

ficer in a letter to the director of agriculture, and circu

lated copies, with no effect, to the provincial commissioner, 

chief native commissioner, chief secretary and editors of two 

African newsheets.

Nevertheless, the issue of a European supervisor was 

settled for the time.

I
I

passed.

34
caused conflicts."

Complications arose, however, between 

the functions of the society and of the agricultural depart

ment in providing services -to coffee cultivators, 

spring of 1948, the agricultural department had five special 

coffee inspectors and the society had its own field staff.

The agricultural officer complained that the society employed
,.36

By the

instructors and inspectors "who knew nothing or very little

It was a waste of the society's financialabout coffee work, 

resources, he claimed, since the agricultural department staff 

assist the growers, at no cost to the society.was able to

^^Mariko Nyansinga, 01.

to Attorney General, 20 October 
Native Commissioner N/4.

^^Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of KCGCS, 12 
July 1947, KNA; PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.

1947, KNA: Chief
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The registrar of cooperative societies supported the officer.

but the board cohtended that the department should hire more
o 7

persons for coffee work, 

the society's inspectors had been dismissed, but reemployed 

by the agricultural department.^®

In 1949 attention became focused on the inspectors, 

instructors and pulping station laborers who performed field 

work for the growers.

By the end of 1948-49, three of

The director of agriculture, the regis

trar of cooperative societies, and the agricultural officer

for Nyanza, asserted that good care of coffee fields occurred 

because employees themselves pruned, sprayed and took other

disease control measures, rather than training the farmers to 

do the tasks themselves.®® On the other hand, the growers 

claimed that the employees only showed them how to prune and

mulch, and that they were-unable to carry out disease control

methods because they lacked the necessary materials and equip- 
40

Administrative orders were given that the employees 

cease working on individual fields, and that plans be initiated 

for demonstrations at the pulping stations.

ment.

37
Minutes of KCB, 6 August 1948, KNA: Agric. Kisumu 

^®KCGS Annual Report 1948-49, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
A/Coff/1.

A/Coff/1.

39
Minutes of a Special Meeting KCGCS Board, 21 September 

1949; Minutes KCB, 5 November 1949; and SAG, Nza to DA, 18 
July 1949, KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

40
Open-ended interviews with approximately 30 growers.

41 -

September 1949.
Minutes of Special Meeting of KCGCS Board, 21

. . .IV-
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Meanwhile, plans were being made to reorganize the

At a general meet-
I

Kisii Coffee Growers Co-operative Society, 

ing in August 1948, Mr. Leslie, the registrar, suggested that

it was time for the society to be divided into smaller organi

zations, with a union as the parent body, because of the in-

Each pulping station would serve 

nucleus for a primary society, while in the future new

creasing number of members.

as a

coffee societies, each with its own pulping station, could

The matter received further consideration at a 

Members decided that the union

42
be formed.

board meeting in December, 

should be composed of affiliated primary marketing societies 

to deal with several products, such as pyrethrum which was

Thus, they proposed tobeing introduced in the district.
43

change their name to the Kisii Growers Co-operative Union.

They discussed the matter and gained approval at the next an-- 

nual meeting.

In June 1948 the registrar presented draft by-laws for
44

the union to the board, which made minor alterations, 

sequently, board members, with the assistance of the senior

Sub

inspector of cooperative societies for Nyanza, set about form-

At meetings held at each of theing the sub-organizations, 

existing pulping factories the purpose of establishing primary

societies and the union, and the by-laws which would govern

'^^Minutes Annual General Meeting KCCS, 7 August 1948, 
PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.

^^Minutes of KCB, 18 December 1948, KNA;
KNA;

PC Nza AGR
1/2/9/3.

^'^Minutes of KCB, 30 June 1949, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
A/Coff/1.

.
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each, were explained. When agreement was secured from the

growers of each area, application forms and by-laws for each

society were signed, members elected to the local society’s

managing committee, and a representative elected to the union
45managing committee. By October 1949 all doquments were 

completed and sent to the registrar, along with a letter ask

ing for immediate consideration and action because "unless 

we start on immediately with other produce business I [the

Manager] am afraid to tell you frankly that we are likely to 

be let down in coffee business owing to the increased expenses

borne by the society, i.e. increased wages, personnel and new

pulping stations opened etc. out of the little returns from
.,46the season's coffee crop.

Nevertheless, no immediate action was taken on the re-

Meanwhile, the,.plans to reorganize the coffee industry 

and to expand the scope of the cooperative movement necessi

tated an increase in the number and quality of the staff. Be

tween 1947 and 1949 the Senior Inspector of Co-operative So- 

ceities for Nyanza, Daniel Nyanjom, although stationed in Kisumu, 

had regularly attended the coffee meetings in Kisii. As a 

board member explained: "He greatly helped the coffee society

guest.

45In mid-1947 sub-committees had been elected for each 
pulping station; these were responsible for managing the local 
affairs. Therefore, the formation of primary society managing 
committees did not signify a drastic .change from the existing 
practice. Minutes of Annual General Meeting KCGCS, 12 July 
1947 KNA: PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.

^®KCGCS to RCS, 25 October 1949, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
A/COOP/1.
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in solving many problems that it faced, in particular manage

ment problems. We members were much freer to approach him

[in contrast to the European agricultural officers] whenever
n47we had any problems. Mr. Nyanjom, however, needed assist

ance with the burgeoning cooperative movement in South

Kavirondo. The board successfully requested government to 

send its manager to an accounts and secretarial course for

African cooperative societies. Also, the board received 

permission from the registrar to employ a cooperative inspec

tor to assist the manager; employed in mid-1949, the man was 

sent to a course on the purpose of cooperatives and the man

agement of societies. By December, the board had employed 

another cooperative inspector and unsuccessfully* requested 

that a third be hired, but paid by government. Also, in late 

1949 an African inspector of cooperative societies was posted- 

to the district to assist with the organization of cooperatives. 

The Department of Agriculture also gave greater attention to 

the coffee industry by ap^ojnting an assistant agricultural 

officer, solely to foster coffee production. 48

47
Onyiego Ongwora, 01.

Minutes KCB, 14 Ma^ 1949 and 20 August 1949, KNA: 
Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1; Christanus Otundo, 01; Minutes of 
Special Meeting KCB, 20 December 1949, KNA; PC Nza AGR 
1/2/9/3; Assistant RCS, Nza to Inspector G. Odawa, Kisumu, 26 
November 1949, Kisii Farmers Co-operative Union (hereafter 
KFCU): Co-operative Inspector File; KCGCS Annual Report 1948- 
49, KNA: Agric Kisumu A/Coff/1.

48
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While approval of the Kisii Growers Co-operative Union

was pending, the cooperative staff traveled throughout the

district preaching the ideals of the cooperative movement and

forming cooperative societies, amorig farmers and traders. The

society's board members also discussed ways to strengthen their

organization and the forthcoming union to serve the needs of

its members. They decided to market other crops, in addition

to coffee, and to sell agricultural inputs to its members.

The director of agriculture did not favor the Kisii

Farmers Co-operative Union dealing in produce other than cof-
49

fee, until the coffee industry was under firm control, 

is not clear whether this objection or other factors delayed 

the registrar's final approval of the union, which was not 

forthcoming until June 1950.

I
5

I
i

j

3
■1'

i

i

1

i

It

Expansion of the Industry

The early war-time policy of emphasizing grain and 

bean production in Gusiiland continued into 1943. 

ing year the agricultural program designed for Gusiiland con

sisted of target acreages, primarily of maize and finger millet.

The follow-

with a smaller number of acres devoted to beans, sorghum, wheat.

The South Kavirondo agricultural staff fo-and groundnuts.

cused on meeting these goals and paid little attention to in

creasing coffee production.

to SAO, Nza, 28 September 1949; and SAO, Nza to 
AO, Kisii, 28 September 1949, KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff.l.

^°SAAO, Kisii to SAO, Nza, n.d 
1943, KNA: Agric. Kisumu DEF/3.

received 11 September• /

- - -
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I
In 1944 the government also began to formulate plans

Goals were

It
iS

for post-war development of the African areas.

in food; maintenance of soil fertility;perceived as sufficiency 

adequate nutrition; and production of saleable products.
I
I

In iIIregard to the last, the director of agriculture claimed that

not Africans should grow cash
I
Ithe real argument of whether or
i

crops ought to be based on whether soil fertility and the

If so, a thorough

s
1

I
nourishment of the people were adequate.

investigation was required, he maintained, to determine crops

and the way these could be

I
i

Ibest suited^to particular areas

into the farming system to maintain and increase
J

integrated 

soil fertility.

i

Other investigations, he suggested, needed 

methods of conserving the soil*, typesto be carried out on 

of stock and management methods, and new crops or varieties.

the vi'dws of the director, the South

?

In response to
agricultural officer expressed the opinion that in 

activity ought to be s\±iordinated
Kavirondo

the coming few years every 

to the care of the soil and stabilization of African agricul-

foreseeable limits of its future requirements.ture within the
In regard to cash crops, he thought that none could be tol

erated which would tend to deteriorate soil fertility and that

it was non-utilitarian to encourage planting, care and harvest

ing of cash, crops which were unpopular with the Africans.

His immediate superior, the senior agricultural officer for

1944, KNA: Agric. Kisumu^^DA to SAGS, 12 January
DBF/3 Vol. II.

^^SAAO, Kisii to SAO, Nza, 25 March 1944, KNA; Agric. 
Kisumu DEF/3 Vol. II.
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Nyanza, considered that, although soil conservation was im-

until individual landportant, little improvement would occur 

ownership and demarcation took place, accompanied by rules
I5

! IJ i
iFurther-to ensure compulsory soil conservation techniques, 

more, he was hesitant about the introduction Of' cash crops, 

suggesting the establishment of experimental stations in each 

district of Nyanza Province, with a full-time agricultural 

officer in charge, who would conduct thorough experiments and 

trials before any industry was initiated.

The views of the district and provincial agricultural

i
I
I
5.
I
I
I

officers formed the basis of the policy for the agricultural

set forth in late
3

development of South Kavirondo, which was

1944 as:

The desirability of properly organized and 
fincuiced cash crops suited to their particu
lar areas, introduced and developed with 
full Administrative support, as an essential 
part of the economic life of the localities 
concerned.

The undesirability of introducing any cash 
crop without adequate experimental and 
demonstration work, coupled with an intel
ligent appreciation of its prospects and 
implications.54

Since coffee was already established as a cash crop in 

the Kisii highlands, it was not included in this policy, but 

experimentation with pyrethrum growing was affirmed, leading 

to the introduction of the second main non-edible cash crop

^^SAO, Nza to DA, 3 May 1944, KNA: Agric. Kisiamu DBF/3
Vol. II.

^^SAAO, Kisii to SAG, Nza, 22 October 
Kisumu DEF/3 Vol. II.

1945, KNA: Agric.
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Nevertheless, from 1945 to 1950, the agricul

tural department gave most attention to soil conservation, 

the improved husbandry of existing food crops and increased 

food crop production.

Lack of emphasis on the expansion of ,the coffee in

dustry until 1947 is revealed, in the annual statistics on 

the increase of acres and number of growers (Table 8). 

factors, related to the extent to which the industry grew, 

were government regulations on maximum acreage in Gusiiland, 

availability of seedlings, and the return for coffee.- In

in Gusiiland.

!
i

Other

1943 only 200 acres could be planted in the officially gazetted

The issue of gain-locations of Nyaribari, Bassi and Kitutu. 

ing permission for the people of North Mugirangp location to
55

plant was raised at a meeting of the growers in July 1943, 

and it was again brought, .up at a board meeting in December

At this time.1944, when extension was under discussion.

Chief Musa strongly expressed the view that "the Society could

only be certain of success if the number of planters and acre-

He suggested„56age under coffee was increased considerably, 

that in the future, when payments were being made to growers, 

the opportunity be taken to hold meetings for prospective cul- 

While the agricultural officer agreed with the 

chief, he reminded members that the gazetted areas were limited 

to three locations and that parts of these were unsuitable for

tivators.

^^Minutes of the Meeting of Coffee Growers held in 
Kisii, 6 July 1943.

^^Minutes KCB, 12 December 1944, KNA: PC Nza AGR
1/2/9/3.
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TABLE 8s

INCREASES IN COFFEE ACREAGE AND NUMBER OF
1950

;
ADOPTERS IN GUSIILAND, 1943

Absolute In- 
'■ crease in 

Number 
Growers

Number 
Growers 
at End 
of Year

Absolute In
crease over 
Preceding 
Year

! Acreage 
at End

Year of Year

2926.82 2511943 159.19

342851944 172.25 13.06

5290177.15 4’. 901945

22312189.27 12.121946

593714.531947 193.80

15927.80 5301948-49 221.60

2597891949-50 270.60 49.00

Source: Arabica Coffee Quarterly Reports, South Kavirondo, . 
-. Fourth Quarter Reports for 1943-1947, KNA: Agri

culture Kisumu A/Coff/1/1; Annual Report of the 
KCGCS for 1948-49 and 1949-50, KNA: PC Nyanza 
AGR 1/2/9/3.
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I
coffee-growing, while other Gusii locations might be suitable.

i

1 In the end, the board agreed to ask the director of agricul

ture to review the locations in which coffee growing was per

mitted, with a view to increasing the area, while at the same

The agricul-

l
is
s
>! time prohibiting planting in unsuitable areas, 

tural officer, supporting the request, forwarded it to the
I
I

5 director of agriculture, along with the suggestion of gazet-s

ting areas between 5200-5800 feet contours rather than specify- 

This proposal was accepted and authorization

5
I
■(

3 ing locations, 
granted on July 15, 1945.^^

This extension of the coffee growing area gave limited

J

for expansion because of the 200 acre limitation, of 

which 178 acres already were under coffee, 

when approximately 189 acres of coffee existed, 

raised the issue of increasing the acreage limit with the 

registrar of cooperative societies, who was attending their 

Replying, the registrar "warned the board that be

fore any more increase in coffee plantations could be allowed, 

the present coffee shambas [fields] must be properly cared

At the same meeting, applications for new cof

fee fields in North Mugirango, Majoge and Wanjare locations

scope

In August 1946,
cq

the board

meeting.

..60for first.

^"^SAAO, Kisii to DA, 14 December 
1946, KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

1944 and 8 October

^®ACQR Third Qter 1945, SK, KNA; Agric. Kisumu
A/Coff/1/1.

^^ACQR, Third Qter 1946, SK, KNA: Agric. Kisumu
A/Coff/1/1.

®*^Minutes KCB, 17 August 1946, KNA: PC Nza AGR
1/2/9/3.
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were approved and, at a special meeting a few months later, 

the decision was confirmed by the society members, 

sites within these locations would have to be inspected by

Suitable

the agricultural officer, or a member of his staff, before 

permission to plant would be granted a farmer. By December 

1946 a list of thirty-one names of persons from North Mugirango, 

seeking to become society members, was presented to the board 

for approval, and in the following months many more Gusii far-

In keeping with the policy ofmers applied for membership, 

concentrated areas of planting, so that the extent of produc

tion in each area justified building a pulping station, a de

cision had to be made in regard to selecting areas from which

Agreement wasfanners would be eligible to plant coffee, 

reached at a general meeting in September 1947, when the fol

lowing areas were chosen: ‘the southern part of North Mugirango,

the eastern part of Wanjare, the Kiamokama area of Nyaribari

(see Figure 2).

Meanwhile, the agricultural officer requested the di

rector of agriculture either to allow 300 acres in the new lo

cations to warrant the building of a pulping station in each 

area of concentrated planting or to totally remove restrictions

and the Gesarara-Kemera area of Kitutu,

on acreage, with a view to planting up to 500 acres, "which

when in bearing should be able to bear the cost of a full-time
..62 When this proposal was made inEuropean Supervisor.

^^Minutes Special General Meeting KCGCS, 13 October 1946;
1946; and Minutes General Meeting 

PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.

®^SAAO, Kisii to DA, 8 October 1946.

Minutes KCB, 18 December 
KCGCS, 27 September 1947, KNA;

o-
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October 1946, almost 190 of the total permitted 200 acres had 

Replying, the director of agriculture informed 

South Kavirondo officer that the subject of African coffee 

growing was currently under discussion by the Coffee Board of

i
«
ibeen planted. iithe s
;k

I
i

Kenya, which he thought would be "sympathetic"-towards the re- 

Moreover, he agreed that the acreage ought to be in-

i

I
quest.

creased to allow each area to develop as an economic unit and
1
Ii

to be large enough to justify employing a full-time super-i I
II63visor. Ji'

IThe Coffee Board of Kenya, after careful consideration 

of requests from the gazetted African coffee growing areas, 

approved further extensions, provided that "very thorough con

trol

be exercised in these areas, 

made by the board before March 1946, 

was

coffee planting in Gusiiland by

decision by the board and government to extend coffee 

acreage in the experimental areas rested primarily on the need

i

4
1
!

3by the Coffee Services of the Agricultural Departments...
„64 Although this decision was

not until December 1947 -
4

permission forthcoming from government to increase the

an additional 100 acres.

The

®^DA to S'AAO, Kisii, 12 October 1946, KNA: Agric.
Kisumu A/Coff/1.

"Annual Report and Accounts of the Board for the 
Year Ended 31 March 1946," Coffee Board of Kenya Monthly 
Bulletin, XI, 124 (April 1946), 44. Although the report states 
the board considered the increase of acreage from 100 to 200, 
it may be assumed this was meant to read 200 to 300 acres, 
since South Kavirondo and Meru Districts already were permitted 
to plant up to 200 acres.

®^DA to SAG, Nyanza, 8 December 1947, KNA; PC Nza
AGR 1/2/9/3.
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to encourage production in suitable sites throughout the colony 

in order to boost export trade.

From the peak of approximately 104,000 acres in 1936, 

the acreage on European plantations had dropped to about 65,000, 

primarily because of the elimination of the crop from regions 

which had proven unsuitable for coffee growing, and, second

arily, because of uprooting due to the relatively low price 

obtained for coffee during the war period.

I
!

5

5

■1'

1
;

I
I

The result was aJ
i/:
I
I

rapid decline in exports from 20,330 tons in 1936 to 9,120 
tons in 1946-47.®® After the war the settlers and their gov

ernment pursued a' policy of diversification of agricultural lii
i

activities to protect the settlers from fluctuations in mar

ket conditions, hence although coffee could well serve the 

country as a key export earner, the burden on producers during 

poor times needed to be fn'Ore widely shared.

Further discussions by the Coffee Board of Kenya, which 

did not have representatives from the African areas, led to
I

I
the major decision to support extending production outside 

the experimental areas. "In order to maintain and, if possible, 

increase the production in one of the main export crops of the 

colony, as well as on economic and political grounds, the

S
it.

Board is of the opinion that African production of coffee in 

suitable areas, and with the necessary safeguards in regard to 

theft and diseases affecting European plantations should be

it

*
I

66„ The Coffee Board is Willing," East African Standard, 
(26 March 1948), p. 5; and J. K. Maitha, Coffee in the Kenyan 
Economy (Nairobi; East African Literature Bureau, 1974), p. 83.

I
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..67fostered and encouraged. While there were very definite 

economic grounds for the decision, mounting political pressurei

i
by Jomo Kenyatta and the Kenya African Union also affected it.

To provide for the extension of coffee, a new set of 

regulations, the Native Grown Coffee Rules of"’1949, amended 

the 1934 rules and designated many new African areas where 

coffee growing would be allowed, 

cerned, the rules stated that arabica production would be al

lowed between 5200-5800 feet contours.

!
I
i

3
As far as Gusiiland was con-

The most significant 

aspect of the_regulations, however, was the removal of maxi

mum acreage limits in the gazetted areas. Hence, in Gusiiland 

the onus of the rate of expansion was placed on the coffee 

society and the district agricultural department, 

existing organization, infrastructure and general awareness 

of the income which could"be obtained from coffee, this new •

With the

ordinance opened the way for rapid expansion of the industry 

among the Gusii during the following decade.

Through meetings held during the fall of 1949 and 

through a locally based newssheet, Gusii farmers were notified 

of the procedures to follow if they wished to adopt coffee.

In order to become a grower, the following actions had to be 

taken:

(a) a person wishing to plant would give his 
name and the number of trees desired to a 
society coffee inspector or to a pulping 
station headman, both of whom would for
ward information to the society manager;

67„
The Coffee Board is Willing," p. 5.

Y'i
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I
(b) an agricultural officer would visit the 

farm and after inspecting the proposed 
site would inform the farmer whether or 
not he would be allowed to grow coffee; 
if the site were suitable, the officer 
would instruct the fatmer on land prep
aration ;

(c) after the field was prepared, air the 
couch grass removed and holes dug, the 
farmer had to inform the officer, who 
would then revisit the plot and if it 
were satisfactory, would issue the 
farmer a permit to plant coffee;

(d) the farmer would take this permit to 
the district commissioner's office to 
obtain a Coffee Growers License, at the -
-cost of Sh. 1/-; and

(e) on presenting the license to an agricul
tural instructor, the farmer would be 
told when seedlings would be issued from 
a nearby nursery; no seedlings would be 
given to a person without a license.68

?

!
I

!

The extension of the acreage limit for coffee in 1948 

and the removal of restrictions in mid-1949 accelerated the

demand for seedlings which could not be met. 

the demand exceeded the supply.

Even in 1947

The scarcity led in 1948-49

to the establishment of new nurseries in North Mugirango and 

Wanjare. The following season the board decided to open sev-
69

eral new nurseries and extend old ones; at the same time, 

the board returned the responsibility for control of nurseries 

to the agricultural department. Simultaneously, upon the

68Notice for Persons Wishing to Plant Coffee, by AAO, 
21 September 1949, KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

®^Annual Report of the KCGCS for 1948-49.
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iadvice of the registrar of cooperative societies, the society 

began to charge five cents per seedling to reduce subsidiza

tion of the nurseries.^®

The senior agricultural instructor described these 

years, when seedlings were insufficient, as "a period of

I

1
I

Isfe
chaos as more and more people came forward to demand coffee 

Scrambling was the order of the day.

»
iIIn timesseedlings.

when the transfer of seedlings was to take place [from the
I
I
i
Ihad to ask government for thenursery to the farmers], we 

assistance of askaris [police].
3
iotherwise, incidents of 

..71 I
IAccording to the agrifighting or stealing would occur, 

cultural officer in late 1949, "At present there is a great
3
i

I
deal of interest in coffee and prospective planters numerous. !

but the limit to the increase in acreage in 1950 will be ”the
.,72 I

number of seedlings available in the nurseries.

The scarcity of seedlings thus affected the number 

of new adopters, as well as the number of seedlings each re- 

Between 1947 and 1950, the new growers received less 

than one-fifth of an acre of coffee seedlings, that is, less

The acceleration in the absolute increase

3
j

ceived.

than 100 seedlings, 

in new growers after 1946, as revealed in Table 8, indicates

"^“baAR for South Nyanza 1947 and 1949, MOA Library; 
Nyanza Province 1947-50; Minutes of Annual General Meeting 
KCGCS, 24 September 1949, KNA; Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1.

^^Zedekiah Oyando, 01. The use of askaris is sub
stantiated by Christanus Otundo, 01.

^^AAO, Kisii to PAO, Nza, 22 December 
Agric. Kisvunu A/Coff/1.

1949, KNA:
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the interest of farmers in growing the crop, 

nine new persons started coffee growing between 1943 and 1946, 

there were 477 new growers between 1947 and 1950.

While only eighty-

During the

same periods, the acreage increased^by fifty-seven and eighty-one

respectively, 

been planted and there were 789 growers.^

A factor which influenced the accelerated interest in 

coffee production was the price received for the crop, 

price paid to growers per pound of cherry had risen from 

eight cents in 1944-45 to twenty cents in both 1947-48'and 

1948-49, a fact which will be discussed more thoroughly in the 

following section.

meant more willing growers could plant the crop,,which they 

viewed as a good income earner.

By the end of 1949, 271 acres of.coffee had

The

The extension of coffee into new areas

Production

The annual yield of coffee relates to the incidence

of diseases and pests, as well as the use of proper husbandry 

techniques which are influenced by the availability of labor 

and the enforcement of regulations on the management of fields. 

Throughout 1943-1950 diseases and pests attacked the coffee 

in Gusiiland, presenting a disheartening situation to the 

Especially in the original production areas where 

coffee had been planted above an altitude of 5800 feet, the 

plants were susceptible to infestation; Blue Mountain plants, 

as well as the remaining non-Blue Mountain varieties, were 

attacked.

owners.

In early November 1943, when the plant pathologist 

from Scott Laboratory visited the Murumba area, he found that
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1
S
ia disease, which had first been recorded in the fall of 1941, 

had spread to all the coffee fields and even to the younger 

His investigation revealed that the malaise was a

Ht;

I
trees.

coffee berry disease, similar to a malady in the European 

estates in nearby Sotik.^^ I

In 1944 and 1945 coffee berry disease and antestia

By mid-1949 the 

According to the agricultural

I,f5
Ispread to hitherto unaffected Gusii areas. Issituation was very severe.

"in the Kisii Highlands coffee growing areas, with
I
Sofficer. I
ithe exception of Marani and Gesarara, there is a sufficient

alarm- and to do a great 

During this period.

i

3

Ilarge antestia population to cause 

deal of damage to the coffee crop, 

when reports of diseases and pests were common, the Kisii

Coffee Growers Co-operative Society provided assistance to

The society
I
i

farmers by financing disease.control measures, 

purchased the necessary supplies and its field staff helped 

the growers, without any charge to the individuals.

1
I

theIn regard to the proper care of coffee fields, 

issue of the availability of labor occasionally was raised

However, labor shortage does not seem to 

Most of the coffee cultiva-
at board meetings.

have been a significant factor.

used family labor for weeding and picking, although dur- 

when demand for labor was high, it was
tors

ing harvest season 

common for them to use egesangio, and sometimes risag^ was

^^SAO, Nza to DA, 4 September 1943, 
Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.

^^Marani Safari Report, 1 June 
Kisumu A/Coff/1.

KNA: Agric.

1949, KNA: Agric.
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75 EThe male owners of the coffee, except for some with 

off-farm employment, would perform at least part of the work, 

particularly mulching and pruning, since the field was con-

Hired laborers tended to be used by

called. Ii<
2 15 Ii I

I
5 76 I

Issidered -as an emonga.
s

those few growers with large plantations and those with off- 

Although the issue of scarcity of laborers

5
'i

s!
1farm employment, 

and lack of money to pay for them was raised at board meet

ings, the argiaments tended to be used by a few of the owners

:i

s
I
5>

of large plantations, especially when threatened with prosecu

tion, as an explanation for unclean coffee fields,

i!

The agricultural staff verbally Would threaten to 

prosecute growers, if their fields were not in good condition.

though evidence is scanty about written warnings and 

actual prosecutions, cultivators were very conscious that

Written evidence provides informa-

Even

prosecutions could occur, 

tion about a warning notice in 1944 served on a grower in 

Kitutu; the agricultural officer stated in 1945 that he would 

send out written warnings to Bassi and Majoge producers who

their fields decouched; and fifteen persons were finedneeded

in late 1945, at rates between Sh. 15/- and 45/-, for badly

After a warning had been issued, a grace78
neglected fields.

75 Chapter 2 for definitions and descriptions of 
these traditional forms of communal agricultural work groups.

See

r ■

^®The word\eans a man's field; see Chapter 2 for
description.

^^Ex-Chief Aoga Angwenyi, 01;
West, 22 June 1973.

Agricultural Safari Report, 17 February 1944,
6 April 1945, KNA: DC/KSl/7/1; and ACQR, Fourth Qter 1945, 
SK, KNA: Agric. Kisumu A/Coff/1/1.

Marani area, Kitutu

and
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period of two to four weeks usually was allowed before prosecu

tion would begin. On one occasion in 1946, two of the board 

members urged that owners of large acreages of coffee be given 

a longer grace period, but the agricultural officer disagreed. 

Nevertheless, the following year at a general meeting, it was

decided that a one month's notice would be allowed all grow- 
79 It is unclear whether this was followed, since legally 

the period was stipulated in the national regulations.

In mid-1948 the agricultural officer claimed that the 

coffee fields were in poor condition, with most overgrown with 

sangara (a weed), without shade trees, and lacking box ridg

ing; pruning, he claimed, had been abandoned by many farmers. 

Some plots, he found, were used for grazing, while others 

were interplanted with maize and sweet potatoes. He depicted 

the fields in Kitutu as in "a shocking state" but "less offen

sive than those in other locations." He asserted that "50%

5

S
i

I
>1

1 ers.

of the coffee shambas were so over run with couch that the

trees are yellowing and suffering from die-back of the pri

maries and nearly all the remainder are sufficiently affected

by couch as to reduce the size of the cherry and general health 
.,80of the trees.

The following year the director of agriculture, after 

noting the report, wanted to know what measures had been taken

79Minutes KCB, 28 January 1946, KNA; PC Nza AGR 
1/2/9/3; Minutes General Meeting KCGCS, 27 September 1947.

^^Minutes General Meeting KCGCS, 7 August 1948.
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I
iunder the existing regulations and declared that "most drastic 

action must be taken to put the existing areas on a sound
I
Ii
1

I
basis again or, alternatively, to commence up-rooting drasti- 

,.81

:i
■.1

i
Although it seems that warnings were issued to

evidence exists of fines, prosecutions.

3 cally. II
growers in 1949, no 

or up-rootings.

I
1

By the end of the year; the standard of culti

vation was described as improved in comparison to the previous
82

year.

The annual amount of mbuni and coffee cheriry delivered
Q,^

combined with in-to the pulping stations (Tables 9 and 10), 

formation on crop quality, suggest the years when infestations

A decreaseand lack of proper husbandry affected production, 

in the amount of cherry delivered occurred in 1947-48 and

Moreover, the quality of the 1947-48 crop was ex

tremely poor; only fourteen percent of the clean coffee was 

placed in classes two through four, the higher categories. 

The following season the yield and quality were high; forty- 

one percent of the coffee obtained high classifications.

1949-50.

In

spite of the low yield in 1949-50, sixty percent of the clean .

The 1947-48 drop in productioncoffee fetched a high rating.

®^DA to SAO, Nza, 7 July 1949, KNA; Agric. Kisumu
A/Coff/1.

^^Minutes KCB, 20 August 1949, KNA; Agric. Kisumu 
A/Coff/1; and DAAR for South Nyanza 1949.

®^eoffee might be prepared as mbuni, if the grower had 
only a small crop yield, a pulping station were not nearby, 
or the cherries were of poor quality.

®^DAAR for South Nyanza 1948; and DAAR for Nyanza Prov
ince 1947-50.
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TABLE 9 I

i
COFFEE CHERRY DELIVERED TO PULPING STATION 
AND PRICE RECEIVED BY GROWERS, GUSIILAND, 

_ _ _ _ 1943-44 - 1949-50 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1

!

iPrice Paid per .Total Value 
Paid to 
Growers 

(Shillings)

Pound Cherry 
to Growers 

(cents)
IAmoiant

(pounds)

187,054

Year

!
;• 1943 - 44

16,111.20.08201,3901944 - 45
22,034.16.09244,,,8241945 - 46

.071946 -47
25,762.44.12214,6871947 - 48
29,643.12

50,436.75

.12247,0261948 - 49

.25201,7471949 - 50

1946 andAnnual General Meeting KCGCS, 25 April 
ihinual Report of KCGCS 1948-49, KNA: PC Nyanza 
AGR 1/2/9/3; Department of Agriculture Annual 
Reports in MOA Library: Nyanza Province 1947-50.

Source;

r
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3
TABLE 10!

THE AMOUNT OF MBUNI DELIVERED TO PULPING STATIONS 
IN GUSIILAND, 1946-47 -JL949-50

i;
Mbuni -^- Amount 

(pounds)Year
!

7,2001946 - 47

4,5871947 - 48f

9,1921948 - 49

5,1981949 - 50

Department of Agriculture Annual Reports in MOA 
Library: Nyanza Province 1947 - 50.

Source:
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i and poor quality crop were caused by diseases and pests, poor 

husbandry, and lack of rains. The areas which contributed to

the overall decline were Kisii, Nyosia, and Nyankororo, which
85

'i

are relatively near one another.

Diseases and pests, particularly antestia, and poor

husbandry contributed to the decrease in production in 1949-50,V

•• which occurred in the areas of Kisii, Nyosia, Nyankororo,

Nyosia and Nyankegogi con

tained a few large holdings owned by persons who, busy with 

their off-farm occupations, had little time to manage their 

At'Mogunga the coffee fields were undergoing 

a change of ownership, becaxise this original block-farm area 

was being prepared for an experiment in group farming.

86Mogunga, Morumba and Nyankegogi.

coffee fields.

Also,

the coffee fields at Nyankororo were changing ownership be

cause the original growers who lived away from the neighbor

hood were disinterested in maintaining coffee not located on 

Moreover, the altitude at Nyankororo, like 

the Morumba area, was above- 5800 feet, thus enhancing the 

disease factor.

their own land.

All these areas, except for Nyankegogi, which 

contributed to the 1949-50 decline in production, were among

the original coffee growing sites.

The price received by growers for coffee was controlled 

by government during World War II. To help the industry after

85This is based on statistics of the amount of parch
ment produced at each of the pulping stations in the Annual 
Report of the KCGCS for 1948-49.

86

PC Nza agR 1/2/9/3.
Ibid.; and Annual Report of KCGCS for 1949-50, KNA:
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Ithe United Kingdom Ministry of Pood, under a five- I
I

the war.

year contract, agreed to purchase 6,000 tons a year, begin

ning in 1947-48, at a fluctuating price between & 125 and 

Unexpectantly the price .for coffee rose

I
*

1
87& 150 per ton.

after the war because of the economic recovery of Western I
Icountries and the reestablishment of normal patternsEuropean

of trade, although the world supply of coffee was supplemented 

until 1949 by the sale of surplus stocks in Brazil.

5
I
I
iA boost
3

in prices also occurred due to the devaluation of the pound

Because of the rising world88
sterling in September 1949. 

market price for coffee, the Ministry of Food renegotiated the 

contract in early 1950, agreeing to a price of h 305 per ton 

for the 1949-50 crop year and a fluctuation price between
89 During this period.£251 and B 305 for the following year, 

then, part of the Kenya coffee was sold under the contract 

with the ministry, while the rest was sold openly on the Nairobi 

The price received by Gusii growers was further de

pendent upon the classification obtained for clean coffee, 

since the higher categories brought better prices; expenditures 

incurred in the handling of the crop by the Kenya Planters Co

market .

operative Union and payment of the union's commission; and the 

commission deducted for the Kisii Coffee Growers Co-operative

Society.

®\aitha. Coffee, p. 22.

88 "Peasant Production," p. 18.; and Hill, 
127.

Wallace, 
Planters' Progress, p.

89Maitha, Coffee, p. 23.
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Usually producers received payment for the coffee 

cherries and mbuni, which had been delivered to the pulping

The price for mbuni

tended to be the same as the first payment for cherries, 

the end of the season and after the Kisii socie.ty’s accounts 

had been audited, a bonus was usually paid for coffee cherries. 

The price paid to farmers per pound of cherry, including the 

bonus, fluctuated from seven cents to twenty-five cents be-

!1
I
s
1 stations in the middle of the season.
1
§ AtI

£

3

!
i

tween 1943 and 1950, as shown in Table 9. More frequent pay

ment to growers was hindered by the insufficiency of funds.

The Kisii society had to await payment from the Kenya Planters 

Co-operative Union before it was able to pay its members, 

issue of obtaining an advance from the union, against the crop.

I

The

was investigated in 1949 and found possible, but the interest
9 0 Thus, no actionon the advance was considered too high, 

was taken by the society to apply for advances.

Throughout 1943 to 1950, coffee cultivators complained 

of the system of payment, as well as the amount received.

They took note of the rising price obtained for coffee on the

While discussing the 1948-49world market after World War II.

bonus, the board members expressed the opinion that "if the 

payouts were not more than last year that would cause a great 

deal of discontent as the members were aware of increased 

prices and they would have been quite unable to understand the 

reason why the increase was not reflected in the annual payout

^^Kenya Planters Co-operative Union to DA, 5 April 
1949; and SAG, Nza to AO, Kisii, 2 June 1949, KNA: Agric. 
Kisumu A/Goff/I.
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and it was likely to cause a setback in their efforts in form- 

The registrar of cooperative societies, who 

attending the board meeting, pointed out that only a small 

net surplus remained from the 1948-49 crop, because of the

..91I ing a union.i

i

was

change in the beginning date of the season, which had resulted

The remaining il
in the 1948-49 season lasting eighteen months, 

surplus would only allow for a one cent bonus per pound of

s

5 I

cherry, but the registrar reluctantly agreed that the society 

could use funds from the 1947-48 surplus, so that a two cent 

bonus could be paid.

At a meeting a few months later; board members inquired 

from the registrar if coffee prices were up, as reported in the

s

: .

;

newspapers, and, if so, they wanted to increase the 1949-50 

season first payment to growers from the already approved

The registrar promised 

In the

I

eight cents tO'ten cents per pound. 

to consult the Coffee Board of Kenya on this matter.
I

end, the growers received a first payment of eight cents per

pound of cherry, an interim .payment of the same amount,
92

eventually, a bonus of nine cents per pound.

and

Summary

Since cooperative organizations•and other formal forms 

for marketing were alien institutions to the Gusii, the initia

tive on matters concerning the organization of the coffee

i

3
^^Minutes General Meeting KCGCS, 24 September

^^Minutes Special Meeting KCB, 20 December 1949; and 
Annual Report of KCGCS 1949-50, KNA PC Nza AGR 1/2/9/3.

1949. I

I;;
I
i

I
3 
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industry was taken primarily by European officials and officers. 

The Gusii responded positively to proposals which would give 

them greater control of the industry through the establishment 

of specialized organizations. When responsibility for more 

functions was transferred to the Kis.ii Coffee Growers Co-

operative Society in 1947, difficulties arose. The administra

tion attributed the problems mainly to poor local management. 

Although this assertion might be valid to a certain extent, it 

is necessary to delve further.

It is Significant to note that the administration did 

not concern itself with the training of the society's staff 

and board members in the functions they were expected to per

form, Although all board members and the manager had some 

formal education, and the manager and a few of the board mem

bers had experience as clerks, it should not have been assumed 

that they would have the necessary technical knowledge and ad

ministrative skills necessary for managing the industry. The 

requests made by the board in 1947 through 1950 to send the 

manager and extension staff to special courses indicate its 

awareness of the importance of adequate training.

During the war years, the Gusii were influenced by the 

government's emphasis on food crop production, and there is 

little evidence to support the view that many persons wanted 

to adopt coffee during this period. However, after 1946, in

terest in coffee production increased. The price received for 

the crop also rose, and coffee came to be considered a good 

income earner.
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iThe structure of the Gusii coffee industry af- i;
i
i
i

fected the form which the industry would take in other African 

fears about African coffee production in Kenya 

When the need to increase production in

i? areas. European ®I
I

proved insubstantial, 

the colony arose in 1948 and 1949, the Coffee Boaird of Kenya

I3 1
i!

the government recognized that growth could be achieved

This im-
i Iandft
e!

by extending production among indigenous farmers. I
6decision led to the introduction of coffee in several 

Moreover, the formation of the Gusii

Iportant

other African areas.

coffee industry within a cooperative framework served 

example to support the organization of the industry on a

«
I•t

jas an
tl!
ico- iI

operative basis in other African areas.
s
«
i

I
I
I

o
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CHAPTER 4?.
i
I

SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE' COFFEE GROWERS
“t, S'.

■i

7}

The two previous chapters detail reasons for the slow
I of expansion in coffee growing among the Gusii, and 

Chapter 2 also includes a discussion of the motives of those

An analysis of salient

rate
I

4 who adopted the crop prior to 1938. 

characteristics “of the pioneer growers/ that is those who
5

planted coffee before 1938, helps to further an understanding 

of the types of persons who were willing to respond to the 

promotion of this first major non-edible cash crop by govern

ment officers, while other members of their society were highly 

suspicious of the government's intentions.

5

Theoretical Framework and Methodology

Since-members of a social system do not adopt an innova

tion at the same time, and some people may never accept it, 

be classified into adopter categories which re-

General characteristics have been ap-
persons can

fleet a time dimension.

plied to members of adopter categories by Everett Rogers, who 

based his designations on 3,000 findings, relating different

Classified 

communication be-
independent variables to the rate of innovation, 

under the headings of socio-economic status.

havior, and personality variables, these characteristics are

Althoughused to form a set of generalizations and hypotheses.

180
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several of these are difficult to test outside a contemporary 

situation, the following hypotheses can be used in historical 

investigations:

(a) Earlier adopters are no different than 
later adopters in age.

(b) Earlier adopters have more years of educa
tion than do later adopters.

(c) Earlier adopters have higher social status 
than later adopters.

(d) Earlier adopters have a greater degree of 
upward social mobility than later adopters.

(e) - Earlier adopters have larger sized farms
than later adopters;

(f) Earlier adopters are more likely to have 
commercial, rather than subsistence, 
economic orientation than later adopters.

(g) Earlier adopters have more social partici
pation than later adopters.

(h) Earlier adopters obtain more information 
from sources external to their social 
system than do later adopters.

(i) Earlier adopters are more likely than later
adopters to follow modern norms.^

_ • /

The classification of an individual within an adopter 

category relates to any specified period of time or designated 

innovation(s). Research studies show there is considerable

shifting of individuals in a social system from one category
2

to another over time.

* ^Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations (New York; 
Free Press, 1962), pp. 311-14.

^Ibid.,
189.P-
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A theory of change in rural areas during the colonial 

period, by Godfrey M. Mutiso, contends that those who were 

educated (asomi) became imbued with the colonial system, in

cluding acceptance o;" economic opportunities. This group of 

people, the asomi, are characterized as persons at the bottom 

of the traditional social stratification system, who, through 

manipulation of economic and political power in the colonial 

system, would "buy" a place in the pre-European stratification 

system, and status inversion consequently took place. Accord

ing to Mutiso, the asomi have their economic and socio

political needs fulfilled in the new system; are beneficiaries 

of government programs, such as the introduction of cash crops; 

obtain rural leadership positions and jobs through the colonial 

system; and have gravitated to the new system for economic re

wards and rulership power.^ •

To test both the hypotheses of Rogers and the theory

i

of Mutiso, the pioneers were compared with a sample of early 

adopters, those who most immediately followed the pioneers in

Selection of the comparative groupthe planting of coffee, 

was based on a three-stage sampling process which is described 

The mean year of adoption for the comparative 

Since the extension of coffee proceeded at a 

slow rate, it should be remembered that as much as a twenty

in Appendix A.

group was 1955.

^Godfrey M. Mutiso, "Cleavage and the Organizational 
Base of Politics in Kenya: A Theoretical Framework," paper 
presented at the annual conference of the East African 
Universities Social Science Council, December 19-23, 1972, 
Nairobi; and "Cleavage and the Organizational Base of Politics 
in Kenya: A Theoretical Framework," Journal of Eastern African 
Research and Development 3, 1 (1973), 39-64.

4
!
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year differential exists between these two sets of coffee 

innovators. Thus, the unit of analysis for this part of the 

, study comprises the Gusii pioneer coffee growers,^

random sample of early adopters. An interview schedule was 

administered to members of both groups; if the '^^rower 

deceased, usually his eldest son was interviewed.

and a

was

To analyze the research findings, information is pre

sented in simple percentages and, in most cases, chi-square 

tests were carried out to find if the results were statisti

cally significant. No arbitrary level of significance is 

used, although it is assumed that any result of .02 or less 

shows the data to be highly significant.

Family Background

Since only eighteen percent of the pioneers and none 

of the early growers had brothers simultaneously adopting cof

fee, family background does not appear to have been a motivat

ing force which influenced an individual's decision to grow

coffee; yet, it does appear to be a characteristic distinguish

ing between the adopter groups. Although a meaningful per

centage of the fathers of both groups held formal leadership 

positions (Table 11), the pioneers' fathers tended to hold 

higher positions than those of the early growers. More pio

neers than early growers had fathers who held leadership posi

tions within the colonial system. Among the eight percent of
4
The questionnaire phase of the study includes all 

except nine of the pioneers, because either they or a suitable 
respondent were not available during the interview period.
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TABLE 11

LEADERSHIP POSITION OF FATHER

Pioneers N=77 
Number Percent

■Early Growers N=54 
Number Percent

Vo-

61 38 701. None 47

2. Etureti 2813 17 15

3. Omogambi, Oraokumi 8 10

1 24. Court Elder

35. Headman, Subrchief 4

6. Chief 86

x^, ldf=10.957; P <.001, when comparing 1-2 with 3-6.

the pioneers who were chiefs' sons, tjiere were five non- 

uterine brothers; their father held the"highest leadership 

position among the Getutu in pre-colonial times and subse

quently he was appointed as a chief by the colonialists, 

shown in Table 11, a significant difference occurs between the 

adopter groups when those with higher positions are compared 

with those who were etureti or without a formal leadership

As

position.

In Table 11, the term chief applies to one appointed 

to the position established by the colonial administration; 

a chief ruled in each of the Gusii locations created by the 

new system. The category of sub-chief and headman refers to 

those administrators who served directly under the chief. A 

court elder means one who served on the native tribunal courts
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or the Kisii Court of Appeals, appointments made by the colo

nial authorities.

i

Omogambi and omokumi are traditional titles

referring to persons recognized as outstanding leaders within

their exogamous group and who commanded respect outside their 

sub-ethnic group. The titles signify a man famous' for his 

skill in dispute settlement and who enjoyed considerable

wealth and power. Sometimes the skills and powers of the

omokumi and omogambi were associated with a type of magic, 

called ebiranya^ Of less importance than the omokumi and 

omogambi, but outstanding in their local communities were

elders, called etureti, who tended to dominate judicial pro

ceedings, as well as other affairs in their communities. A 

man became an etureti because of his wealth and the respect 

he commanded through his skill at litigation. As part of his 

power base, he usually had many sons who could make an effec

tive commander force to be used in retaliatory actions. In 

the 1940s, the etureti position was incorporated into the 

colonial judicial system and the elders were appointed by 

government.

In traditional terms, a man's wealth was measured in 

part by the number of wives he had, since cows, heifers, a 

bull, and a number of goats would be used as bridewealth ex

change. These animals represented a form of both investment 

and exchange. Even when use of money became widespread in 

Gusiiland, cattle used in bridewealth represented a man's wealth

^Ex-chief Nyagetira Nyawamu, 01: Nyaguta area, 
Nyaribari Chache, May 1973.
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5
since frequently he had purchased some of the animals. Dur

ing the pre-colonial period when land was abundant, the
- u

greater the number of wives, the larger the amount of land a 

man could claim for cultivation by hds family since each 

spouse had her own plot. In ^e colonial period when land for
rijl t.

cultivation and settlement became scarcer, the land claimed by 

a man and his wives was not necessarily in proportion to the 

amount which could be cultivated by the family. The larger 

the size of a man’s immediate family, that is his wives and 

children, the greater the'size of the labor force; also daugh

ters would bring more cattle into the hom^tead through mar

riage.

i

I

?

f

!

Table 12 shows that sixty-three percent of the early 

growers came from families which were either monogamous or com

posed of two wives, whereas only forty-seven percent of the 

pioneers-lived in similar homesteads. A significant nvimber 

of the pioneers came from families considered wealthy since

their fathers had over five wives.

The social status of a homestead head and his influence

in community affairs were largely dependent on his wealth, 

rich man could provide lavish hospitality, attracting many

A ■

guests, and frequently his home would serve as a meeting place

Also, a wealthy man would generallyfor judicial proceedings.

command respect for his skills and talents used in acquiring 
riches.® Table 13 substantiates the relationship between the

^Robert Levine, "Wealth and Power in Gusiiland," in Paul
Markets in Africa (Evanston,Bohanhan and George Dalton, eds _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1962), pp. 521-24.
• r
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iTABLE 12 i
Ii

NUMBER OF WIVES OF THE FATHER i
i
IEarly Growers N=54 

Percent
Pioneers N=77 
Number Percent • Number 1

i
i
i:33182922 I1. One

301618142. Two i
2916 I2217Three-Five3. s

I42 I97Six-Nine4. Is421612Ten-Nineteen5.

I6✓ 5Twenty-Thirty6.
I
fi

ldf=10.658; P .01-.001 when comparing 1-3 with 4-6. 1

s
*

fathers Ileadership position and marital status of the pioneers

with high formal leadership positions tend-It shows that those 

ed to have over nine wives, while those with no formal positions
!

usually had up to five wives.

i

TABLE 13 'i

LEADERSHIP POSITIONSFATHERS OF PIONEERS;
AND MARITAL STATUS (PERCENTAGE)

5

Leadership Positions N=77 
Etureti Omogambi, 

Omokumi

Number of Wives ChiefHeadman,
, Sub-chiefNone

’326One

1512Two

14115Three-Five

135Six-Nine

3553Ten-Nineteen

7
Twenty-Thirty
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Tables 11-13 reveal that most of the pioneers and early

growers did not come from families of high formal status posi-

Yet, a signifi-tions, as indicated by the ntamber of wives, 

cant percentage of the pioneers (seventeen percent), belonged

to households which appear to have been wealthy and had fathers 

who either held high leadership positions within traditional 

society or the colonial system. Even those belonging to such 

families did not necessarily inherit the wealth of their 

father, because of the egalitarian principle of the Gusii-in

heritance system. A son's inheritance depended on the number 

of uterine sisters whose bridewealth was not used for other

agnatic males, the number of cattle the father claiiped as his 

personal property, and the degree of favoritism shown him or 

his mother's household during, his sire's lifetime.^ 

claimed by the deceased as his personal property was to be al

located to the youngest house, if there were greater need here; 

otherwise, the cattle were to be divided equally between the

With-

Livestock

houses, with the senior house receiving slightly more.

in each house the division among sons was based on the same
8principal.

^Favoritism in allocation of both cattle and land, 
tended to be according to order of birth or marriage.

Tlie inheritance process is explained in Philip Mayer, 
Gusii Bridevfealth Law and Custom, The Rhodes Livingstone 
Papers, No. 18 (London: Oxford University Press, 1950).

8
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Characteristics of the Growers Before Adoption

The degree of education and type of religious affilia

tion serve as indicators of the cultivators' acceptance of the 

Both E. Rogers' hypotheses and the asmoi

Nearly two-thirds
colonial system.

theory suggest education as a key factor. 

of the pioneers received an education prior to the 1930s;

thus these persons were also pioneers in the field of educa- 

In comparison, almost half of the early

a more common and accepted practice

tion (Table 14) . 

growers attended school, 

during their youth; they also had the advantage of more years

of education being offered.

TABLE 14

EDUCATION; NUMBER OF YEARS

Early Growers N=54 
Percent

Pioneers N=77 
Number Percent Number

512835271. None

281549382. Up to three
191016123. Up to seven

4. Up to nine 21

x^, 2df=6.2; P .05-.02 when comparing 1, 2, and 3-4-

Up to the mid-1930s educatioiTin South Kavirondo was

In the 1910s, two missionary 

Nyabururu station of
connected with mission stations, 

societies erected posts in the district; 

the Roman Catholic Mill Hill Fathers was officially established

in December 1911; and the Seventh Day Adventists opened a sta

in 1912. In the initialtion at Nyanchewa, near Kisii town.

J,
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years of Nyabururu Mission, the missionaries were especially

concerned with converting and educating the sons of chiefs
Q

and headmen; therefore, pressure was exerted on leaders to 

send their sons to the mission. Prior to World-War I most

of the Gusii resisted, since the missions taught pupils to 

abandon traditional ways. Consequently, the government di

rected chiefs to obtain young men to attend, 

police (askaris) sent to arrest unmarried boys, usually those

Cases exist of

living in the cattle villages (egesarate), to force them to 

attend the mission school. However,• these forays were 

neither frequent nor successful; in late 1913 the number of

Gusii in school at Nyabururu and those who had attended, 

ran away, totaled nineteen.

After the First World War, the Seventh Day Adventists 

began a school, which eventually offered up to six years of 

education; it was served by several two- to three-grade "bush" 

The first students at Nyanchewa graduated in the 

Gusii graduates from both of the mission schools

but

schools.

mid-1920s.

preached in the countryside and persuaded young boys to attend 

schools they established there. Some of the earliest rural 

schools were opened near the chiefs' headquarters so that the

g
Nyabururu Diary, entry 27 December 1911 and 31 March, 

Copy held by Bishop Otunga Secondary School, Mososcho,1912.
Kisii.

10
Nyagetira Nyawamu, 01; and Masiemo Onkoba, 01: 

Getare, Kitutu Central, May 1973.
11
Nyabururu Diary, entry 23 November, 1913.
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iteachers also could serve as clerks to the chiefs. After

World War I, force does not appear to have been used to obtain 

school-goers. During this period, -School attracted many of 

the pioneers, some of whom viewed it as a means of obtaining

a status position within the colonial structure, while others 

regarded it as an escape from forced communal labor, 

of the pioneers ran away from home in order to attend school.

Until mid-1930, education in South Kavirondo was con

nected exclusively with mission schools, and, therefore, reli-

?

Several !

gious affiliation tended to reflect one's education, especially 

for the pioneers. Among the pioneers, seventy percent adhered 

to a non-traditional religion, and seventy-two percent of the

1

early growers were associated with Protestant or Roman Catholic 

churches. Thus, religious affiliation, does not appear to 

significantly differentiate between the adopter

As indicated in Table 15, the pioneers who received

groups.

the highest levels of education tended to be from families with

low social status, while those who were sons of fathers with 

high formal leadership positions tended to obtain up to three 

years of education.

I

A significant proportion of the pioneers 

. (twenty-two percent) received no education and were persons
i

whose fathers held no leadership positions.

According to innovation theory, the earliest adopters 

are more orientated to systems external to their own social 

system than are later adopters; orientation implies sources

i

12
Nyansinga, 01.

i
I
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TABLE 15
IFATHERS' LEADERSHIP POSITION AND EDUCATIONAL 

LEVEL OF THE PIONEERS (PERCENTAGE)

Fathers' 
Position

Education of Pioneers N=77 
1-2 yearsNone 3-6 years«.. <-

None 22 29 11

Etureti 7 6 3

Omogambi, Omokumi 10

Headman, Sub-chief 3 1

Chief 3 4 1

of information. Both non-traditional religion and education 

can be used as indices of this orientation, since they repre

sent aspects of the colonial system. Also, the coffee culti

vators' experience outside South Kavirondo is used to indicate 

external orientation because these persons had the opportunity 

to see different economic activities, associate with persons 

of other ethnic groups, and generally become aware of various 

social, economic and political aspects of the colonial system.

Approximately one-half of the Gusii coffee pioneers 

and early grower's worked outside their district at least 

prior to the growing of coffee.

once

Table 16 reveals that the 

length of time spent outside South Kavirondo does not signifi

cantly vary between the adopter groups, 

ber of years spent outside, three years, is the same for both

The average mean num-

13
Only one pioneer lived outside for a reason other 

than working. Marita Ongwora had been imprisoned at the coast 
for his alleged involvement in the anti-European religious 
activities of the Mumboism cult, led in Gusiiland by his mother. ,
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ITable 17, however, shows that the place of work dif

fered significantly for those who held jobs outside, 

pioneers tended to work further away from South Kavirondo

groups.

iThe

5

1
ithan did the early growers; the latter group tended to be 

ployed in nearby Kericho area or other parts of "present-day 

Rift Valley Province, whereas the pioneers worked in several 

rural areas, as far away as the coast, and one even worked in 

the Congo and Ruanda as a labor recruiter for an estate in 

Kericho.

em-
f

i
s
i
!

■

A significant proportion of the pioneers worked in 

Those with employment outside South 

Kavirondo usually served as unskilled laborers, although a 

proportion of the pioneers (forty-two percent) held semi

towns or urban centers.

skilled or skilled positions (Table 18), such as office clerks, 

store clerks and drivers. Approximately twenty percent of all 

the growers worked a second time outside the district before

they planted coffee and a smaller percentage worked on a third 

separate occasion prior to adoption of coffee.

An indication of innovativeness in agriculture before 

the growing of coffee is difficult to assess, since most of 

the crops introduced by the colonial administration up to the

i

1940s were improved or new varieties of familiar crops, such 

as beans and maize. Adoption of these crops proved difficult 

for the growers or their respondents to recollect, 

a list of crops which would have been produced primarily as 

cash crops were used to measure the degree of agricultural in-

Therefore,

novativeness. Table 19 reveals that a significantly greater 

proportion of pioneers than early growers had produced a cash
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iTABLE 16

LENGTH OF TIME WORKED OUTSIDE DISTRICT BEFORE 
COFFEE ADOPTION; FIRST JOB

Ii
i

Early Growers N=54 
Percent

iPioneers N=77 
Number Percent • Number I

I
i
i

542951391. Never

1691292, Up to One Year

3. Up to Four Years
I24132520 i
S42864. Five -Ten Years *

i
!

45. Eleven - Fifteen Years 3

21Sixteen' - Twenty Years -6.
I
1idf = .909;P .50-.30 when comparing 1-2 with 3-6. 

^ Idf = 1.439; P .30-.20 when comparirg 1-3 with 4-6.X ,

TABLE 17

PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT OUTSIDE DISTRICT 
BEFORE COFFEE ADOPTION; FIRST JOB

Early Growers N=25 
Number Percent

Pioneers N=38 
Number Percent

52131561. Kericho-rural

2. Other Rift Valley- 
rural 328228

822283. Other - rural

4. Towns, cities

5. Outside Kenya 

x^, Idf =13.577; P <.001 when comparing 1-2 with 3-5. 

x^, ldf= 7.593; P.Ol-.OOl when comparing 4 with 1-3, 5.

823915

21
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TABLE 18

TYPE OF JOB OUTSIDE DISTRICT BEFORE 
COFFEE ADOPTION; FIRST JOB

Pioneers N=38 ' Early Growers N=25 
Number Percent Number, , Percent

1. Unskilled laborer 22 58 19 76

2. Semi-skilled, skilled 16 42 6 24

x^, ldf=1.905; P .20-.10 when comparing 1 with 2.

crop prior to coffee: twenty-five percent and eight percent 

respectively. The most common crop adopted by the pioneers 

was wheat, which had been encouraged by district officers 

periodically from as early as 1907. Special emphasis was 

placed on the crop by agricultural officers posted to the dis

trict for short periods in'-1913 and 1924, and renewed atten

tion was given to it during World War II. However, farmers 

periodically ceased growing wheat because of the lack of a mar

ket and the occurrence of crop diseases.

The second major non-edible cash crop introduced among 

the Gusii was pyrethrxim. Experimental plantings were begun in 

1946 at Kiamokama in Nyaribari location, but not until 1950

did planting by Gusii farmers take place, 

tration decided to begin pyrethrum production on farms near the 

source of seed supply at J^iamokama, the local people resisted. 

Chief ZakarLahof Kitutu then successfully urged the government 

to make the first planting area in his location at Rigoma.^^

Although the adminis-

14
Oyando, 01; and Chief Zakari^,OI: Sengera area, Kitutu

West, December-, 1971.
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TABLE 19 S
P

ADOPTION OF CASH CROPS PRIOR TO COFFEE GROWING «
I
I

Pioneers N^77 Early Growers N=54 
Number Percent Number i

Percent

i1. None 58 75 50 92
i
«:2. Wheat 14 18 1 2 Ia

3. Tobacco S2 3 1 2
9

I4. Rice 1 1
I

5. Fruit trees. 2 3 a2 4

6. Pyrethrum 

; x^,ldf=6.537; P

i
I
I
1
II
a
a

.02-.01 when comparing 1 with 2-6.

Twenty-five acres were planted in 1950, and by Juli^ 1951, eighty 

acres were under cultivation on plots between one-fourth to one- 

half an acre.
I

It would have -been plausible for some of the 

early growers of coffee to have planted” pyrethrum before they 

did coffee, but no such cases exist in the sample.

a

I

Characteristics of the Growers at the 
Time of Adoption

s

IKey characteristics were assessed to identify the cof

fee cultivators' socio-economic status. Table 20 indicates the 

age of the farmer at the time of adoption; contrary to most 

studies on innovators, the pioneers were significantly older
>

than their comparative group. Also, a meaningful difference 

arises in the occupational status of the two groups: more 

pioneers than early growers held off-farm positions. As shown 

in Table 21, most of the pioneers with off-farm employment

i
i
s

3
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worked for the government, and in this respect, were thus in

corporated into the colonial system. By comparison, eighty-

eight percent of the early growers and fifty-one percent of 

the pioneers were solely farmers. A .compilation of the cul

tivators' work histories, as given in Table 22,"reveals that 

the pioneers rate significantly higher than early growers in

the extent to which they worked off their farms within South 

Kavirondo at the time of adoption or outside the district be

fore they planted coffee. . This may be partially explained 

by age differences.

TABLE 20

AGE OF GROWERS AT THE TIME ADOPTED COFFEE

Pioneers N=77 Early Growers N=54 
Niamber Percent Number Percent

1. 15-19 years old 2 3 ■ 5 9

2. 20-29 years old 8 10 19 35

3. 30-39 years old 38 49 9 17

4. 40-49 years old 19 25 13 24

5. 50-59 years old 

60-69 years old 

70-79 years old

x^, 3df=21.586; P<

4. 5 6 11

6. 4 5 2 4

7. 2 3

.001 when comparing 1-2, 3,4, 5-7.
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I
TABLE 21

S
S--

OCCUPATION OF GROWERS AT THE TIME ADOPTED COFFEE
f

Pioneers N=77 ■ 
Number Percent

Early Growers N=54 
Number Percent I

I
'■j-r

1. Farmer 39 51 48 88

2. Trader 42 i
s3. Laborer 2 3
11

4. Policeman, Tax If
Collector 7 9

I
5. Interpreter, Agric.

Instructor 3 S4

6. Teacher, Pastor 3 4 1 2 1
t7. Clerk 5 6 3

S8. Court Elder 5 6
5.

9. Headman, Sub-chief 10 13 2 4

10. Chief - 3 4 1 2

2
X , ldf=20.816; P <.001 with comparing 1 with 2-10.

3

I

1,

■3

l.f

!

i

I
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TABLE 22

WORK HISTORIES:
AND OCCUPATION AT THE TIME ADOPTED COFFEE

OUTSIDE THE DISTRICT BEFORE ADOPTION

Pioneers N=77 
Number Percent Number

Early ..Growers N=54 
Percent

1. Never Worked Outside 
District, No Off-farm 
Occupation Within 13 17 25 46

Worked Outside District 
Before, No Off-farm Oc
cupation Within

2.

19 24 22 40

3. Worked Outside District 
Before, Had OffTfarm 
Occupation Within 19 25 3 6

4. Never Worked Outside 
District Before, Had 
Off-farm Occupation 
Within 26 34 4 8

x^, 3df=28.643? 

x^, ldf=27.442;

P < .001 when comparing all categories.

P <.001 when comparing 1-2 with 3-4.

Table 23 relates education to the occupation of the 

pioneers at the time of adoption. A large portion of those 

who had received an education were farmers^hen they first

began growing coffee; some of these persons with three to six 

, years of education had been teachers, pastors, or clerks, but 

had returned to farming as their sole occupation. Thus, the 

relationship of education and non-farm occupation of the pio

neers at the time of adoption are not significantly related.

According to E. Rogers' hypotheses about innovators, 

farm size is an important affecting variable: the earliest 

innovators have larger farm sizes than later adopters. Data on
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TABLE 23

EDUCATION AND OCCUPATION OF PIONEERS 
AT TIME OF ADOPTION

I?
£

Farmer
Number Percent

Other,
N\imber«. < PercentEducation I

INone 17 22 10 13
6
t1-2 years 19 25 19 24

II
I

3-6 years 3 4 9 12

x^, 2df=4.80%; P .10-.05 when’comparing all categories.

the Gusii coffee producers si±)stantiate this generalization. 

Both the number of parcels of land and the size of the hold-
ri:£

I
ings between the two groups of coffee cultivators differ sig

nificantly.

■h:

I
t

The pioneers tended to hold more than one piece 

of land in their present sub-location,^^

24; a further eight percent of the pioneers and six percent 

of the early growers claimed land outside of their sub

location.

as shown in Table
I
Si

S

£
The land claimed by the early growers was usually 

smaller in contrast to that of the pioneers. Table 25 shows 

•that the average size of land in the sub-location claimed by 

■the early growers was ten acres in comparison to forty-six 

for the pioneers. The variance in acreage is great: some 

pioneers held as little as two acres, while one person claimed 

553 acres. The size of the early growers' land holdings

i
is

I
I
I

li

I
i
i

15
The present sub-location is used as the reference 

base to identify where the land which the growers possessed was 
located. At the time they planted coffee these boundaries did 
not legally exist. i

1

i■
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iITABLE 24

NUMBERLAND AT THE TIME OF ADOPTION;
OF PARCELS IN THE SUB-LOCATION Si

iftifl
mi:
&Pioneers N=77 ' Early Growers N=54 

Number Percent Number '' Percent inIt
ti

85 s4650391. One iis1583426 P2. Two sft13103. Three ali324. Four or more ii1Average number: 2

I1x^, ldf=16.61; P < - 001 when comparing 1 with 2-4. «
I
1
Ivaried between two and forty-two acres.
f
I
S
ITABLE 25
iI

NUMBERland at the time of adoption:
OF ACRES IN THE SUB-LOCATION I

I
IEarly Growers N=54 

Number Percent
Pioneers N=77 

Number Percent

653514111. Up to 10 acres
2. Up to 20 acres
3. Up to 30 acres
4. Up to 40 acres

Up to 50 acres
6. Up to 100 acres
7. Over 100 acres

g24132519 I
1741310
321129

211295-.
1411

108

1046Average number: 

x^, 3df=44.992; P <.001 when comparing 1, 2, 3, 4-7.

_ .  . . .. . . .



isIsI»202 ISifi?isifsThe difference between the pioneers and early growers i
Sii

in the number of parcels of land, and the size of their hold

between their I
ings is primarily attributable to the time span

During the pre-colonial times.
S
iyperiods of coffee adoption, 

each neighborhood group occupied a distinct geographic area.
i
i
i
i

the settlement (amatongo) fdivided into two complimentary units:
iThe settlement area consisted of

The bush region
and the bush (oborabu).

scattered homesteads and agricultural fields.

pasture for cattle by allied neighborhoods.

irSi;

i
I
iwas used as common
Ifields would be established.Within amatongo a series of common a
I
Iwhich each married woman and man could claim a plot.

it was left to each cul-

In
upon S

delineating plots on a new field site,

the limits of his or her claim.

a
I

Land cleared
tivator to assert 
and cultivated but then left fallow was recognized as an in- 

reasonable length of time; if abandoned for

i
i
4

dividual's for a *
I

period the original cultivator lost his or her rights.

of establishment
a long

New neighborhoods were always in the process
16

as groups broke away or migrated to new land.

1930s the land in Gusii country was in the

Land

During the

of becoming personalized through possession.process

previously used as pasture and buffer zones 

ethnic groups or between 

underwent settlement.

between Gusii sub-

the Gusii and adjacent ethnic groups

Of course, boundaries always had under

famine, disease, or militarygone changes because of wars.

^®The research by A. J. Manners in Kitutu provides an 
documentation of the process of claiming land.

University of London entitled Class
outstanding
Draft of Ph.D. thesis for 
and Status in a Kenyan Peasantry."

■ >
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insecurity, but with the advent of colonialism frontiers

It was within these set boundaries.
S!
9had been stabilized. g

i
therefore, that new individualized claims took place. By the 

late 1940s and the 1950s most of the land had been claimed 

through the process of consolidation of land for homestead, 

cultivation and pasture. 

there was little or no xinclaimed land left in most areas for

i

i
1This process, then indicates that
s
i
g
1

the early growers to acquire; most had to depend on inherited
1land. I
IAfter the 1930s, then, land gradually became a symbol 

of riches, but theofifia^itional standard of the number of wives 

also was maintained as an indication of wealth. Table 26 re-

I

I
•i

5
veals there is a significant difference in the marital status

At the time the pioneers began

j

I
Iof the two adopter groups, 

coffee cultivation, thirty-nine percent had three or more
'i;

*wives, contrasted with only nine percent of the early growers; 

this is partially attributable to age differences. Thus, a 

meaningful proportion of the earliest innovators were con

sidered to be wealthy men in traditional terms.

The degree- the cultivators were involved in the colo

nial economic system and their commercial orientation are in

dicated by the extent to which they engaged in modern business 

enterprises. The data reveal that more pioneers (thirty percent)

I
I
si

i
1
I

^^A general description is given in Philip and Iona
in Leo and Hilda Kuper, eds.Mayer, "Land Law in the Making"

African Law; Adaptation and Development (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1965). The study by A. J. Manners provides 
a more precise, and often conflicting account with the Mayers.

L

I

I

i

!
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TABLE 26

MARITAL STATUS AT THE TIME OF ADOPTION

Pioneers N=77 
Number Percent

Early Growers N=54 
Number Percent

Single/widow1. 3 4 3 6

One wife2. 26 34 35 65

Two wives3. 18 23 11 20

4. Three - Four wives 21 27 5 9

5. Five - Eight wives 7 9

6. Nine 2 3

Average number: 2

x^, 2df=17.252; P < .001 when comparing 1-2, 3, 4, 6.

1

than early growers (twelve percent) were businessmen; although 

the opportunities were greater for early growers than pioneers

because of the gradual loosening of restrictions on the in

digenous people in the late 1940s. The first opportunity 

available to the pioneers was- ownership of water mills for

grinding grain; administration began to favor African owner

ship in the mid-1920s. Of the first four Gusii to receive per

mission to build water mills, three eventually became coffee 
l8

pioneers. Most of the applications during the 1920s came 

from members of the local native council, but by 1938 the 

council members were no longer the dominant owners.

18
Minutes of LNC Meeting 26 April 1927 and 16 

December 1929, GCC: Minute Book of Local Native Council, 
April 1926 - December 1929.

'V
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Salient Characteristics of the Cultivators 
Since Adoptioi^

When structured questionnaires were administered, 

thirty-five of the pioneers and six of the early growers were

deceased. The average year of death for the pioneers was 1955

In this section, the original 

base of seventy-seven pioneers and fifty-four early growers 

.is used, since there still exists a major time period after 

adoption of coffee for the deceased pioneers.

Using a series of indicators of socio-economic and 

communications behavior for the farmers after their initial

and for the early growers 1954.

period of coffee production, the extent to which their be

haviors reflect innovativeness within the system established 

by the colonialists is assessed. Although very few changes 

took place in religious affili-ation and level of formal educa

tion, a meaningful percentage of the growers, about an equal 

proportion of both groups, attended training courses (Table 27)

Most of these persons received, instruction at the Kisii Farm

ers Training Center, which opened in 1953; prior €6 this, a

few of the pioneers attended farmer training centers outside

South Kavirondo. A small proportion of all cultivators re

ceived non-farm occupational training and an insignificant 

percentage went to more than one course. Thus, neither group 

appears to have received any special attention or enjoyed 

special privileges in regard to the acquisition of training. 

Also, neither group had a greater advantage over the other in 

regard to securing loans: only eleven percent of the pioneers
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and thirteen percent of the early growers ever acquired a

The pioneers primarily obtained them in the 1950s and 

early 1960s, whereas the early growers^mainly acquired them 

in 1969 and 1970.

loan.

tW. <-

TABLE 27

TRAINING RECEIVED SINCE ADOPTION

Pioneers N=77 Early Growers N=54 
Number Percent Number Percent

None 56 74 41 75

Kisii FTC 11 14 8 15

Other FTC 4 5

Occupational 

Administration, Co-op.

3 4 4 8

2 3 1 2

The degree to which the farmers planted other cash 

crops was assessed for those still living (since most of the

crops were introduced after the average year of death for the 

deceased farmers). The list of crops selected includes tea 

which was introduced in 1956 and passion fruit which started

being gro^m about 1959. Hybrid maize, grown mkihly for con

sumption, is also included since it has been a major agricul

tural crop promoted by the administration since the mid-1960s

and because its production has not been geographically re

stricted. Table 28 shows that most of the pioneers and early

20
Ronald Garst,"The Spacial Diffusion of Agricultural 

Innovations in Kisii District, Kenya," (Ph.D. thesis, Michigan 
State University, 1972) gives an overview of the expansion of 
the major cash crops.
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growers adopted at least one of these crops; there is no nvraier- 

ical significance between adopter categories, 

farmers adopted hybrid maize and pyrethrum, although the per

centage producing the second crop is smaller than the district 

average of seventy-six percent, 

a slightly smaller percentage producing tea than is common for 

„the district (twenty-nine percent), whereas the percentage of 

the coffee innovators growing hybrid maize (seventy-one percent 

of both groups) is a little"below the district average (seventy- 

nine percent) •

Most of the

Also, the early growers show

21-

table 28

ADOPTION OF OTHER MAJOR CROPS BY THOSE STILL LIVING

Pioneers N=42 Early Growers N=48 
Nvffliber Percent Number Percent

1571. None of these 10 24

542615 362. Pyrethrum

11 231463. Tea

34 7171304. Hybrid Maize

5. Passion Fruit 3 7

x^, 3df=3.168; P .50-.30 when comparing 1, 2, 3, 4. 

x^, 2df=13.815; P=.001 when comparing 2, 3, 4.

The number of coffee trees currently owned by the coffee 

innovators contrasts considerably between the living pioneers

Ascroft, C. Barnes, and R. Garst, "The Kisii SRDP 
Survey of Farm Level Enterprises: A Preliminary Report of 
Findings," Institute for Development Studies Worlcing Paper No. 5, 
University of Nairobi, November 1971.
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The pioneers tend to have a greater number 

of trees than do those in the comparative group, 

gence is accounted for by the fact that the earliest producers

and early growers.

This diver-

were allowed to obtain more trees initially than were the

later growers; that the pioneers could obtain more trees each

season; and that as of January 1964, a national ruling pro

hibited more planting of coffee.

Table 29, those living pioneers who no longer grow coffee con- 

sist of five persons who sold their trees on the block farms, 

two who have divided the trees among their sons, and one who 

discontinued coffee growing on his own land.

It should be noted that in

TABLE 29

NUMBER OF COFFEE TREES OWNED CURRENTLY

Pioneers N=42 Early Growers N=48
PercentNumber Percent Number

1. 8 19None

2. 15Up through 100 trees 2 . 4 7

3. Up through 200 trees 8 20 4219

204. Up through 300 trees 5 12 10

5. Up through 400 trees 12 29 7 15

4 86. Over 400 trees 7 17

x^, ldf=9.32; P .01-.001 when comparing 2-4 with 5-6.

The degree to which a person participated in the eco

nomic system initiated with colonial rule is also reflected in ' 

his business activities, work experience outside the district, 

and off-farm occupation within the district. Tables 30 and 31
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record that more early growers than pioneers worked outside 

South Kavirondo after the adoption of coffee: these persons

tended to serve as unskilled laborers "^d to work for an

average of four years. Most of the early growers .Working away 

from the district found employment in Kericho or other rural

parts of present-day Rift Valley Province, whereas the pio

neers, many of whom were engaged during the second world war.

Several of the early 

growers (eighteen percent) and some of the pioneers (nine 

percent) who worked outside never obtained an off-farm job in 

their district, owned a business, or held a formal leadership 

position in the years following adoption of coffee.^

were more geographically scattered.

TABLE 30

WORK OUTSIDE DISTRICT SINCE ADOPTION: 
- FIRST JOB, TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT

Pioneers N=77 Early Growers N=54 
Number Percent Number Percent

1. None 62 81 33 61

2. Unskilled laborer 9 12 13 24

3. Semi-skilled laborer 3 4 5 9

•4. Semi-professional 2 2 1 2

5. Professional 

x^, ldf=.

1 1 2 4

014; P >.99 when comparing 2 with 3-5.
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ITABLE 31
I
iWORK OUTSIDE DISTRICT SINCE ADOPTION; 

FIRST JOB, NUMBER OF YEARS 66
S
iEarly Growers N=54 

Percent
Pioneers N=77 

Number Percent Number
I;

i
1-

i613381621. None.

2. Up through one year

3. Up through four years 2

4. 5-10 years

5. 11-15 years

x^, 2df=6.955; P .05-.02 when comparing 1, 2-3, 4-5. 

x^, ldf=3.949; P .05-.02 when comparing 1-2,

3
6321

251411
I

8443
3

22

3-5.

About one-quarter of the cultivators have held off- 

farm jobs in the district since they first planted coffee

Of this group, several of the pioneers worked for(Table 32).

held positions which required an educa- 

comparison, the largest group of early growers with

The occupational

government and some

tion. In

occupation were self-employed traders.an

status of the growers did not differ significantly, however.

Also, having an off-farm posi-

work-

between the comparative groups.

tion was not highly related to either owning a business, 

ing outside the district, or holding a formal leadership posi

tion.

Ownership of a business was more common among pioneers

some of the pioneers engaged in

The

than early growers; moreover, 

more than one business activity, as recorded in Table 33.
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TABLE 32

OCCUPATION IN DISTRICT SINCE ADOPTTnw i
Pioneers N=77 Early Growers,N=54 

Number Percent Number Percent

1. Farmer 56 73 40 74

I2. Unskilled, (not gov't)

3. Unskilled (gov't) 

Semi-skilled, skilled

5. Traditional doctor

6. Trader

2 2 3 6

9 12 4 7 i
4. 2 2

1 1

2 3 ■6 11 s

7. Clerk, teacher, pastor 5 

x^, 2df=5.717; P . 

x^, 2df=3.271; p .20-.

7 1 2

10-.05 when comparing 1, 2+5+6, 3+4+7. I
10 when comparing 1, 2-3, ii

I

4+7, 5-6.

enterprises most ’commonly owned by pioneers 

water or power mills, whereas the early 

shops or market plots, 

pioneers than their comparative 

entrepreneurs.

were shops and

growers tended to own 

It is significant that more of the 

group have become business

I
I

!

3
TABLE 33

NUMBER OF BUSINESSES OWNED SINCE ADOPTION f

I
jPioneers N=77 Early Growers N=54 

Number Percent Number Percent

1. !"None 

One 

Two

4. Three or more

'^‘^^=9*261; P .01-.001 when comparing 1 with 2-4.

35 46 39 72 I
!

2. 27 35 14 26

3. 10 13 1 2

I5 6

I
'K: I _ _ _ _
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Formal leadership positions seirve as an indication of 

the extent to which the cultivators were either integrated 

within Gusii society or within the structure initiated by the 

A significantly greater number of pioneers

s-;.;

i
is
8:
I
I

colonialists. Ii
Ithan members of their comparative group have held a formal 

leadership position since they first planted coffee {Table 34). 

Among those with positions, the pioneers tended to obtain 

more ranks within the administrative and judicial structures. 

Although the pioneers have had a greater opportunity to ac

quire positions due to the time differential between adopter 

groups, there is no indication that a significant percentage 

of the early growers might eventually acquire more formal 

leadership ranks within the current structures.

i
I
!

I
i

I
:'4

$

I

f-
8 :t

4

1 TABLE 343

FORMAL LEADERSHIP POSITIONS HELD SINCE 
ADOPTION: FIRST MENTIONED

1
Early Growers N=54 

Percent
Pioneers N=77 

Number Percent Niamber
i

89481. 36 47None1

95Etureti 222. 17

7 93. Court Elder

84. LNC/ADC/GCC 

Urban Councellor 

Headman, Sub-chief 

Chief

2X , ldf'=24.482; P <.001 when comparing 1 with 2-7.

6
j

■ 1 15.

216. 6 8

4 57.
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Besides holding formal leadership positions, there 

was the opportunity to participate in non-traditional organiza

tions, such as school committees, both at the district and 

community level. Table 35 records that many of the coffee 

cultivators took part in these organizations, but the pio

neers have been significantly more active in their local cof

fee society managing committee or 

ing the district.

on the coffee board govern- 

A greater proportion of pioneers (twenty- 

two percent) than early growers ,(fifteen percent) belonged to

two or more committees.

TABLE 35

FORMAL PARTICIPATION SINCE ADOPTION; FIRST MENTIONED

Pioneers N=77 Early Growers N=54
PercentNumber Percent Number

40^’1. None 52 36 68

2. Coffee Society Manag
ing Cttee

KCGCS/KFCU Managing 
Board

Other Co-op Society
Cttees

School Cttee-Community 

School Cttee-District 

Church Cttee-Community

23 30 4 7

3.
2 3

4.
1 1 1 2

5. 9 12 11 20

6. 1 1

7. 1 1

8. Self-help Group Cttee 

x^, ldf=8.597; P .

2 3

Ol-.OOl when comparing 2-3 with 4-8.

In spite of all the previous indications that the pio

neers were integrated in the new structures and systems
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established through colonialism, they also seem to have main

tained their traditional orientation towards wealth and social 

status, as symbolized by marriage. Changes in,marital status 

of the cultivators between the time they first planted coffee 

and the years that followed were jnade by eighteen percent of

the pioneers and ten percent of the early 

age mean nxunber of wives for both groups increased by 

The wife enhanced the man's traditional social standing and 

produced children who did likewise.

growers. The aver-

one.

TABLE 36

MARITAL STATUS SINCE ADOPTION

Pioneers N=77 
Number Percent Number

Early Growers N=54 
Percent

• Widow/One Wife 16 • 21 33 61

Two Wives 21 27 15 23

Three or more Wives 40 52 6 11
s

Average number-3 

X , 2df=28.874; P <.001 when

2
I

comparing all categories. I

I
Summary

In comparison to the early growers, the pioneers tended
3

to follow the general characteristics of early innovators as 

set forth by E, Rogers.

I
I;

A notable exception is that the pio

neers were usually older than members of their comparative

s

i
group; the age difference partia:ily contributes to other varia

tions between the adopter categories.

I
*3

Also, fewer pioneers
;
33

i
I
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than early adopters had worked outside their district before 

they first planted coffee, a benchmark of outward orientation.

In assessing the life histories of^the pioneers, it 

is significant that only thirty-eight percent of them 

from families which might be classified at the bottom of the 

traditional social stratification system, as measured by their 

fathers' marital status and lack of formal leadership positions, 

therefore not substantiating Mustiso's theory that those who

came

became involved in the colonial^system were from lower status 

within traditional society. Also, although most of the pio

neers had received an education, approximately one-third never

Moreover, at the time of adoption approxi

mately one-half of the pioneers were solely farmers, including 

some of those who had been educated, thus indicating that they 

were not integrated to any major extent in the colonial system. 

While the asomi theory tends adequately to describe part of 

the pioneers, it does not accoxxnt for the majority of them.

attended school.

Even after first planting coffee, the pioneers did 

not differ significantly from early growers in the acquisition 

of training and of loans, adoption of other major cash 

and employment within and outside the district.

crops, 

The signifi

cant differences arose between the comparative groups in that 

the pioneers participated more in business enterprises, held

more formal leadership positions> were more active in coffee 

committees, and had a higher marital status; these character

istics reflect a tendency towards a greater commercial orienta

tion and a higher social status both within traditional society
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IN PERSPECTIVE

The Aftermath:

In spite of the government's more lenient stand in 

1949 on African coffee production, by 1952 the suitable 

gions allowed to grow the crop were still relatively few. 

Among those areas opened for coffee cultivation at this time

5

re-

were several sections in North Nyanza, two locations in Nyeri, 

Taita Hills, and an area in Fort Hall (Murang’a), 

the three experimental areas.

as well as

By mid-1951 Meru outranked the 

other initial coffee areas with 3,586 growers with 95J. acres, 

in comparison to 1,549 Gusii coffee farmers with 363 acres,

acres.^ Also, production 

in Meru at this time was higher than in the other experimental

and 1,030 producers in Embu with 215

areas, indicating more mature, coffee-bearing trees.

More areas came under coffee following the Swynerton

Plan of 1954, which included a program for expanding cash 

crops in African areas. The plan set the following targets 

1958 - 18,000 acres; 1963 - 43,000 acres; 

The number of growers and acreage 

increased rapidly after 1954, causing the total value of the

for arabica coffee:

and 1968 - 71,500 acres.

African-grown crop to rise, as shown in Table 37. 

ppsite figures on growers and acreage, however, obscures the

The com-

^African Grown Coffee; Svimmary of Returns as at 30 
June 1951, KNA; Dept. Agric. Coff/2/2/1 Vol. 11.

V
217
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practice of initially allowing a cultivator only 100 coffee 

seedlings, which amounted to approximately one-fifth of an

acre.

TABLE 37

PROGRESS OF COFFEE GROWING BY AFRICANS 
 IN KENYA 1935 - 59

Value 
(fc'000)

Year No. of 
Growers

Acreage

1935

1945

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

103n.a.

- 786 
8,208 

11,864 
15,019 
18,806 
24,486 
39,408 
61,990 
75,482 
89,153

n.a.

318 n.a.

1,735 
3,038 
3,867 
5,339. 
7,511 

, .12,052 
16,783 
20,301 
26,161

n.a.

n.a.

147

292

310

485

992

1,130

2,181

n.a. = not available

E. S. Clayton, "Peasant Coffee Production in 
Kenya," World Crop Vol. 13 No. 7 July, 1961.

Source:

Rapid progress led to the targets set under the 

Swynerton Plan being exceeded, as revealed in Figure 3. The 

year 1963 marked the turning point whereby African grown cof

fee on small-scale farms outnumbered the coffee acreage held 

by large-scale European producers (Figure 3), as Kenya's total 

coffee acreage increased. The rapid adoption rate of coffee
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Source: Kenya Statistical Abstracts and Personal corresponaen 
with Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Economic

1974), p. 84.
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TABLE 38

PRICE PAID TO PRODUCERS, 1945- 46 - 1964-65

.Deflated Price 
Per Ton

Year .Price (&) 
Per Ton

Import Price 
Index : (19 5 7- ' 
58 = 100) ■T-i/ v

1945- 46
1946- 47
1947- 48
1948- 49
1949- 50
1950- 51
1951- 52
1952- 53
1953- 54
1954- 55
1955- '.56
1956- 57
1957- 58
1958- 59
1959- 60
1960- 61
1961- 62
1962- 63
1963- 64
1964- 65

140102 73

112 84 133

149 96 155

161 108 149

350 98 357

416374 90

416 111 375

436 118 369

509 108 471

454427 94

437 97 451

521 102 511

438 •■•104 421

39 3 100 393

39 8 101 375

320 104 308

370348 . 94

280 98 286

335 104 322

31^ 104 306

Source; Kenya Statistical Abstracts (1955 and 1966) and 
U. N. Yearbook of International Trade Statistics 
(1956 and 1964). The indices are switched to the 
original base of 1948 for years 1946-1949 and from 
the original base 1953 for the years 1950 - 1953. 
In J. K. Maitha, Coffee in the Kenyan Economy, 
(Nairobi: East African Literature Bureau, 1974), 
p. 85.
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in J . K.. 
EastMaltha, Coffee in the Kenyan Economy (Nairobi: 

African Citerature Bureau, 1974) 30./ P,.
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was stimulated by the relatively high prices received for

the crop between 1950 and 1957. For example, whereas the

Gusii growers obtained twenty-five cents per pound of coffee

cherry in 1948-49, the average price for the 1955-56 season 

was forty-one cents for cherries,^ and a pound of suh-dried 

coffee fetched about ninety cents.^ 

dined in the late 1950s, farmers continued to plant more cof

fee hoping for a renewed upswing in price, but after the first 

of January 1964 Kenya prohibited new plantings because of an 

oversupply of coffee_.on the world market.

The growers were organized on a cooperative basis.

Although the price de-

By October 1967, the approximately 300,000 small-scale African
^ Theproducers were grouped into 159 cooperative societies, 

initial processing of coffee was carried out by local primary 

societies, which when numerous eh'ough were organized into a 

district cooperative union following the model used in the ex

perimental areas. The societies and their union were respon

sible for the transportation of the processed crop. The 

parchment was taken to Nairobi ^d handed over to the Kenya 

Planters Co-operative Union, of which the societies were

^District Report of Assistant Registrar Co-operative 
Societies, District Co-operative Office: Flimies File.

^Murumba Society Balance Sheet, 30 September 1955 
KFCU: File 1047 dated 1965. A higher price was paid for 
mb uni since the producers did not have various commission 
fees, eminating from charges on the processing the crop, de
ducted.

4J. J. Oloya, Coffee, Cotton, Sisal and Tea in the 
East African Economies (Nairobi: East African Literature
Bureau, 1969), p. 48.
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menibers, to be processed into clean coffee and graded at the 

union curing mills. From there the coffee was sold through 

the Coffee Marketing Board at its weekly auctions.

Coffee ranks as''one of Kenya's most important cash 

crops and export commodities, although the proportion "to 

total value of exports has varied over the years, as shown in 

The wide fluctuation in world prices for coffee, 

as indicated in Table 38, leads to unstable export earnings 

and hence instability in the country's foreign exchange re-

Figure 4.

serves, as well as the farmer's income. The fluctuations have 

also affected Kenya's balance of payments since, during the 

same period, the prices for most imports have tended to rise.

Conclusion

This study of an experiment with African coffee grow

ing in Kenya analyzes factors within Gusii society and those 

external to it which directly influenced the introduction and 

expansion of the Gusii coffee industry.

views of colonial administrators and officers in regard to 

the structure and control of the industry, and discusses ways 

Gusii participation in the management of the industry were 

circumscribed by government, 

the Gusii pioneer coffee growers are identified and used to 

test hypotheses on innovation.

The research reveals that prior to the 1930s the im

portance of coffee within the settler-controlled economy and 

the Europeans' reliance on a cheap supply of African laborers

It also assesses the

The salient characteristics of

1
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caused coffee production by black Kenyans to be prohibited.

In 1910 when the world price of coffee began to rise steeply, 

a considerable number of settlers started planting the crop. 

The government, while not in favor of creating a monocrop 

culture, took interest in coffee, since it would contribute

to the metropole's financial position as well as the Kenyan

Although less than half of the settlers grew coffee.economy.

the producers of the crop organized themselves as an effective 

lobby towards a sympathetic government, which supported the 

coffee industry by-financing research, providing supervisory 

services, and assisting in market-related aspects, 

to 1944, coffee had the highest value of any single commodity 

exported, and between 1920 and 1931 its value contributed

From 1920

annually to approximately one-third of the total revenues 

from all agricultural exports."’

To profitably produce coffee, as well as other crops, 

the settlers, who tended to be undercapitalized and in debt, 

depended on a cheap, sufficient-supply of laborers. Initially 

it was necessary to compel Africans to work for them through 

labor regulations and a tax system which provided a mecha

nism to ensure that Africans needed to earn a cash income.

Also, the indigenous people were prodded to serve as laborers 

for the Europeans by the government's lack of support for 

agricultural activities in the African areas. Although black 

Kenyans, particularly the Kikuyu and Abaluyia, requested that 

they be allowed to plant" coffee, they were not permitted to

do so.
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i
Greater attention was given to the coffee issue in 

niid-1929 when Sidney Webb, who favored African production of 

the crop, entered the Colonial Office as Secretary of State. 

It was politically untenable for London to support cultiva

tion of coffee by Africans in Uganda and Tanganyika, while 

production by black Kenyans was de facto prohibited, 

in spite of allegations by settlers and their allies, there 

were no valid technical reasons to prevent Africans growing 

the crop in Kenya.

The settlers succumbed to the Colonial Office's in-

a
I
:i

I
s

1

And,

sistence on allowing indigenous Kenyans to plant coffee, since 

the planters wante<i government to approve a bill to establish

The ulti-a coffee board, partially financed by government, 

mate agreement which took place under Webb's predecessor con

sisted of a compromise on African production. It allowed for

an experiment to be conducted in three areas, away from

European settlements, on a limited scale and under government 

Interestingly, at no time did London define theregulations.

time period for the experiment, its components, or measures

This loophole gave the settlers ato judge its success.

,, stronger position than previously; coffee production in

African areas was legally prohibited outside those areas 

gazetted by government, and the rate of expansion was to be 

determined by the director of agriculture, who could be swayed 

by the settlers.
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One of the experimental regions was the highlands of 

The request to government to begin coffee production 

among the Gusii originated at a meeting in 1931 of officers

Kisii.

and prominent Europeans in the district -to discuss the 

nomic development of the
eco-

r-£.. ^
Their main concern was to 

provide an economically viable crop which would allow the 

Gusii to meet their tax obligations- 

er readily supported the idea of coffee, as did Gusii leaders

area.

The district commission-

in the local native council who were subsequently consulted. 

The district commissioner's determination ultimately led the 

government to include G\isiiland as one of the experimental 

areas.

There is no evidence to indicate that the Gusii ever

formally requested government to allow them to plant coffee; 

this was not from an unwillingness to grow the, cash crop, but

because they regarded coffee production as one of the monopo

lies held by the Europeans. Initially Gusii farmers were 

hesitant to plant coffee because they feared that if produc

tion was successful the Europeans would confiscate their land

to grow the crop, 

ing.

A small number of Gusii, however, were will- 

These pioneer growers were either not. fearful of the

government's motives or so tempted by the prospect of making 

a good income that they were willing to risk confiscation of 

their land. Production of coffee did not conflict with the 

cultivators' traditional agricultural patterns. In Gusii

society men always had the right to cultivate, a plot of land 

(emonga) to grow crops for personal profit. The Europecui' s

K
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I
insistence on coffee ownership by men was accommodated by the

Labor on the coffee fields tended to be carriedemonga system.

out by the owners, their wives, and children and was supple- 1
is
S

mented by use of traditional work groups. i
S;vi.- ^

To further an imderstanding of the persons who re

sponded to the introduction of coffee in Gusiiland, the pio

neer growers were compared with a sample of early adopters; 

because of the slow rate of diffusion, as much as a twenty

It was

I
1

I1

I

differential existed between the two groups. Iyear

1found that, contrary to the expected results, the pioneers

The age differ-
i>

tended to be older than the early growers.

partially accounts for some of the other variations, 

such as in education, between the adopter categories.

1
i

ence
!

The education of the cultivators.was investigated to 

test whether the pioneers had more years of education than

The results show that

I

I
members of their comparative group, 

approximately two-thirds of the pioneers as contrasted with 

one-half of the early growers had arttended school, 

the early growers tended to have higher levels of education 

than the pioneers, since schooling was a more acceptable

!

However,

practice during their youth.

Other hypotheses tested centered on the pioneers hav

ing higher social status, more social participation, and a 

greater degree of upward social mobility than the early growers. 

The data reveal that a meaningful number of the pioneers' 

fathers as

high social status, as

compared with the fathers of the early growers had 

indicated by their leadership positions
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and number of wives. A further assessment of social status 

shows that at the time of adoption, the pioneers tended to

have significantly higher social status, both in terms of 

their occupations and marital status, than the early 

Data on social participation 

adoption substantiate the contention that pioneers usually 

had more social involvement in community affairs than did the 

early growers.

growers.

s'ihce the period of coffee

The degree to which the two adopter groups varied 

in social mobility .proved more complicated. The investiga

tion reveals that at the time of adoption a significantly

greater proportion of pioneers than early growers had held

an off-farm position within the district, although in the 

period after adoption, the occupational status of the two 

groups did not vary significantly. Further, in spite of a 

meaningful difference in the marital status between the

adopter groups both at the time of adoption and later, the 

degree to which members in each -category changed their marital 

status was the same; both the pioneers and early growers tend

ed to acquire one additional wives. The number of wives also 

indicates in traditional terms the husband's wealth.

Postulations specifically on economic aspects were

The research shows that a meaningful percent

age of pioneers in comparison to early growers had more par

cels of land, larger sized farms, and engaged in business 

enterprises.

siibstantiated.
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The economic status of the pioneers was not positively- 

related to their geographic mobility. Although most studies 

on innovation show that the earliest adopters obtain more 

information from sources external to their social system than 

do later adopters, this was not true for the Gusii coffee

growers, when orientation to external sources was measured by 

work experience outside the district. A similar percentage 

of both groups worked outside the district before they first
;;

f planted coffee. For those who worked outside, the length of 

time and the type of job did not significantly vary between

the adopter categories, although the place of employment did. 

Furthermore, since first planting coffee, there was no mean

ingful difference between -the comparative groups in regard to 

the number who worked outside the district.

The extent to which the pioneers tended to follow

modem norms mor^ than the early growers was investigated by 

using religious affiliation and marital status as benchmarks. 

It was assumed that a monogamous Jiousehold might be an indica

tion of modern norms. The research reveals that, contrary to 

expected results, the pioneers did not differ significantly

from their comparative group in adherence to a non-traditional 

religion. Also, fewer of the pioneers than early growers were 

Thus, not all of the hypotheses tested on innova-monogamous .

tion were validated.

Information on the life histories of the Gusii pioneer 

coffee growers was also used to test the asomi theory, which 

states that those who became involved in the colonial system
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were of low status within traditional society, and through 

power and rewards in the structures introduced by the colo

nists, they were able to buy status in the pre-European strati

fication system.
V:

cent of the pioneers came from families which might be clas

sified at the bottom of the traditional social stratification

iii;

i
Is

The data reveal that only thirty-eight per-

i
i
is
isystem. Also, although most of the Gusii coffee pioneers had 

received at least some education, approximately one-third 

never attended school. Among those with an education, a 

meaningful group were solely farmers at the time they first 

planted coffee. The coffee pioneers tended to enhance their 

traditional status by acquiring additional wives; and several 

of them gained higher status in the new economic system by 

acquiring business enterprises. Thus, the asomi theory ^ 

adequately accounts for some Gusii coffee pioneers, but not 

most of them.

S
I
f
i
1
I
I
i
ii
i

ii

II

I
I
I
I
iI
I

Coffee cannot be assumed to have been the prime re

source enhancing the pioneers' socio-economic position, since 

most growers had a limited number of trees, and hence a limit-

5
I
I

I
ed income from these. Until the late 1940s, the extent and

j

rate at whiqh they and other willing farmers could plant cof

fee were determined by Nairobi, 

ber of acres in the experimental areas was regulated by Nairobi, 

as was the number of trees a grower could receive each year. 

Furthermore, the emphasis on food crop production during the 

war years shifted attention away from coffee, 

aspects external to Gusii society limited the rate in which

I
For instance, the maximum-jium-

Thus, these
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ithe Gusii coffee industry grew.

The structure of the Gusii coffee industry was also 

determined by external factors. The post-wa^ concern of 

Europecuis over demobilized African soldiers led the govern

ment to initiate a cooperative movement among the indigenous 

inhabitants. Up to this time the Gusii coffee industry had 

been largely under the control of the district agricultural 

officer. Initial financing of the industry was carried out 

by the local native council, but in 1943, with a sufficient

i
I
!

I
i;

I
5

?

number of mature trees and a retainer from sales in the local

native council treasury, the district commissioner success

fully proposed to the growers that they select a board to 

manage the coffee industry, although.the responsibility and 

liability still remained with the district agricultural 

officer. The monopoly marketing conditions of coffee easily 

lent the crop to cooperative organization.

Although lander the cooperative scheme, through their 

representatives, the Gusii were more ^le than previously to 

be involved in the management of the industry, the cooperative 

was kept locally under the direction of a European officer and 

fell under the close scrutiny of Nairobi. Since a formal co

operative organization was an alien institution to Africans, 

it was inevitable that the initiative for major suggestions 

was taken by the Europeans, whose institutional foonn was being 

transferred. Their control continued lontil the late 1940s

since government did little to train Africans to take over 

responsibilities in the cooperative organizations.
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IThe history of the coffee industry in Kisii shows that 

the government officers and officials were not always united 

in their approach to the goffee experiment, although their 

differences tended to be circumscribed by a general acceptance 

of government guidance of the industry. Differences arose on 

the marking of the coffee bags for sale’; the method by which 

coffee would be prepared for marketing; the rate "of expansion; 

and the extent of an individual's holdings. Nairobi, influ

enced by the settlers, took a much^mSfe conservative position 

on these issues than did the resident officers who were more 

concerned with successfully carrying out the experiment and 

aware of local conditions. In all cases, except the issue of 

preparation of the crop, the central government did not yield 

to the opinion of its field staff.

The 1949 decision to expand coffee production within 

the experimental areas and to other regions was motivated by 

economic considerations. The acreage on European plantations 

had dropped drastically, primarily because of the elimination 

of the crop from regions proven unsuitable, and, secondarily, 

because of uprooting due to' the relatively low price obtained 

for coffee during the depression and war years. The govern

ment could yield to political pressure by Africans to extend 

coffee production and at the same time benefit'from an increase 

in export duties and foreign exchange earned through coffee ex

ports .

i
I

I
i
I

i

Kisii, as well as Meru and Embu, demonstrated that 

Africans could successfully produce coffee, and provided a
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model for expanding production and marketing to other areas.

The case study of the Gusii coffee industry shows that after 

1938 the farmers' willingness to adopt coffee^was circumscribed 

by external factors which were not related to .the successful 

growing of the crop by the Gusii nor the quality of the crop 

produced.
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APPENDIX A

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In selecting a research location, I sought an area 

where the people had been growing a cash crop over an extend

ed period of time, since initially I wanted to study the 

transformation in production activities, as well as to iden

tify and evaluate factors internal and external to the 

ciety which influenced the adoption of the cash 

land in Kenya was chosen since it is a major area of cash 

crop production within the covintry's small-scale agricultural 

sector, and one of the areas where cash crop production has 

been carried out for many years.

Research was conducted in three phases, 

consisted of the collection of information from written 

Primary data were gathered at the British Public Record Office, 

the British Museum Reading Room, the Colonial Office Library, 

the Royal Commonwealth Society Library, and Rhodes House.

Kenya, original sources were consulted at the Kenya National 

Archives, the Ministry of Agriculture Library, the Kenya Plant

ers Coffee Union, the Coffee Board of Kenya, the Gusii County 

Council, the Kisii Farmers Co-operative Union and its oldest 

societies, the District Co-operative Office, the District 

Agricultural Office, the District Commissioner's Office, and

so-

crop. Gusii-

Phase one

sources.

In

234
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§imitMthe MacMillan Library. Information was also obtained from 

the Kenya National Archives Microfilm Collection of Syracuse 

University, and from the Historical Club of Mshop Otunga 

Secondary School in Kisii. Secondary materials were gather- 

ed from various holdings.

A file at the Kenya National Archives contained a 

list of the first group of Gusii coffee growers (1934-1937). 

This led to phase two. Eighty percent of the pioneer growers, 

who were still alive, were interviewed. Gusii interpreters

Ik
1

iIS
IS

1
Kss
p
1
i
Si
f;
Si
Si
1
i
:«
isassisted in these sessions, which were usually tape recorded. Siis

i
i

and the information later transcribed. As the interviewing

proceeded, following an interview guide, farmers frequently 

raised topics which I wished I had discussed with the previous 

interviewees. Also, the research and my observations led me 

to perceive of the pioneers as a special, possibly elitest, 

group, but to test this hypothesis, data collected on a more 

systematic basis were required. To obtain a more objective 

measure of the coffee pioneers as a group and in relation to 

others in their society, it was necessary to have a compara

tive cluster. I chose a gfoup of early adopters, that is those 

who most immediately followed the pioneers in the planting of

1
im
1
13:
*5
I
f
I
*!
I
J
1
I
I
3

I
■s

Icoffee.

A two stage random sampling process was used and then 1

Ia purposeful sample taken to identify the early adopters.

On a map of Kisii
■?

Stage one consisted of an area sample.

(East Africa, 1:50,000 Kenya) each grid square in the major
J
I

coffee, growing region was considered as one unit, and a random
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sample of ten percent of the grid squares was made, 

two consisted of a sample of farmers within the selected

^ list of all heads-of-farms was compiled by going 

into each area, and then twenty percent of the names 

randomly selected and these persons were interviewed about 

the year in which they first adopted coffee, 

checking of the year given with the year recorded by the local 

coffee cooperative societies proved futile, since most origi

nal membership records had been destroyed or lost.)

Stage

areas:

were

(The cross-

Since

diffusion theory classifies innovators as the initial ten

percent of the population, the farmers were ranked by order 

of earliest in adoption of coffee and the first ten 

were selected to comprise the comparative group, 

unit of study was all Gusii pioneer coffee growers and a 

sample of early coffee adopters.

percent

Thus, the

A structured questionnaire was designed, which in

cluded some pre-coded sections. A draft of the questionnaire

P^S'tested to learn if the ques'tions were properly phrased 

to elicit the desired information, 

tested and further changes- were made.

was

It was then modified, re- 

A two-week training 

session was held for the research assistants, who were three

young Gusii men, to acquaint them with the purpose of the study, 

the reasons for the specific questions, and the marking of the 

interview schedule. The questionnaire, written in English was 

translated into Gusii, and practice sessions were held on con

ducting interviews. If a member of the study unit was de

ceased, questions about him were asked to a member of his family.
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preferably his eldest son.

In phase three, 

key figures, such
1 interviewed and corresponded with 

as the district agriculttiral officer

who assisted in the introductions

Also, valuable information 

a few Europeans who resided in the district

and
agricultural instructors.

and extension of coffee in Kisii.

was obtained from 

during the 1930s. 

cross-checked, whenever possible.

In the analysis and presentation

In all phases, information acquired 

to test its validity.

of data from the

was

questionnaires, simple statistical methods are used to com

pare the two groups of coffee innovators, 

cording percentages and number 

gories, chi-square tests

In addition to re- 

of persons within given cate-

were carried out to test the statis

tical level of significance. No arbitrary level of signifi- 

assume that any result of .02 or 
less shows the data to be highly significant:

cance is used, although I

when the P
value is .02 it means that it could 

two out of one hundred cases.
occur by chance in only

a ■:.a
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APPENDIX B

ARABICA COFFEE^ 9;.-

Most coffee consumed in the,world is arabica, although 

robusta and liberica are of commercial importance. The three

species differ in appearance, resistance to infestations, 

suitable growing conditions, and flavor. Robusta and liberica.

highly resistant to diseases and pests, are grown mostly at 

low elevations and in hot climates, 

quality crop than arabica.

They produce a lower 

The arabica species includes 

Brazilian-grown coffee, but the coffee trade distinguishes be

tween Brazils and other arabica coffee since the former pro

duces a distinctive product due to differences in climate, 

cultivation and preparation. Mild arabicas command a premium 

price over Brazils because they are strong and acidic, usually

possessing a finer aroma.

Several arabica varieties are grown in Kenya, 

consider the first coffee planted to be "Mokka," a Bourbon 

variety, but in the 1930s it was discovered that this plant 

bore little resemblance to that of the same name in the East 

Indies, so the East African plant was renamed French Mission. 

This variety, still largely grown on estates in Kenya, pro

duces good quality crops, although the yields are not high.

Europeans

^This section is based primarily on Chapter 12, J. 
Acland, East African Crops. FAO: Longmans, 1971, pp. 57-87.

D.
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Both the French Mission and Blue Mountain varieties have 

some resistance to coffee berry disease, but the latter is 

suitable only for high altitudes and is very ^susceptible to 

The Kent variety proves to have a-high degree
Tt.- “

of rust resistance and, unlike most other varieties, produces 

a reasonable sized crop during the off-year biennial bearing 

cycle; however, the quality of the crop tends to be low.

Since the 1950s Kenya has developed several varieties, 

with its own attractive features under certain ecological 

conditions.

leaf rust.

each

For a good coffee crop, rainfall needs to be fairly 

well distributed throughout the year, with the exception of 

a six - to ten-week dry period which stimulates the trees into

The altitude limits fora cycle of flowering and bearing, 

coffee vary, but in Kenya it is generally between 4500 and 

Coffee should be planted on gently sloping land 

which allows free drainage, while also permitting 

water retention.

6500 feet.

reasonable

Deep soils ensure against drought. Although 

early cultivators planted coffee under shade trees, there is a

trend towards reducing or eliminating them. Shade is only

fully justified at high altitudes where it modifies night

temperatures.

Coffee is usually propagated through seedbeds, 

seedlings take six to eight weeks to germinate and are ready 

for transplanting when they have ^e pair of leaves.

Land for the trees ought to be prepared at least six 

months before transplanting.

The

Eradication of couch and star

S’
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The planting holesgrass usually requires special attention, 

ought to be dug at least three months before cultivation to
iais
i

sides. Although recom-ensure good weathering of the holes' 

mendations on spacing have varied over the years,, the tra- if
i

ditional pattern is nine feet by nine feet, which amounts to 

a plant population of approximately 540 trees per 

ingought to be carried out at the beginning of the main rains, 

and mulch applied.

i
t
iacre. Plant- I
i
s

I
i
a
iCoffee trees begin to bear fruit within three to five 

The berry changes color from green to red
I
I
Iyears from seed, 

during the ripening period, which normally takes from eight
IS
I
t

I
I

Each fruit or berry normally contains twoto nine months.

The mature trees tend to produce a heavy crop

To control cropping and

onebeans. I
ili
I

season and a light one the next, 

facilitate picking, mature trees are pruned.

When the berry is ripe, the outer skin encloses a

enclosed in a

a
I

slimy mucilage, covering the beans which are 

tough membrane called parchment, 

bean is a very thin testa called silverskin. 

term

Close'ly attached to each
■1

1Cherry is the
i

used for ripe berries which have been picked, but not

Picking is done entirely by hand and carried outprocessed, 

regularly during the harvest season.

The initial processing can be carried out by a dry or 

There are two dry processing methods, 

berries can be left to dry in the field and then collected.

One, thewet method.

Acland designates this method as the 'buni method. 

Second, berries can be picked when ripe and dried in the sun

J. S.
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trays; the product, according to Acland, is referred to 

as sun-dried cherry, 

quality coffee than the first.

on

The second method produces a higher 

The first method has never 

been advocated in Kenya and most documents make no distinction
'R.,

between the products of the two drying methods; all dried 

coffee is referred to as mbuni.

The wet method produces a better product. The cherry

is fed with water into a pulping machine which separates the

beans from their outer skins. The-parchment is still intact, 

and at this stage the coffee is referred to as parchment.

The parchment is left for two to four days in fermenting tanks, 

where the sticky mucilage is broken down by naturally 

ring micro-organisms and enzimes; the beans are then washed 

and dried in the svin.

occur-

If the wet processing is done inef

ficiently, even good quality cherries result in a poor quality 

product.

The wet-method processing is carried out at coffee 

pulping stations, which, among small-holders, are cooperatively 

From the pulping stations the parchment is sent to 

curing mills owned by the Kfenya Planters Cooperative Union.

At the mills, the parchment and silverskin are removed, result

ing in what is termed clean coffee or green coffee.

owned.

After it

has become clean coffee, the quality is judged at three stages: 

the raw, the roast and the liquor, 

are graded according to weight and size.

A, B, C, and PB.

At the curing mills, beans 

The top grades are:

The first three represent heavy solid beans, 

with A the largest; PB stands for peaberry, which is a fully
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Iformed and heavy bean from a berry which contains only one

The grades are ranked by ntam-

After

I
ibean instead of the usual two.

bers to further represent the quality of the beans, 

this rating process, samples are sent for testing, 

ing, the coffee is judged on its shininess and the whiteness

Liquoring tests are based on acidity.

3
i
3

In roast-

8of the center cut.
i

flavor and body.
S

The following are descriptions of coffee pests and 

diseases which are mentioned in this study;

1. Antestia is a frequent pest in wet areas, like 
western Kenya. The antestid insect population 
builds up significantly during May and June, 
attacking the maturing green berries, causing 
bean discoloration.

2. Berry borer, stephanoderes hetmpei, is a pest. 
Larvae feed in the beans, causing them to 
appear blue.

3. Coffee berry disease is ,a_ f\ingal disease 
caused by a parasitic strain of colletotrichum 
coffeanum.

4. Leaf rust is caused by the fungus hemileia 
vastatrix. It is potentially hazardous in 
warm, wet areas.

5. Mealy bugs form a white mealy mass around flower 
clusters, fruits and growing tips.

6. Trips, of which there are several species, attack 
coffee particularly in hot, dry periods.

. L
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

This bibliography lists those items found most useful 

Left uncited are sourced which proved extra-for the study.

neous or immaterial.

Two types of materials which were unavailable should 

First, some of the Colonial Office records, from 

the mid-1930s onwards,_dealing with African coffee growing

be noted.

in Kenya were destroyed, according to statute, a usual prac

tice due to space. Second, the files of the Registrar of 

Co-operative Societies for Kenya, held by the Kenya National

Archives, were not available to the author.

PRIMARY SOURCES

Unpublished Official Sources

Great Britain Colonial Office Records:

CO 533/391.1929 Kenya. No. 15856 sub-file B. Agricultural • 
Commission Report.,

CO 533/397 1930 Kenya No. 16091. Board of Agriculture.

CO 533/407 1931 Kenya No. 17066. Native Taxation•and Expendi
ture on Native Services, Annual Statistics.

_ _ _ _ _ _ • No. 170,73. Kenya Marketing Conditions.

CO 533/408 1931 Kenya No. 17094. Coffee Growing by Natives.

CO 533/409 1931 Kenya No. 17137.
Facilities for Agriculture.

CO 533/410 1931 Kenya No. 17142. Stimulation of Native Exports.

Agricultural Advances. Credit
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. No. 17165. Visit of Native Delegates. Matters 
to be laid before Secretary of State.

CO 533/411 1931 Kenya No. 17182. Board of Agriculture.

CO 533/412 1931 Kenya No. 17199. Professor Leakey's Evidence 
Before the Joint Parliamentary Committee on Closer 
Union.

i

!

I
Coffee Industry OrdinanceCO 533/413 1931 Kenya No. 17220. 

1931.
i

Labour Supply Encouragement of - by. No. 17229. 
Administrative Officers.

CO 533/415 1931 Kenya No. 17310. Cooperative Societies (Reg
istration Ordinance).

CO 533/422 1932 Kenya No. 18073. Kikuyu Grievances. Kikuyu 
Central Association. .

' CO 533/425 1932 Kenya No. 18214. Development of Native Re
serves .

CO 533/428 1932 Kenya No. 18288. Coffee Industiry Bill.

CO 533/431 1933 Kenya No. 3040. Coffee Industry - Cultivation 
by Natives.

. No. 3040/r. Coffee Industry - Cultivation by Na
tives (Mr. Care's representations and miscellaneous 
correspondence).

CO 533/446 1934 Kenya No. 23103. Kikuyu Grievances.

CO 533/447 1934 Kenya No. 23133/1. Coffee Industry - Cultiva
tion by Natives.

CO 533/478 1937 Kenya No. 38049. Coffee Industry (Colonial 
Development Fund Grant).

CO 533/507 1939 Kenya No. 38103. Agricultural Department 
Annual Report.

CO 533/530 1943 Kenya No. 38561. Memorandum on Political 
Affairs in Kenya, by Sir Alison Russell.

CO 533/629 1926 Kenya No. XF 5304. Representations on E.
Africa Matters; Conference between Colonial Office 
representatives and Joint East Africa Board.

CO 544/20 1926 Kenya. Native Affairs Department Annual Report, 
1926.
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CO 544/28 1929 Kenya, 
port, 1929.

CO 628/27 1932 Kenya Register No. 18103 Coffee Growing by 
Natives. (File destroyed under statute)

Native Affairs Department Annual Re-

CO 628/30 1935 Kenya Register No. 3824 Coffee Cultivation 
by Natives. (Pile destroyed under statute.)

Kenya National Archives Documents:

Agriculture Kisumu

AGR 1/5/7 Crop Production. Measures and Developments. Na
tive Produce \Prices, 1942-45.

A/CASH/2 Agric. Dept. Native Agricultural Instructors.

A/CASH/8/1 Agric. Dept.
terly Report, 1947-49.

General Arabica 1939-50.

General, 1950-52.

General, 1953.

Coffee Arabica Reports, 1935-47.

Coffee Arabica Reports, 1935-47.

Coffee Pests and Diseases, 1935-51.

A/COOP/1 Co-operative Societies, 1947-52.

A/DEF/3 Defense Regulations 1939.
and Production, 1939-43.

A/DEF/3 Vol. II Defense Regulations 1939.
tural Policy and Production, 1944-46.

A/DEF/3/1 Defense Regulations 1941..
Local Consumption, etc. 1942-43.

Coff/I Coffee. General. Arabica, 1934-39.

DIAR/4 Diaries, South Kavirondo, 1935-42.

DIAR/4/1 South Nyanza, 1943-50.

LNC/1 Local Native Council Meetings, 1944-47.

Agricultural Betterment Fund. Quar-

A/Coff/1 Coffee.

A/Coff/1 Vol. II Coffee. 

A/Coff/1 Vol. Ill Coffee. 

A/Coff/1/1 

A/Coff/1/1 

A/Coff/3

War Time Agricultural Policy

War Time Agricul-

Crop Production, Exports,
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REPT/4 Reports Monthly. South Kavirondo, 1934-39.

REPT/4/1 Quarterly Reports. South Kavirondo, 1939-45. 

REPT/19 Monthly Report. Nyanza Province, 1936-42.

Chief Native Commissioner and Ministry 
of African Affairs (MAA)

A 13/4 The Bassett Report 1948.
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1934-37-.

Committees II/5/3 Private Pile for the Honorable C.N.C. re' 
Board of Agriculture - Minutes 1934-38.

Committees II/9/2/1 Hon. C.N.C.
Committee, 1934-45.

N/4 Nyanza Province.

NAGR/8/II Development in Native Reserves.

Co-operative Societies Bill

District Commissioner, Kisii

DC/KSI/1/1 Ugaya and South Kavirondo District Annual and 
Quarterly Reports. 1907/08 - 1913/14.

DC/KSI/1/2 South Kavirondo District Annual Reports 1914/15-23.

DC/KSI/1/3 South Kavirondo District Annual Reports 1924-1932.

DC/KSI/1/4 South Kavirondo District Annual Reports 1933-39.
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DC/KSI/1/6 South Kavirondo District Annual Report 1944.
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Moroitibasi, James and Gabuna, Barnabas. "Trade in Kisii Before 
1907." Paper done for the Historical Club of Bishop 
Otunga Secondary School, Mosocho, Kisii District, 
November 1968.

iI;
1
I
I
i
i"Nyabururu Diary."

School, Mosocho, Kisii District.
Copy held at Bishop Otunga Secondary

I
S
ft
1(Trans, by JohnNyakvindi, Abnel. "History of the Gusii."

Copy held at Bishop Otunga Secondary iOmwenga.)
School, Mosocho, Kisii District. I

S
I
IThompson, A. W. Correspondence with the author, 14 March 

and 27 June 1971.
1971 I

I
i
Si
i

Interviews I
IIOpen-ended interviews were conducted with thirty-four of the

pioneer coffee growers and other key informants. Also, 
a group of fifteen coffee growers, who planted in the 
mid-1940s, in Gesarara area were interviewed in this 
manner. With a few exceptions, the interviews were 
conducted in Egegusii, with the assistance of an in
terpreter, tape-recorded and later transcribed. Be
low is a list of persons who provided extremely use
ful information; those who are not pioneer growers 
are designated by the abbreviation (NPG). The follow
ing does not include the fifty-four early growers and 
all the pioneers or their respondents to whom 
questionnaires were administered.

,e

I
I!
3

!

iI
i
i

Abuga, Erasto. Over the years he served as a key assistant 
and informant to W. H. Whitely." He is recognized as 
an excellent source on Gusii customs and pre
colonial history. Interviewed on two occasions in 
June 1973 at his home near Sengera, Kitutu Central. 
(NPG) • "

Before planting coffee, he attended Nyanchewa
In-

Aminga, Manya.
for two years and worked outside the district, 
terviewed in March 1971 at his home near Keumbu, 
Nyaribari Chache.

Amunda, Wesisilao. After being conscripted into World War I, 
he attended classes at Nyabururu. He taught school 
and was a clerk in the native tribunal court and court 
of appeals. Interviewed February 1971, at his home in 
Amasago area and June 1973 at Keumbu, Nyaribari Chache.

’
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Angwenyi, Aoga. At the time he adopted coffee, Abga was an 
assistant chief. Soon thereafter he became chief of 
Kitutu, a position he held twelve years.
March 1971 and June 1973 at his farm near Marani, 
Kitutu West.

»;■

IInterviewed
K;

III
j.

Angwenyi, Mariera. A step brotheE'-of'Aoga' s, he attended 
Nyabururu for three years, 
was an askari and then a clerk.

I
i
f
I

Before planting coffee., he 
At the time he adopted

the crop, he held an administrative position, 
viewed March 1971, at his farm near Nyagiti, Kitutu 
West.

Inter-

Angwenyi, Zakariah. He became chief of Kitutu upon the retire
ment of his father, Aoga, in 1948. Previously he 
worked as a clerk for the agricultural department and 
the local native council. Interviewed December 1971, 
at his home near Sengera, Kitui-n West and May 1973, 
in Kisii. . (NPG)- i

!
Atambo, M. M. Otwori. He worked outside the district approxi

mately twenty-two years before planting coffee, 
he adopted the crop, he was a sub-chief.
February 1971, on his farm near Ekerubo, Kitutu Cen.tral.

When 
Interviewed

i;';

I
■I

Auma, Maraburi. After attending Nyabururu for three years, he 
was at Bukura Agricultural Institute, 1922-1925. 
worked as an agricultural instructor in Gusiiland for 
nine years, including the time when coffee was intro
duced.

I
He

3IInterviewed February 1971, on his farm near 
Nyosia, Nyaribari Chache. (NPG)

3
?■-

Carver, Humphrey and Anne.
3Mr. Humphrey was a district of

ficer in South Kavirondo in the early 1930s. 
viewed September 1970, at their home in Whitehead's 
Well, England.

Inter-

(NPG) S
I

Mabiria, Omambia. After briefly attending Igeno school, he 
worked in the Kericho area for six years.
March 1971 and May 1973, on his farm near Marani, 
Kitutu West.

Interviewed

Machuki, Nason. He has written a list of names according to 
events in Gusiiland, for the years^from 1900 onwards. 
Interviewed April 1971 at his shop in Nyansiongo, 
Borabu.

-3
3

(NPG)

Maera, Mogire*. He attended Nyabururu for less than one year, 
then he worked outside the district for approximately 
four years, and returned in 1930 when he became dis
abled, 
did.

¥

A brother planted coffee at the same time he 
Interviewed February 1971 and June 1973, on his 

farm above Magunga, Bassi.
3
I
3
1

5
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Maigp, Alois. After attending Nyabururu for three 
worked in Mombasa for approximately ten 
served in World War II.

years, he 
years. He

^ ^ Interviewed in February 1971,
at his home near Keumbu, Nyaribari Chache.

Makoro, Daudi Nyakundi.. , He worked as an interpreter for -colo-
nxal officers in Kisii for about twenty years. Also, 
he served as an elder on the ^ourt of appeals for 
three years and as ch^rman of his local coffee "so
ciety for two years.-;^nterviewed April 1971, at his 
home near Jogoo, Kitutu Central.

Mayaka, Leonardo. He attended school at Eramba in 1926, and 
completed his education at Nyabururu. Mr. Mayaka 
worked as a tax collector and then as a clerk for the 
government for approximately fifteen years. Currently 
he has one of the largest coffee plots in the district. 
Interviewed June 1973, on his farm near Marani, Kitutu - 
West.

Mbera, Mikael. After working as an askari, he attended 
Nyabururu school. When he planted coffee, he was on 
the court of appeals. Interviewed January 1971, at 
his farm near Sengera, Majoge. . .

Mogire, Clement Nyangau. He was educated at Nyabururu for two 
years and later served as an askari during World War 
II. Interviewed March 1971, at his home near Kegati 
and in June 1973, at Kegati,' Nyaribari Chache.

Monyoncho, Nyakundi.
time he did.

His father planted coffee at the 
Nyakundi attended Nyabururu for less 

than a year, served in a low-level government position 
for two years and later worked as an overseer on road 
construction in the district-. Interviewed February 
1971, at his farm below Tinga, Kitutu Central.

same

Monongo, Marido.
School.

He attended a rural Seventh Day Adventist 
When he planted coffee, Marido worked as an 

askari for Chief Musa, a position he held for seven- 
teen years. Interviewed March 1971, at his home near 
Nyaguta, Nyaribari Chache.

Nyamwamu, Nyagetiria. He was chief of Nyaribari for two years 
in the late 1910s. Interviewed May 1973, on his farm 
near Nyaguta, Nyaribari Chache. (NPG)

Nyamweya, Gabriel. After attending Nyabururu, he worked as a 
teacher for nine years. He became an agricultural 
instructor in 1935, attended a six-month course 
coffee at Kabete, and served as an instructor until 
1965.

on

Interviewed March 1971 on his farm near Keumbu, 
Nyaribari Chache. (NPG)
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Nyajirweya, Paulo. A member of the first graduating class of 
Nyanchewa in the 19.40s, he became pastor of Nyanchewa 
Mission. Interviewed April 1971, at his Nyanchewa 
home. (NPG)

Nyasinga, Mariko. He was in the first graduating class of 
Nyanchewa and received further training as a teacher 
at Kamagambo. Mariko served on the Kisii Coffee 
Growers Board. Interviewed June 1973, at his home 
near Nyaguta, Nyaribari Chache.

Nyatome, Nyamari. He received some education,but has spent 
most of his life farming. Interviewed June 1971 and 
May 1973, in Keumbu area, Nyaribari Chache.

Ogeturengia, Nyangota. His father was chief of Nyaribari in
the early 1920s. Nyangota attended school for approxi
mately four years and held various government admini
strative positions, including at the time when he 
planted coffee. Interviewed May 1973, on his farm 
near Kerera, Nyaribari Chache,.

Okeyo, Alexander. After attending school for three years, he 
worked in the sotik area and later for' the agricful- 
tural department in South Kavirondo 1930-1949.
1961 he was appointed to a government administrative 
position. Interviewed February 1971 the Ekenyoru, 
Kitutu Central with about-thirty persons present.

In

Ondara, Absolom. From 1925 -1931 he worked outside the district. 
After planting coffee, he was a court elder and on 
the local council. He has engaged in several business 
and commercial enterprises, and is active in community 
affairs. Interviewed in March 1971, at his farm.
Tenders area, Majoge, and June 1973, at Ogembo, Majoge. 

.'■»

Ongwora, Marita. He is the eldest son of Bonari, a woman
arrested for being leader of an anti-European cult 
called Mumbo. After being in prison, Marita worked 
as a tax collector. For several years he held a 
leadership position in his local coffee society. In
terviewed on two occasions in March 1971, at his home 
near Kiamoncha coffee society, Kitutu West.

Ongwora, Onyiego. A^brother of Marita, he served as an elder 
on the tribunal court from 1930-1950. He was on the 
managing committee of the Kisii Coffee Growers Co
operative Society. Interviewed May 1971 and June 1973 
at his home near the police lines, Kisii town.

Onkoba. Masiemo. He worked in the first coffee nursery and 
continued service with the agricultural department 
for twenty years. Interviewed March 1971 and May 
1973, at his home above Getare, Kitutu Central.
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Orwenyo, Kasmir. After attending .Nyabururu from 1919-1922, 
he received further religious training in Uganda.
He taught for three years and then worked as a labor 
recruiter for a Kericho-based estate for twenty years. 
His recruiting activities included the Congo and 
Ruanda. Interviewed April 1971 and M§y 1973 at his 
farm near Sensi, Kitutu West.

Oseko, John. He attended school and worked outside the dis
trict before adopting coffee. In the early 1960s 
he attended Bukuru institute for an eighteen-month 
agricultural course. Interviewed April 1971 and June 
1973 near Mogunga society, Bassi.

Osoro, Bosire. Before planting coffee, he worked outside the 
district for about eight years. Later he was employed 
as an assistant veterinary instructor and has been 
active in business and community affairs, including 
the coffee union. Interviewed on two occasions in 
May 1973, at his home in Kemera, Kitutu Central.

Otundo, Chrisanthus. He attended school in Uganda for six 
years and served as a teacher, establishing Yala 
School in 1929. From 1932-1947 he worked as an ad
ministrative clerk and from 1950-1955 was employed .as 
cooperative inspector for the union. Interviewed 
July 1971, at Nyabururu school, Kisii. (NPG)

Otuke, Lazaro. After graduating in-the first class at
Nyanchewa, he was a teacher and a court elder. Inter
viewed in March and April 1971, at his home near 
Nyankororo, Nyaribari Chache.

:!

Oyando, Zedekiah. For three years he was a student at Bukura 
agricultural school and then attended Scott Laboratory 
in Nairobi for special coffee training, 
agricultural instructor in the district from 1935-1967. 
Interviewed July 1973, at his home near Maseno, Siaya 
District.

He was senior

(NPG)

Ratemo, Mathew. He was in the first class at Nyanchewa and 
was a teacher for eighteen years, 
chief of Bassi.
Borabu.

In 1945 he became 
Interviewed April 1971 at his home.

(NPG)
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